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IF IT'S NOT - chances are it should be. 
Because these names represent people 
who own the electric light and power 
companies - and you're probably one 
of those owners! 
It's like this: about three million 
people from all walks of life - teachers, 
housewives, doctors, clerks, mechanics, 
farmers - put their savings into com-
panies like ours. They're direct owners. 
f)~ 
There are also seventy-five million 
people who, through their life insurance 
policies and savings bank accounts, are 
indirect owners in this way: 
The banks and insurance companies 
which want to invest your money wisely, 
put much of it into these same electric 
companies! So, you see, these com-
panies that serve nearly everybody are 
owned by nearly everybody! 
• "MEET CORLISS ARCHER." ~ndays-ABC-9:15 P.M., Eastern Time. 
UIRlilDIA ELEETRIE ADD POWER EOfflPADY 
HERMAN POLLARD THOMAS 
This is no time for evaluating the career of a man as youthful and virile as Dr. Her-
man Pollard Thomas, '17, head of the department of economics and applied economics 
in the University of Richmond. In fact, after only twenty-five 
years of service as a member of the faculty, he has before him 
thirteen fruitful years before he reaches the retirement age, 
years which will bring new laurels . 
Any enumeration of his accomplishments makes an impres-
sive list. But it is not in these achievements but in his human 
qualities that his greatness lies. He is the real embodiment of 
a phrase which has been overworked and too often carelessly 
applied. He is, in the highest, loftiest concept of the expres-
sion, a Christian gentleman. 
A thorough teacher, colloquial, jovial with students who do 
an honest day's work, he can be as stern as the hillsides of his 
native Southwest Virginia with those who would shirk, with those who would whine 
rather than work for grades, with those who are looking for a short cut to a degree. 
Of rugged stock, he is the son of the Rev. John B. F. Thomas, '95, who is still a power 
in the Baptist denomination in his community. In addition .to his bachelor 's degree from 
the University of Richmond, Herman Thomas has both an M.A . and a Ph.D. from Vir-
ginia. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and of other honorary societies. He has 
written for professional journals , he is in demand as a speaker on subjects in the realm 
of economics. 
But, as has been said, his greatness is found in none of these attributes , fine as they 
are. Herman Pollard Thomas was the sort of professor Dr. Boatwright had in mind when 
he said that "Christianity is caught as well as taught." "In his association with students 
on the campus and in the classroom, he has been guided by the precept of the greatest 
of all teachers: 'Ye shall know the truth and the truth will make you free.' " 
MALCOLM U. PITT 
The best refutation of the libel that "n!Ce guys don't win" is Malcolm U. Pitt, '18, 
who has been a nice guy for fifty-six years and a winner since his own student days when 
he played football, baseball , and ran on the track team . 
Strangely enough he never played basketball, the game 
with which he was so closely associated and in which he pro-
duced a great many of Virginia's finest players. When he 
stepped down as basketball coach last month after tutoring 
the Varsity for eighteen years, he was dean of basketball 
coaches in the Old Dominion and in the Southern Conference. 
The "Silver Fox" said simply that he was tired, that the 
rigors of serving as athletic director and as coach of both 
basketball and baseball were too much . In this contention the 
Athletic Council agreed after receiving his assurance he would 
remain on as athletic director and continue as baseball coach. 
The 1952 baseball team was another typical Pitt team. It was a winner, with team 
spirit and cohesion making up for a woeful lack of hitting power. The Spiders won the 
championship of the northern division of the Southern Conference and Pitt's admiring 
colleagues officially proclaimed him "coach of the year" in the Old Dominion . 
Mr. Pitt's well -wishers hope that the "Silver Fox" will be prominent in the University 
of Richmond athletic picture for many mote years. They like him because he can win 
gracefully and , when he must lose, conduct himself as a gentleman should. No adminis-
trative official has ever had to apologize, no alumnus has ever had to feel ashamed of 
the conduct of Mac Pitt in the direction of University of Richmond teams. 
It is not surprising that he is held in high esteem by his colleagues and by the legion 
of University of Richmond men who have learned how to play baseball and have learned 
how to play a much more important game, long after the spiked shoes have been put aside. 
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An Adventure in World Understanding 
JUST ONE YEAR AGO a unique aspect of the general orientation program for 
Germany was inaugurated at the University 
of Wisconsin. The Industrial Relations Cen-
ter, in cooperation with the School for Work-
ers, conducted a program for the State De-
partment for twenty-five young German in-
dustrial relations trainees. They spent nine 
months in this country acquainting them-
selves with the methods, practices and pro-
cedures which sustain a free society. 
The basic purpose of this orientation pro-
gram was to enable young Germans show-
ing potentiality for leadership to study and 
observe the democratic environment in the 
United States with emphasis on labor man-
agement relations. Rigorous formal educa-
tion was not contemplated; instead, em-
phasis was placed on extensive experience 
and general knowledge . Most of these poten-
tial leaders were forced to leave school at 
too early an age to have obtained the edu-
cation necessary to meet the academic stand-
ards of most of the German reorientation 
programs. Most of the trainees participating 
in this project, however , came from a class 
that traditionally has not received higher 
education in Germany. Thus the project 
was designed to include the participation of 
this segment of German society in the re-
orientation program. 
In this group there were twenty-three men 
and two women. Although their average age 
was twenty-two , they were persons of serious 
purpose whose maturity belied their age. 
They all spoke English with varying degrees 
of proficiency . In order to qualify for this 
program they had to pass various selection 
board s both of the State Departmen t and 
of their own country. 
Because of their varied educat ional back-
grounds, it was not possible to fit them into 
regular univ ersity courses. It was necessary 
to set up a special program designed for 
their particular needs . In add ition to their 
work in labor relations, they studied Amer-
ican government and Basic American in-
stitutions . They attended the Freshman Fo-
rum, which centered around American de-
mocracy, its problems and prospects. Vari-
ous aspects of American culture were dis-
cussed in a special seminar. 
Classroom presentation and discussion 
were but one part of the program. The class-
room work was supplemented by many field 
trips about Wisconsin and neighboring states. 
On these trips the trainees had opportunity 
to visit industrial plants and to investigate 
many of our institutions and social processes. 
At the outset of each tour, a qualified per-
son explained the various operations they 
were to see. At the conclusion of the tour, 
there was a discussion period during which 
the trainees had opportunity to raise ques-
tions about things which they saw. The per -
By DANIEL H. KRUGER, '49 
sonnel manager or labor relations director 
explained the industrial relations setup in 
the plant and then answered the trainees' 
questions concerning industrial relations in 
the plant. 
On campus, the trainees live in dormito-
ries, each with an American as roommate. The 
trainees participated in many aspects of cam-
pus life. They were members of the Student 
Halls Association which is the self-govern-
ment agency of the students living in the 
halls. In all respects, they were treated as 
regular members of the university commu-
nity. Their roommates helped the trainees 
to gain an insight into what makes America. 
The trainees discussed with them questions 
about their work at the University, about 
life on the campus, and conditions in their 
respective home towns. 
On their field trips to industrial plants, 
an attempt was made to cover representative 
firms in as many industries as possible. On 
these trips the trainees were able to corre-
late what they learned in the classroom with 
what they saw in the shop. In the question 
and answer periods management people as 
well as labor representatives joined ranks 
to present the complete picture of labor re-
lations in that particular plant. Seeing labor 
union and management representatives seat-
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
As coordinator of the State Department 's pro-
gram for German industrial relations trainees, 
Dan Kruger served as liaison officer between the 
State Department and the University of Wiscon-
sin where the program was centered. In its 
broadest aspects, his task was to make the train-
ees' stay in America " as educational and in-
formative as possible in order that they might 
leave the University with some knowledge of our 
country , its greatness and its faults, but with an 
understanding of both." Speci~cally, there were 
such matters as arranging classes and curricu-
lum, getting speakers for the seminar s, arrang-
ing field trips . In addition, he was responsible 
for a series of radio ,programs for the Voice of 
America in which the German students told of 
their experiences in the United States. These 
programs were rebroadcast in Germany. 
In his spare moments , Coordinator Kruger 
continued his work on his Ph.D. degree at Wis-
consin. 
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ed at the same table answering their ques-
tions was quite an adventure in American 
democracy for these trainees. By and large, 
these sessions showed how labor has become 
an accepted partner in industrial government. 
Madison, where the University is located , 
was utilized as a laboratory to see how many 
of our institutions operate. The group visited 
meetings of the City Council where they 
heard a bill on anti-discrimination being 
discussed. A trip to the police station re-
vealed the relationships between city, state 
and federal law enforcement agencies. In 
their investigation of the educational sys-
tem, they visited an elementary school and 
a high school during which time the prin-
cipals of the schools explained the opera-
tion of their respective institutions. On their 
tour of the elementary school they inspected 
the orthopedic division, where the crippled 
children of the city take special work. They 
visited the local newspaper where the editor 
explained the operations of the paper. At 
the City Hall they met the Mayor who dis-
cussed city government in operation. Before 
they returned to Germany in June , the 
trainees visited many of our public institu-
tions in an effort to see how all these fit 
into the pattern of life in America. 
As for the academic side of the program, 
it soon became evident that the formal lec-
ture system was less effective than with 
American students. These trainees wanted to 
know what makes America. Particular prob-
lems had to be discussed against the back-
ground of the entire picture in order to 
show how interrelated our society is. The 
trainees were encouraged to ask questions. 
This was quite an exciting experience for 
them for they were not accustomed to ask 
their teachers questions. They had the op-
portunity to make counter declarations if 
they desired. Obviously, it was difficult, if 
not impossible, to follow a well-defined set 
of lecture notes because these questions often 
led to new areas not immediately associated 
with the topic under discussion. This situa-
tion marked a departure from regularly 
scheduled classes because many of the Uni-
versity courses in the social sciences are based 
upon the assumption that the student is 
somewhat familiar with life in the United 
States. At the same time, this provided a 
challenge to the teachers in the program and 
a new adventure in pedagogical techniques. 
Thus all participants in the program- · 
trainees, faculty, union and management 
representatives-were a part of this unique 
experiment in world understanding. Though 
these trainees studied and were housed at 
the University , the entire state and country 
was their laboratory. Not only were members 
of the faculty of the University their in-
structors, but every citizen they met helped 
them to get an insight into America. 
(Continued on page 32) 
f!o-mmencement 
ALTHOUGH FOR THE FIRST TIME since 1948 
£l. the number of graduates dropped below 
the 300-mark, the University of Richmond 
closed its 122nd session on the note of opti-
mism. 
The administrative attitude was summed 
up by President George M. Modlin who told 
the board of trustees at its annual meeting 
that he was confident "this university is 
moving forward in a sound, progressive man-
ner which assures it a future of promise and 
achievement. " 
Earlier, in addressing the alumni, he 
had cited five significant events of the year, 
chief among them the bequest of $2,700,000 
from A. D. Williams . He cited too, the es-
tablishment of two Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps units (Air Force and Army Trans-
portation) , the completion of the Alumni-
Student Center Building, authorization for 
constructing a $400,000 Law School building 
on the main campus, and the organization of 
a Sd1ool of Christian Education. 
As for the graduates, morale was uniform-
ly high, particularly for those who were go-
ing immediately into industry at salaries 
whid1 placement officers said were an all-
time high. Of course, military service beck-
oned to many of the graduates, particularly 
those in the School of Business Administra-
tion, but the men were taking their induction 
in good grace-gratefu l that they were per-
mitted to remain in school until they had 
earned their degrees. 
Not only for men but for the women 
graduates, jobs were plentiful and salaries 
excellent. The largest single group-twenty-
two--of the eighty-three Westhampton wom-
en planned to enter the teaching profession, 
eleven will continue their training in grad-
uate smool. Seven will become laboratory 
technicians, four in industry and three in 
hospitals. Social service will claim five; busi-
ness, two; journalism, two, and personnel 
work, one. Four hadn't decided which of 
several jobs to take, and ten said they'd have 
a nice long summer vacation before looking 
for a job. 
Activity was brisk on the matrimonial 
front. Three were already married and twen-
ty others were engaged to be married in the 
near future. 
Slightly more than half of Richmond Col-
lege's seventy-eight men planned to continue 
their education in graduate and professional 
schools, while about one-eighth expected to 
go immediately into military service. For the 
others the job prospects were excellent. 
For draft-exempt Business School grad-
uates the prospeots were "unexcelled," with 
the demand for trained men particularly 
heavy in accounting, sales, and management 
training. However, almost half of the forty-
two graduates were expected to go almost 
immediately into the armed services. 
Practically all of the Law School graduates 
had already done their military stint, and 
planned to go immed iately into the practice 
of their profession. 
The total of 258 graduates, including ten 
in the Graduate School, was the lowest since 
1948 when 246 received diplomas. (Last 
year, 303 received degrees, as compared with 
342 the preceding year.) The decline can be 
expected to continue next year but deans 
were confident that enrollments will increase 
sharply in the next few years when the col-
leges feel the impact of the sharply acceler-
ated birth rate of the late '30' s and early '40' s. 
(Educators expect college enro llments to be 
from 50 to 100 per cent higher by 1962.) 
To the low birth rate of the early ' 30's 
educators give most of the blame for the 
current nation-wide slump in college enroll-
ments but there are other factors, including 
the demands of the armed services and the 
fact that the wave of World War II veter-
ans attending college under the GI bill is 
now merely a ripple. (President Modlin 
pointed out in his annual report that the 
veteran population had dropped from a high 
of 80 per cent in 1946-47 to a low of 15 per 
cent of the male enrollment last session. 
The percentage will be even smaller next 
year.) 
· There were several reasons to believe that 
the University of Richmond might be able 
to check the enrollment decline next fall. 
The resumption of normal graduating classes 
in the Richmond city public schools after a 
year's lapse upon the establishment of the 
twelve-year system was the most encourag-
ing single factor. A more intensified recruit-
ment program , coupled with the establish-
ment of twenty-seven new scholarships worth 
a total of $15,100, were among other reasons 
(Continued on page 16) 
"YE SHALL SEEK THE TRUTH ... " 
Graduates who must turn aside from the 
offer of lucrative jobs to do their stint in 
the armed services 
found inspiration 
in the words of 
the commence-
ment speaker, Dr. 
Francis Pendleton 
Gaines, '12, pres-
ident of Washing-
ton and Lee Uni-
versity. 
" If there should 
be disappointment 
or impatience that 
our exce ll ent 
youth of today's emergency must turn aside 
from eagerness for personal success," he said, 
"then we can only remind them of the dis-
tinction of their privilege . In new and al-
most terrible reality they have become cus-
todians of all that is precious in the human 
effort. Under grim necessity they learn the 
formula of the only human hope. Using this 
formula, they can make their day the most 
influential of the human history." 
Dr. Gaines spoke in the auditorium of 
the First Baptist Church where, for the 
second consecutive year the exercises were 
held due to inclement weather which made 
unsuitable the Luther H. Jenkins Greek 
Theater. 
Dr. Gaines told the graduates that the 
"nob lest concept of education offered by all 
the cenruries is in the words of the Great 
Teacher, 'Ye shall know the truth and the 
[3} 
truth will make you free.' " He added, how-
ever, that this "immortal utterance " rests 
upon the "seldom-quoted hypothesis that 
great commandments must be kept and great 
disciplineship achieved before one can hope 
to know the truth ." 
The occasion marked the 40th anniver-
sary of Dr. Gaines' graduation. Alma Mater 
had called him back again, however, to con-
fer on him the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Laws. 
Four other distinguished sons of Alma 
Mater were given honorary degrees at the 
1952 finals, in addition to Governor John 
Stewart Battle. Governor Battle and Presi-
dent Morgan L. Combs, '17, of Mary Wash-
ington College received the degree of Doctor 
of Laws. L. Howard Jenkins , '08, prominent 
Rimmond businessman and a member of the 
U. of R. board of trustees, received the de-
gree of Doctor of Science. The Doctor of 
Divinity degree was conferred on Clifton C. 
Thomas, '1 7, general secretary of the State 
Mission Board of the Maryland Baptist 
Union Association, and the Rev. E. Norfleet 
Gardner, ' 14, pastor of the First Baptist 
Church of Henderson , N . C. 
In his baccalaureate sermon the preceding 
evening, Dr. Gardner said that mankind must 
turn to God to find a way out of the present-
day unrest. "Not in communism, and not 
in capitalism," he said, "is the answer to be 
found, but in the hearts and lives of the 
citizens" who make up the nations of the 
world . 

' HHAPPY RED, NOSTALGIC BLUE" 
HOMECOMI NG OL' GRADS are painting the town in school colors-a happy red and 
a nostalgic blue." 
1-THE GANG 'S ALL HERE. Richmond College men 
and co-eds of 1911 are entertained by Mrs . Eudora 
Ramsay Richardson at a picnic supper at her home 
on Skipwith Road. 
2-IT'S A MAN 'S WORLD. Mrs . Eudora Ramsay Rich• 
ardson does the paddling while Wilmer L. O ' Flah -
erty relaxes . 
3-S TILL THE CHAMPION! John Hash hold s the watch 
on Lester (Jim) Tharpe who haS" slowed up a bit 
since the days when he set U. of R, records in the 
quarter , half-mile, and mile . 
4-OOPs. The photographer arrived too late to catch 
the Westhampton Class of 'SO which dined at 
Ewart 's. 
5-Members of the Class of ' 12 are guests of Repre-
sentative J . Vaughan Gary. 
6- " Tell-1-1 me Why-y -y , , ," Some of the girls of 
'47 give out with their favorite song. 
7- 1932. The class met with Miss Phyllis Perkison. A 
guest of honor is Miss Caroline Lutz, 
8-Ju st 10 years out. The girls of '42 met at the home 
of Mrs. W . F. Parkerson , Jr . 
9-Girls and Boys of '22 meet in the Tea Room at 
Westhampton . 
10- UP TO THEIR OLD TRICKS, Two delightful screw-
balls of the class of ' 42 engage in a bit of horse-
That's the way Guy Friddell , '46 , a re-
porter for the Richmond News Leader, start-
(Continued on page 32) 
play. T. Emmett Warriner (left) confers the honor -
ary degree of Master of Assiduous Assininity upon 
Rober t E. Cotten , Jr., now a member of a Washing -
ton law firm. Warriner, also a lawyer , was recentl y 
elected mayor of Lawrenceville . 
11- " GRAY HAIRS AT TWENTY? YES, WHITE IF YOU 
PLEASE." The boys of '01 ond '02 were the dinner 
guests of Dr. J. P. McCabe. Guests of hono r were 
Dr. R. E, Gaines and Dr. R. E. Loving , '96 . 
12- " AND FURTHERMORE, YOUNG MAN .... " Dean 
Keller tells off Dr. Oscor Hite , '22 , just as she used 
to do . 
13-A Word from " The Neighbor. " Dean Pinchbeck 
tells the men of '42 what ' s been going on at the 
university during the past decade , 
14-Canes for the Old Men . Members of the class of 
' 27 hold aloft their 25th anniversary souvenirs . 
15-W hat 's 25 Years? Members of the class of '27 pose 
for their picture on the terrace of the formal gar -
den. Guests of honor are Miss Pauline Turnbul l and 
Miss Isabel Harri s. 
16-W HAT A TEAM! In the line, ready to charge, are 
W . B. F. Cole, G. Stanley Clarke, and Charles T. 
O ' Neill. The backs are Alan L. Har t, Hen ry M. 
Taylor and Earle Lutz. Manager J . Vaughan Gary 
stands . 
We Are in the International Business 
AFEW WEEKS AGO an Egyptian , an Israelite, a German and a Frenchman 
were in our office at the same time . They re-
mained with us a few days, after which we 
sent them together to a nearby city to ob-
serve its social welfare facilities for a two-
weeks' period. Newspapers and other articles 
on the relationships of the countries these 
people represent might lead us to the theo-
retical conclusion that these four people 
could not-would not participate in a co-
operative venture. TI1eoretically, it would 
not work! 
However, the Egyptian, the Israelite, the 
German, and the Frenchman accidentally 
arrived in the same office on the same day. 
Together, by plan, under our sponsorship 
and under the sponsorship of a designated 
agency, they went to a nearby city. Together 
they visited welfare agencies, institutions, 
schools and churches. Together they visited 
American homes. Together they returned to 
our office two weeks later , having had a full 
and profitable experience. 
We are in the International business . Peo-
ple come to our office from all over the 
world-people who are experts in the fields 
of maternal and child health, child guidance 
and child welfare - people who are inter-
ested in learning something in this country 
that they may be able to use in their own 
countries. 
International tensions have always existed, 
and possibly always will, to a greater or less 
degree. However, the United States is tak-
ing considerab le responsibility in the matter 
of exchange of ideas , information, technical 
knowledge, etc., with a view toward assist-
ing in the world-wide movement toward 
raising standards of living, and to the world-
wide movement toward achievement of a 
more peaceful existence for all. In bringing 
people to this country, the United States not 
only creates opportunity for mutual under-
standing between Americans and persons 
from other countries, but also makes it pos-
sible for people from many countries to get 
acquainted with one another, and establish 
friendly relations with one another-as in 
the case of the Egyptian, the Israelite, the 
German , and the Frenchman . 
People from foreign countries come to our 
office through a number of programs, in-
cluding the United Nations' Fellowship Pro-
gram ( described in the ALUMNI BULLETIN 
in the winter of 1949-1950) ; the Cultural 
Exchange Program, which allows opportu-
nity for our former enemies to visit and be-
*Miss Ashton is Chief , Training Branch, Divi-
sion of Int ernational Cooperation , Children's Bu-
reau, Washington, D. C. 
By ELMA H. ASHTON, '25* 
come acquainted with us; and the Point Four 
Program, a program in which the United 
States makes available to less developed 
countries a variety of opportunities for ex-
change of knowledge and materials. 
All of the exchange programs financed 
by the United States, as well as by the United 
Nations, have the basic purpose of creating 
opportunities for countries throughout the 
world to raise their own standards of living ; 
and of creating a "climate" in which more 
peaceful relationships can develop among 
men. I shaJI deal in some detail with the 
Point lV Program. 
In his Inaugural Address in January, 1948, 
the President of the United States declared 
our country's necessity to embark upon a 
program of international activity. As his 
fourth point in this statement he announced, 
"We must embark on a bold new pro-
gram for making the benefits of our scien-
tific advances and industrial progress avail-
able for the improvement and growth of 
underdeveloped areas . . we should 
make available to peace-loving peoples the 
benefits of our store of technical knowl-
edge in order to help them realize their 
aspirations for a better life. . . . " 
This fourth point, now known the world 
over as the Point IV Program, got under way 
in the year 1951, and now is a major factor 
in constructive developments in many of the 
less developed countries of the world. 
Through this program, the United States, 
upon request of another country, shares in 
projects designed to raise the standards of 
living of the people of those countries. 
Our Government, through the Department 
of State, and through our Embassies in other 
countries, makes agreements with those coun-
tries, each government contributing to the 
project in accordance with its resources. 
These projects include our sending experts 
to other countries to assist in developing 
those countries in sud1 areas as agriculture, 
sanitation, communication, industry, health 
and welfare; and include our receiving for 
study and training in this country, experts 
in the various specialties. Through this pro-
gram the people of many countries are busy 
improving their own conditions; by increas-
ing the productivity of their land , thus pro-
viding more and better food; by building 
their first out-of-door toilets, thus improv-
ing sanitary conditions; by digging their 
first wells, thus allowing families their first 
opportunity to drink clean water; by organ -
izing a group of children to form the com-
munity's first school; by setting up the first 
health and welfare centers. 
[6] 
Experts the United States sends to those 
countries help the governments get the proj-
ects under way-the people of those coun-
tries carry responsibility for accomplishing 
results. Professional persons and technicians 
from those countries come to the United 
States to study our methods in the various 
fields and return home to carry leadership 
in the home country's activities, making use 
of whatever they have learn ed that may be 
applicable and adaptable to that country. 
The over-all administration of this pro-
gram is carried in the United States Depart-
ment of State. However, all over Washing -
ton, in many departments and bureaus, there 
are International units that carry technical 
responsibility for the program. For example, 
the Department of Labor, the D epartment of 
Agriculture, the Bureau of Public Assistance, 
the Children 's Bureau, and many other 
departments and bureaus have designated 
staff to serve as the administrative routes 
through which the department of State re-
cruits experts to go abroad as consultants; 
and plans and arranges observation and study 
for professional persons and technicians 
from other lands who come to the United 
States to explore our methods in the various 
fields. 
Our office, the Division of Int ernational 
Cooperation of the Children's Bureau, car-
ries only a small part of this tremendous job . 
In the fields of child health, child guidance, 
and child welfare, we recruit experts to go 
abroad, and we · plan study and observation 
for visitors who come to this country to gain 
new knowledge for use in their work at 
home. 
What can an Egyptian learn in this coun-
try that she can make use of at home-for 
example, the Egyptian ( a Point IV grantee) 
who arrived in our office with the Israelit e 
(a United Nations FeJlow), the German (a 
Cultural Exchange FeJlow), the Frenchman 
(a United Nations FeJlow) ? This Egyptian 
is a lady who carries broad responsibility for 
underprivileged, neglected and delinquent 
children and youth. She is here to study our 
methods of caring for such children and 
youth through our agencies and institutions. 
She is a person who has an important job 
in her country and who has enough prestige 
among her people to be able to influence 
policy and practice in the area of her respon-
sibility. She will study "our ways" and try 
to adapt whatever may be usable in Egypt. 
What does the United States have that a 
person from Turkey, or Iran, or Iraq, can 
use at home? We now have a man from 
Turkey in this country who is a lawyer and 
who is interested in the whole field of juve-
(Continued on page 16) 
Alumni Fund Nears Record Total 
Almost $28,000 Given; '15 Wins Agai n 
GRADUATES spanning the years from Aus-tin of '87 to the youngsters of '51, run-
ning through every letter of the alphabet 
from Abbitt of '31 to Zizak of • 49 let their 
dollars tell of their devotion to Alma Mater 
in the Alumni Fund of 1952. 
As a result, the Fund had an unprece-
dented July 1 total of $27,885.40 as com-
pared with $25, 103.67 at the close of the 
1951 Fund-an increase of almost $2,800. 
Although the total was $723.94 below the 
record-breaking sum of $28,609.34 contrib-
uted in 1950 when big givers were urged to 
go all out for the Alumni-Stud ent Center 
Building, it was far ahead of the $26, 155.67 
total of July 1, 1950. 
Th ere is every reason to believe that be-
fore the close of the calendar year the Fund 
will be the largest since the annual giving 
plan was inaugurated in 1947. That year 793 
alumni participated; in the current fund the 
total had reached 1,258 on July 1 and was 
heading steadily to the 1300-mark. 
The 1952 total is particularly significant 
in view of the fact that none of the money 
contributed in the Law School Building cam-
paign was credited to the Fund . 
A brick-and-mortar evidence of the suc-
cess of the Alumni Fund is the Alumni-
Student Center which is having a noticeably 
Old Guard (Up to 1902) 
(24.14%) 
Albert M. Austin. '87 
W. H. Baylor, '88 
J . '.r. Noe ll, Jr., '88 
Henry T . Lou thou, '90 
·w. H. Parker, '9 0 
John W. Reams, '90 
W.O. Ca rv er, '91 
Garnett Ryland, '92 
W. C. James, '93 
W. F. Dunaway, '94 
Albert P. Fox, '94 
G. W. Layman, '94 
Hill i1ontague , '94 
H. W. Provence , '94 
Jesse H. Binford, '96 
Charles M. Graves , '96 
R. E. Loving, '96 
W. E. Gibson , '97 
Thomas B. McAdams, '97 
Ch arl es G. McDaniel, '97 
E. V. Riddell, '97 
Henly M. Fugate, '98 
Julian B. Martin, '98 
H. G. Noffsinger, '98 
Albert 0. Boschen, '99 
A. W. :U1reeman, '99 
Hunter B. Miller, '99 
R. W. Neat hery, '99 
P. H. Chelf, '00 
A . C. Harlowe, '00 
J. L. Hart , '00 
G. E. Mabry, '00 
Joseph P. Scruggs, '00 
John B. Welsh, '00 
Alan P. Wilson, '00 
Adon A. Yoder, '00 
M. E. Bristow, '01 
J. W. Cammack, '01 
J.P. McCabe, '01 
R. C. L. Moncure, '01 
Cullen Pitt, '01 
E.W. Provence, '01 
1902 (29 .41%) 
W. H. Carter 
L.B. Cox 
C. H. Dunaway 
Carter A. Jenkins 
R. A. McFarland 
1903 (36.00 % ) 
W. P. Clark 
Powhatan W. James 
J. W. Kincheloe 
James E. Oliver 
W. L. Phillips 
Lacy M. Ritt er 
Charl es W. Sh eriff 
VVilliam Thalhimer 
Richard H. White 
1904 (20 .00 % ) 
0. B. Falls 
WilliamH. Ham 
L. Howard Jenkins 
S. P. Ryland 
1905 (36.67 % ) 
S. Burnell Bragg 
A. B. Bristow 
J. C. Bristow 
Clar ence Ca mpb ell 
D . J. Carver 
C. W . Dickin son, Jr. 
M. C. Frazer 
J. S. Galeski 
Clifton H . Howell 
E. W. Hudgins 
J . Temp le Waddill 
Mclver Wood y 
1906 (33.33 % ) 
W. D. Bremner 
Percy Scott Flippin 
Thomas E. Hughes 
George Morton 
F. Morris Sayre 
J. Milton Shue 
Jesse F. Wood 
1907 (40.00 %) 
John H. Brothers 
F. B. Clark 
R. N. Dani el 
J. Laurens Elmore 
E. M. Louthan 
L. Cleveland Quarles 
A. Wi llis Robertson 
Sidney A. Slater 
Dana Terry 
good effect on student morale. Students ap-
preciate the luxurious furnishings of the 
building and are cooperating to the hilt in 
giving the building the care it deserves. Par-
ticularly popular during the hot summer 
months is the air-conditioned College Shop 
which is a far cry from the frame shop of 
yesteryear. The lounge and the adjoining 
playroom also are widely used. 
Staffs of student pub lications, long used 
to miserab le quarters in the old Playhouse, 
are jubilant about the comfortable, well-
outfitted offices on the fourth floor of the 
building. In addition to these offices, there 
is a jointly used mailing room and a morgue 
for the filing of cuts, pictures and other ma-
terials . 
Alumni headquarters are located on the 
second floor of the building. 
WINNER AND STILL CHAMPION ! 
It may take a revolution to dethrone the 
class of 1915 which for the fourth consecu-
tive year cleaned up all opposition in the 
spirited fight for first place in the Alumni 
Fund. 
The men of ' 15 finished with a percentage 
of 60.53-s lightly above last year's 58.97, 
but not up to their record 77. 77 of the pre-
ceding year. A perennial contender for the 
tit le, the class of 1911 moved into second 
J.B. Woodward, Jr. 
1908 (3 0.00 % ) 
Wythe D. Anderson 
Conra d H. Goodwin 
T. Just in J\ioore 
J. Hoge Ricks 
Oscar B. Ryder 
Arc hi e G. Ryland 
Alex H . Sands, Jr. 
Henry C. T ay lor 
E. P. Wightman 
1909 (26.67 % ) 
K. J. Clark 
D. N . Davidson 
J.B. Hill 
G. Edmo nd Massie 
Willard P. McBain 
Beecher L. ,Rhodes 
W. R. L . Smith, Jr. 
R. R. Spencer 
1910 (37.50 % ) 
E. L. Ackiss 
Robert Bowling 
Louis E. Cutchins 
Overton D. Dennis 
Stiles H . E llyson 
M. M . Lon g 
Frank G. Louthan 
D. B. Moffett 
Gro ver C. Outl and 
vV. Henry Powell 
George W. Sadler 
T. Harris Smith 
1911 (51.16%) 
Archer B. Bass 
J. L. Broudy 
S. A. Caldwell 
A.H. Camden 
T. E. Cochran 
R. G. Cra ft 
J . W. Deck er 
Robert C. Duval , Jr. 
R. Hi ll F leet 
L.T.Ha ll 
S. E. Hening 
John L. Ingram 
Al fr ed J. Kirsh 
J.E. King 
Arthur Lankford 
A. 0. Lynch 
Wilmer L. O'Flaherty 
Merrill E. Raab 
W. H. Roge rs 
A. L. Shuma te 
E hner VV. Sydnor 
Overton S. Woodward 
A. W. Yowell 
1912 (30.61 % ) 
E1. 1\-L Benton 
S. S. Cook 
F. P. Ga in es 
J. Vaug han Gary 
E. M . Gwathmey 
Char les N. La,vson 
Earle Lutz 
W. Bricen Miller 
C. T. O'Neill 
Henry M. Ta ylor 
E. P. T. Tynda ll 
James E. Welsh 
Fra nk P. White 
A. B. Wi lson 
Vvesley Wright 
1913 (25.00 % ) 
Cut hbert Bristow 
John W. Elliott 
Frank B. Hart 
William T . Luck 
E lli s C. Primm 
W. F. Saunders 
P.A. L. Smith, Jr. 
R. W. Vaughan 
John J. Wicker, Jr. 
1914 (35 .48%) 
Geo rg e W. J. Blum e 
Asa R. Crabtree 
E. Nor fleet Ga rdn er 
Odis B. Hinnant 
George A. Jordan 
Waverly G. King, Sr. 
Claud e L. Leach 
E. B. Lovin g 
D. S. McCarthy 
[7] 
place with a 51.16 total- the best second 
place score in the six-year history of the 
Fund! 
The class of 1916, fifth last year, slipped 
into third place with a fine 47 .37, and should 
be in a position to make a bid for the cham-
pionship next year. 
The soul of consistency, the class of 1907 
finished fourth for the third consecutive year. 
Their score was 40.00. 
Others in the top ten: 1917 (38.60) ; 
1924 (37 .84); 1910 (37.5,0); 1905 (36.67); 
1903 (36.00); 1914 (35.48) . 
For the third consecutive year the class of 
1949 finished first in the number of con-
tributors-79, exactly the same total as for 
the preceding year. Perhaps the best showing 
was made, however , by the class of 1930 
which closed with a burst of contributions 
to move into second place . With forty-six 
contributors the class had a very creditable 
percentage of 33.58. 
The men of 1950 were third with 44, 
closely followed by 1948 with 43, the Old 
Guard, 42, the class of 1941 with 41, and 
the class of 1951 with 40. Others in the top 
bracket were the class of 1927 with 39, 193 7 
with 38, and the class of 1942 with 3 7. 
Th e names of contributors to the 1952 
Alumni Fund , by classes, follow: 
Willis D. Mi ller 
Robert A. Ryland 
1915 (60.53 %) 
Dud ley P. Bowe 
Aubrey R. Bowles, Jr. 
M. L. Breitstein 
Charl es W . Buford 
Crawford C. Crouch 
Henry vV. Decker 
Edward B. Dunford 
J. Ear le Dnnforcl 
Frank C. E llet t 
Henry E. Garrett 
W. S. Green 
Inman Johnson 
Catesby G. Jones 
James A . Newton 
George M. Percival 
E. V. Peyton 
John A. Ryland 
H. R. Sanders 
Edwin J. Snead 
D. Ne lson Sutton 
Willi11m A. Walton 
J. H. Wiley 
E. J. Wright 
1916 (47 .37%) 
K. Brooke Anderson 
V,. II. Brannock 
Dunton J. Fatherly 
John H. Garber 
Sa mu el H. Gellman 
J. Newton Gordon 
\'Vistar Hamilton 
J. A. Les1ie, Jr. 
R . C. McDanel 
J. L. McKee 
Frank F. Rennie, Jr. 
· Percy S. Smith 
Edloe B. Snead 
Thomas J. Starke 
L. Bland Taylor 
George T. Terrell 
H. 0. Wyatt 
L . C. Yancey 
1917 (38 .60 % ) 
William Hugh Bagby 
James H. Barnett , Jr . 
I. Norris Blake 
H. W. Cha 1·lton 
Harvie A. Clop ton 
Morgan L. Combs 
Lynn C. Dickerson 
Isaac W. Digges 
Edwar d J. Fox 
l-.1oses Gellman 
S.S. Hill 
Claudius 0. Johnson 
Howard C. Lane 
L. M. Latane 
Robert M. Mustoe 
Homer A. Nob li n 
J. H. Poteet 
G. Willard Quick 
George F. Smith, Jr. 
Clifton C. Thomas 
Herman P. Thoma s 
William Ear le White 
1918 (28.85 % ) 
P. C. Adams 
Roland J. Beazley 
Titus W . Beasley 
Frank B. Dunford , Jr. 
P.R. Fox 
:Malcolm H. I-Ia1-ris 
E. Ca rl Hoover 
R. L. Lacy 
Clinton L. Mason 
J.B. Omohundro 
:Malcolm U. Pitt 
John K. Shumate 
Meade T. Spicer , Jr. 
\V . 0. Tune 
J. A. Vache 
1919 (21.88%) 
Francis Lee Albert 
Lynwood H. Cosby 
B. Clifford Goode 
Rohert T. Ryland 
Harold W. Tribbl e 
Grover M. Turner 
J . C. Wicker 
1920 (32 .20 % ) 
S. T. Bowman 
D. W. Charlton 
Meyer E. Cooper 
J. W. DeJarnette 
Clyde V. Hickerson 
Jesse R. Hite 
H. Russell Holland 
A. B. Honts 
Bernard VV. 1\1:ahon 
Vfilliam F. Matthews 
Wilkins J. Ozlin 
l!--,. E. Paulett 
W. M. Pettus 
W. M. Phipps 
C. T. Tl1omas 
Malcom T'homp son 
\V. Emory TTainham 
W. A. Vaughan 
Thomas M. VVinn 
1921 (27.45 % ) 
\Valter B. Anderson 
W. S. Beazley, .Jr . 
B. A. Brann 
Kenneth E. Burke 
II. Aubrey F01·d 
G-arland Gray 
Dennis v,.r_ Hartz 
\V. Rush Loving 
R. W. Nuckols 
Thomas L. Ruffin 
Robert L. Seward 
M. L. Skaggs 
G. Keith Taylor 
Edward B. \Villingham. 
1922 (29.17%) 
0. K. Burnett 
Cec il G. Carter 
Bo~well U. Davenport 
T. S. Dunaway, Jr. 
E. Vernon Ellett 
R. II. Griffin 
V. Carney Hargroves 
0. L. Hit e 
Chal'i es F. Leek 
Fran k J. Manhart 
R. T. Marsh, .Jr. 
\\'. H . Mills 
B. L. Mozingo 
C. VV. Newtou 
George C. Patterson 
W. A. Po llard 
A. B. Rudd, J·r. 
R.R. Shotwell 
C. "\V. Tun e 
Richard C. Walden. TTI 
W. C. Woodfin 
I 923 (18.99 % ) 
Ed ward S. Ander1-;ou 
R. Harwood Bag·by 
J. Pe lham Broaddus 
Lou is C. Carlton 
L. Dudley George. II 
B. T . Gunter, Jr. 
"\<Villiarn A. Harris. Jr . 
J. \Varren Hundley 
B. F. Johnson · 
Edgat· M. Johnson 
\Vanen Keith 
George S. :V(itchell 
Hube l Robins 
James rr. r.rucker 
\V. T. Vandever 
1924 (37 .84%) 
\\'. L. Ball 
Gu>' 0. Beale 
Ho\\'ard S. Berger 
Ralph C. Bethel 
R. E. Booker 
Alfred 1<3. Bower8 
\Villiam C. Brann 
Elton C. Corke 
ThornHS .-\. Dekle 
Pelix E. Edrnund :-
Junius \\T. Ellett 
}:~o{j~l T~t~Al~ay 
l•'. E. )Jnnning 
Da\'id J. :\lav::-
)larsh :IJ'cC,.-11 
\Vane·1 .-\. :i[cNeill 
C. \V. :\l"ill~r 
Claude l.. Xeale 
E 1nanu el PassamanN'k 
E. H. Purvea1· 
Elliott ir. R;1mspv 
H.ohcd R. Reese· 
Raymond Sn.vder 
""add)· D. Street 
F. E_mrnett Toppi 11g 
C. 11. T1·edwav 
Henry P. \Vhhc 
1925 (23.66 % ) 
" "· Cl)•de Atkins 
R. E. Brann 
I{. 0. Ches ley, Jr. 
G. Fred Coo ke. Jr. 
T,in wood Farlev 
G-eorg e Preed le·y 
Di-. K. S. F reeriian 
Oswald F. Hedley 
Hany fir. I-Ierma:n 
X. B. Jeter 
A lien S. Llovd 
H. :l(itchell iHever 
\Villiam R. Pa1°1key 
l~dward H. Pru<le'n 
Emmett Y. Rohertson 
\\ 'i lli am E. Smith 
E. S. Snead, Jr. 
Harold F. Snead 
J. A. Soyars 
W. R. Southward, Jr. 
G. B . Thoma s 
\V. N. Thompson 
1926 (23.33 % ) 
C. P. Anderson 
H. L. Arthur 
J.B. Blanks 
Evan R. Chesterman. Jr. 
Reade W. Corr 
Samuel L. Creath 
Le-wy·n C. Davis 
W. B. Denson 
W. Roland Galvin 
John C. Goddin 
E lmer C. Har e, Jr . 
Ch arter Heslep 
Guy D. Hicks 
Thos. N. IIunicutt , Jr. 
W. ]If. Hunt ley 
Mark Lutz 
T. A. McNickle 
G. E. Pankey 
Clyde N. Parker 
Clinton H. Sheppard 
J. Chester Swanson 
}.,_ Ralph Swanson 
J. U. Tatum 
T. B. Towill 
II. M. Wa ldron 
1927 (22.48 % ) 
B. Gary Blake 
A lvah B loxom 
Harvey L. Bryant 
L. R Clements 
::,;/_ T. Cooke Jr. 
Samuel L. Cooke 
W ilbert J. Crocker 
,v inston F. Dawson 
George B. Ferguson 
n,r, P. German 
C.R. Gibson 
V ir gil II. Goode 
Walter H. Gray 
N onvood G. Greene 
L. J. I-Iarmanson, Jr. 
John W. Hash 
Ed ward T. Haynes 
•r. J. Headlee 
Milton G. Hitt 
Char les W. Kent 
\V. Mars hall King 
Kenneth F. Lee 
l\1a1·tin J. Logan 
C. Yates McDaniel 
T. K. N{cRae 
R. VV. Neat h ery, Jr. 
Ted J. Noffsinger; Sr. 
Per r y M . Penney 
H. M. Richardson 
J. Roland Rook e 
rr. R. Sanford. Jr. 
Le ster E. '.fha rpe 
J. ifau.rice Trimmer 
Fred V\T. \Venzel 
Thomas Eugene \.Vest 
John D. VVhitehuT st, Jr. 
John C. \1/illiams 
Joseph J-. Williams, Jr. 
1928 (I 8.42 % ) 
Ropon S. Bowers 
\Valter 'I,. Burton 
E dward G. Cale 
\:\ 7 illiam L . Ca rle ton 
\V. E. Cu ller s 
John \Vyatt Davis, Jr. 
Emanuel Emroch 
Oscar 'N. li';n~'. Jr. 
Philip Freeman 
John \V. Kincheloe, Jr. 
0. A. Lundin, Jr. 
\Villiam T. Muse 
\\7. S. Norman 
S. Ashton Patterson 
H. C. Peterson 
'I'. P. Re y no1d s 
J. A. Robinson 
Wilbur S. Sheriff 
\V. Lee Smith 
Aubrey S. rromlinson 
T. Br ent \Vayrnan 
Esther ,veinbeTg 
1929 (25.00 % ) 
Thomas I-I. Austin 
A. C. Britton 
E. P. Buxton. Jr. 
Llo~•d H. Caste r 
Joseph }I. Cosby 
B. Hutson Cousins 
\V. F. Creath 
L. G. C1·e1H,ha,,· 
Chiles J. Cridlin 
Herman B. Dixon 
Hobart E. Duggins 
B. Rives l!.,erguson 
R . H. Fow lkes 
'\V. K. Gaines 
Charles \V. Givens, Jr. 
Artbu r ,v . Harrison 
J. S. I-fart 
Rnlph P. Johnson 
).'fartin L. Leary 
Cyril R. My e r s 
H. 11. Neale 
John A. Payne 
E. B. Potter 
Clifton II. Robertson 
Loftus L. Walton 
R. E . Wa lton 
Kenneth F. Weaver 
Clinton Webb 
1930 (33 .58 % ) 
\Villiam A . Acree 
John H . Allen 
A. llf. Bnnks 
Rob ley D. Bates, Jr. 
Jo hn P. Bat k ins 
Wa lter H. Bennett 
J. J. Booker, Jr. 
Will iam F. Carter 
James B. Dail ey 
Joseph T. Deate lhauser 
Bi r ney N. Denham 
Vv. F. Drinkard 
Art.htu T . ]TIiiett 
C. Aubrey Ellett 
C. P. Ely 
Robert H. Evans 
S. Clifton l!,inley 
Lee 0. Gaskins 
E. Doug las Gunter 
E. S. Harlow 
M . D. Ha r ris 
Ernest L. Honts 
Aubrey V. Kidd 
Frank M. Lacy 
B. V. Madison 
Russell T . Mann 
Emmett C. J\ilatthews 
Charles H. Mi ller 
C. R. :Th.1inor 
J.E. Nett les 
Charles J. Newell 
E. B. Norman, Jr. 
P. N. Pastore 
Do na ld W. Pierpont 
Clar ke W. Powell 
VV. Victor R ichardson 
A. VV. Schoenbaum 
John B. Siege!, Jr. 
Alfred Ste iner 
C. R. Stevens 
Robert M. Stone 
Carroll Taylor 
Reed I. West 
James P. Wi lbourn 
Ernest V..7. VVilli ams 
Thomas C. Yeaman 
1931 (26.67 % ) 
George Abbitt Jr. 
W. M. Abbitt 
Nor man V. Cavenaugh 
C. C. Chewning Jr. 
Ju lian P. Clark 
R. E. Covey 
W. S. Cudlipp, Jr. 
Thomas E. Duke 
GaTland Dyches 
Irvin D. Forman 
Paul J. Forsythe 
VVilliam Penn Frai er 
'I'. Jack Gary, Jr. 
St. Geo 1·ge Grinnan, Jr. 
Ray Harned 
Luther A. Irby, Jr. 
lVIarion W. Jones 
H. G. Kincheloe 
W.W. Marshall 
Burnett Miller, Jr. 
E. C. Nininger 
0-ydc G. O'Brien 
Philip vV. Oden 
E. F. Overton 
E. Claiborne Robin s 
E. Bowie Shepherd 
J. ErnC'st Squire 
John R. Stiff 
Charles S. Stokes 
Clayton D. Sweet 
James V{. 'l,rnchvay 
\\7. C. \\Tinn 
1932 (16.89%) 
D. Blanton Allen 
.lt.,loyd T. Binn s 
R. G. Bremner 
Leo11cwd D. Car ma ck 
T. P. Carr 
Lewis E. Chittum ]~. :M. Collier 
I-Iarold I-I. De1·\'ishian 
J. Branch Echols 
S. L . Elfmon 
\Vat Fugate 
Samuel P. Kavne 
H.B. Kincheloe 
rYl10mas A. Ligon 
1~1~,' r~~~:~1~:rta 
I . 1Vf. Nuckols 
Edward C. Peple 
V..7a lter R. Robins , Jr. 
T. Burwell Robinson 
George W. Schools 
Dud ley B. Selclen 
J. \.Vestwood Smithers 
Rob ert T. Stewart. 
V. Goodwyn ,v els h 
Emmett A. VVilliams 
1933 (28.35 % ) 
Ed.ward L. Bennett 
Archie C. Berkeley 
Edw in C. Bryce , II 
Cary VV. Burkholder 
Edgar B. Cahoon 
W. Frank lin Ca le 
R. B. Ca mpbell 
H. V. Chi so lm 
Sam C. Couch 
Howard P. Falls 
Ralph II. Fen-e ll 
Robert P . Fox 
J. Spencer Gi lmor e 
Taylor Grasty 
Clarence J. Gray 
A. N. Heflin 
Davi d S. Henke l 
R Mi lton Hobson 
Marbry B. Hopkins , Jr. 
A. E. Hunter 
Robe r t R. Jones 
W. S. Kincheloe, Jr. 
Mi lton J. Lesnik 
Jos. ].1:cConnaug h ey, Jr. 
R. S. Owens 
Sidney W. Quong 
Charles R. R ice 
N. E. Sartorius, J·r. 
E,· I--I.c_lrrold r.rh ompson 
L. R. Thompson 
Henry Vranian 
F. Gresham Wa ll 
H. J. Wha len, Jr. 
George F. Whitley, Jr. 
:Homer S. \Vilson, Jr . 
1934 (24.21 % ) 
Robert W. Allen 
Hugh H. Baird, Jr. 
Samue l T. Binns, Jr. 
Harold W. Bryant 
Victor H. Cha ltain 
Bever ley Clary 
Dav id J. Connors 
S . W. Cook 
C. E. Denoon, Jr. 
Jo h n Do ley 
Ve r non L. Duncan 
"Edgar Garrison 
W. 0 . Grove 
Earl P. Gu ill 
:b.,rederic k W. Haberer 
Edward E. Haddock 
W. Ke n neth Haddock 
David Kamsky 
S. B. Kovacs 
R. B. Macfarlane 
Doug las S. Mitchell 
John A. Moore 
Gr ayson L. Nicke l, Jr. 
G.D. Nucko lls 
B. T. Peele, Jr. 
Clyde Ratc liffe, Jr . 
W W Seward Jr 
v.· H. ·stevenso'n . 
:Edward G. Tiedemann 
I-I. Van Allen 
v\l. W. Wright 
1935 (19.66 % ) 
,vaverly Barbe 
E. M. Ba, ·oody 
R. F. Bates 
W. M. Blackwell 
D. T. Can 
VVoodrow E. Carter 
R. L. Chad wick 
Jimmy F r ancis 
David NL Frazer 
Frederic R. Freund 
Ellis 1f. James 
Iiaymond R. Lanier 
Roger \.V. Leverton 
R. C. Longan, Jr. 
Richard rr. J\ilcCrone 
John E. Norfleet 
C. VV. Peterson 
R. C. Poage 
Vernon B. Richardson 
B. T. Sauer 
S. F. Straus 
:Fred J. Vaughan 
John~,. Wa ll 
1936 (20.00%) 
Geo1·ge E. Allen, Jr. 
James G. Baldw in 
H ilail-e E. Beck, Jr. 
A. H. Bernhard 
\V. R. Bcwer s 
E. Guthrie Brown 
Benjamin L. Campbell 
Hugh L. Cardoza 
\Voodrow \:\7. Clark 
W. W. Clavton 
:Mott A. Ctimbv 
Curtis ?d. Dozier, Jr. 
C. 1'I. Evan~. Jr. 
\Vi ' linm J. Fallis 
\Vilfred B. Gre,g-ory 
Frank A. Jett, Jr. 
V. C. K ible r 
\Villiam H. King 
Allen G. McCabe, Jr. 
H.B. Pann ill 
Harry 0. Patteson 
Arthur 'W. R ich 
Char les II. Ryland 
VV. S. Simoson 
Fred H . Timberlake 
B. B. Townsend 
Claud M. Whitley 
R. Westwood VVinfree 
G. Stuart Woodson 
[8] 
1937 (27 .34 % ) 
J. Lewis Ames 
Dav id M. Bear 
E. Par k er Brown 
Mitc hell D. Cates 
Alfre d J. Dickinson 
Jerome L. Epstein 
].f ills A . Eure 
S. C. F in ney 
L. M. Galbraith 
Bernie Gilman 
A. B. Gravatt, Jr. 
Benjam in F. Kong 
Fred T. Laughon 
Robert C. Lloyd 
W. L. Lumpkin 
Robert L. Mason 
R. B. McNe il 
Lewis W. Martin 
'\Vill iam E. 'Moore , Jr. 
J. Langdon Moss 
David B. Orcutt , .Jr. 
J. E. Orsche l 
Qh ann ing L . Pace 
John Pastore 
Carr ington Pau lette 
VVilliam T. Robe r tson 
Dona ld S. Rubenstein 
E. M. Sc h aaf, Jr. 
J. EdgaT Stevens 
R ichar<l L. Todd 
Cha rl es W. Tu r ner 
Stuart E. Ullman 
John T. Walke 
Paul G. Wiley 
Carroll M. \.Yill iam s 
Dona ld D. William s 
Harry A. Young 
Haro ld B. Yudkin 
1938 (2 1. 71 % ) 
Reube n E. Alley, Jr. 
J. T. Arenda ll 
C. Ralph Arthur 
Jo hn B. Boatwright, Jr. 
J. Wesley Boyk in 
W. B. Correl l 
Stuart C. Cra ,wford 
Ernest }I. De r v ish ian 
W. P. Doo ley 
Jack A. Eadv 
\V. S. Gordo;1, Jr. 
J·. St u art GYa.h am, Jr . 
Louis E. G uv 
C. T. Hardy; Jr. 
Prederick T. Ki11g-don 
B. R. Lamb 
Edw in L . Levy, Jr. 
l£. W. McCau l 
E . l\L Mi ller 
R. P. Moore 
'\.Vil1iam F. Robert son 
II. L. Sne~ ling-s 
Dan :1.1. rrhornton 
T. R . Tho r nton 
Donald E. rr1·ump 
Francis "\iV. Tyndall 
J. Richard VVillis 
1939 (16.67%) 
John R. Bell 
George K . . Brooks, Jr. 
T1ee Copley 
Frank S. CosbY 
Osca r Eddletoii 
Eugene \.V. Ford 
Clyde T. Francisco 
\V. E. Garthright 
\ ,V. P. Lawl ess 
A. S. Lynch 
Robert R. Martin 
G. Ben McClure 
VV. E. 1\fonison 
J. D. Mottle)', Jr. 
Everett L. ~oble 
F. Byron PaTker 
Grover C. Pitt~ 
C. B . Rennie, Jr. 
George H. Spears 
Corbin B. \Vhite 
DaYid Meade ,vhite. Jr. 
].1cLean VVhittet , Jr. 
1940 (17.90%) 
Arthur C. Beck, ,Ji·. 
H. \V. Black 
Armistead Blackie,· 
W . .J. Cash, ,Ji-. . 
John I. Crews 
n. D. Dexter 
Porrest E. E,g-gleston 
Robert I-I. Fennell. .) I'. 
Walter B. Gillette 
Garland D. Haddock 
R . E. Herring, Jr. 
L.B. Jenkins 
\:Vilhur L . J"enkins . Jr. 
John E. Jordan 
rrhomas D. Jo1·dan 
John B. Kin~ 
Robert C. Krug· 
Ed\\'in J. :Mer rick 
J. R. Noffsinger 
D . C. Rnwlin_g-s 
Robert F. Rinle.v 
George Rochkinrl 
Paul Saun ier. Jr. 
Edward S. Sinar 
Seabu1·y D. Stoneburner 
Carl so n Thomas 
E. B. Van Lee uwen 
Po r te r Vaughan 
Arnold F. Watts 
Russe ll K. Wood, Jr. 
C. F. Wo r tham 
194 1 (3 0. 60 % ) 
E. R Adams 
Ra lph W . Alle n 
Murray Barr 
Thomas R. Benton, Jr. 
L. \V . Bingham, Jr . 
Richard Y. Br istow 
LeRoy E. Brown, III 
S. V. Casa le 
Frank M. Conner 
James II . Donohue. III 
Winfred H. Elder 
Elmer P. Embrey, Jr. 
Ed C. Garber, Jr. 
R . Stuart Gr izzard 
N . B. Habel 
I'an l J. Harre ll 
James R. Harris 
M. Cly,le Hawkins 
Ira D. Hudgins 
J. Clifford Hutt 
John G. Hutt 
C. W. Jones, Jr. 
William H. Jones, Jr. 
Jo h n H. Locke 
Ch ar les W. McNutt 
·Ma r tin Markowit1, 
G. Ed m ond Massie , III 
Dortc h Oldham 
llarold G. Owens 
\.V. F. Parkerson. Jr. 
John VV. Pearsa ll 
rrhomas E. Pugh 
W. N. Raney 
C. W. Reyno lds 
Herman S. Rockoff 
VVilli am P. Schaffer 
George H. Sh ackelford 
James A. Wagner 
John T. \Vassom 
Cha1·les A. Watkins, Jr. 
\Villiam II. W.idener 
194 2 (27. 07%) 
W. H. Bingham 
VVm. E. Bristow 
:Melv in D. Burgess 
M. \.\T. Burnett 
BernaT<l G . Cline, Jr. 
R C. Cotten, Jr. 
George E. Cox 
John Dixon, Jr. 
Arc h ie Giragosia n 
A. W. Goode, Jr. 
T. W. Green 
Leland II ige:inbotharn 
R. B. Hill, Jr . 
Emmett L. Hubbard 
R. E. Humbe rt 
Herndon P. Jeffreys, Jr. 
Ralph E. Kinsey 
Richard C. K laffky 
Edward M. Klein 
Sidney H. Knipe, Jr. 
C. W. Krau se 
Doug las Vil. Laird 
Virgi l M. Lum sden , .Jr. 
Robe r t R. MeThige, Jr. 
Bert W. Milling 
Jas. H. Montgomery, Jr. 
Ma lcolm U. Pitt, Jr. 
Stanton C. Richard s 
L. T. 8au nder s, J·r. 
J. J. Taylor 
\ •Villiam A. Tavlor 
F 1avius B. \Va:llrnr, Jr. 
rrhoma s E. \Varrin er, Jr. 
Scott N. \V ermuth, Jr. 
Thomas N. Williams 
Lawrence H. \:\7ilh s 
Julian 0. \ •Vinn 
1943 (21.58 % ) 
S. S. Britt . Jr. 
II. 0. Burnette 
Row land H. Burns 
.Marvin F. Cole 
F. S. Cove)" 
H. Addison Dnlton 
C. Herbert Davi s 
John L. Decker 
Robert J. Filer 
Waite,· W. Had en 
R. i\J. Hathaway 
Rupert S. Hug·h es . .Tr. 
_'.Vfor eland R. Irby, Jr. 
A. S. Jacobs 
Cecil F. Jon es 
:\1:nxwell Katz 
Bruce Kell i~on 
\Villiam S. Kirk 
0. Edwyn Lutt r e11 
B . Judson McClanahan 
\V. A. MacKenzie 
R ichai-d C. Owen, Jr. 
\Van·en 1\1. Pace 
George \:\7, Sadler 
\V. A. San dridg-e 
John A. Schools 
\~ 7 ilbu r L. Ski nner 
Philip Sr,ahn 
J. R. This t,let h waite 
Elmer S. ,vest 
(Continued on page 15) 
Baseba 11 Team Wins League Title 
MAC PnT' s SPIDER NINE, wh ich battled its way to the top po sition in the north-
ern division of the South ern Conf erence and 
posted a 13-4 season record , was the prid e 
and joy of Richmond 's 1951-195 2 athleti c 
teams. Spider success came with the maxi-
mum number of runs scored on few base hit s 
and an almost airtight defensive web thrown 
up by a phenomenal infield. 
Besides reaching the top rung in the north-
ern division of the Confer ence, the Spider s 
finished a close second to the Wa shington 
and Lee Generals in Big Six competition . 
The Gen erals post ed a 5-1 mark for a per-
centage of .833, whil e the Spiders posted a 
6-2 record for a . 750 percentage. Mother 
Nature figured promin ently in determining 
HOOKER NEW CAGE COACH 
Th e man who won Virginia 's Big Six 
champio nship his first year as a college coach 
will succeed Malcolm U. (Mac) Pitt as bas-
ketball coach at the University of Richmond. 
Th e newcomer is Lester Hook er, Jr. , son 
of Judge Hook er of the State Corporation 
Commission. Although he is a graduate of 
William and Mary , where he played baseball 
and basketba ll and served successfully as a 
coach last year, Hooker is related, through 
his mother, to the great Sanford family of 
University of Richmond renown . H e was a 
nephew of the late Dr. T. Ryland Sanford, 
father of the six Sanfords of modern athl etic 
fame. 
Last winter in his first try at college coach-
ing, Hooker tutored a Wi lliam and Mary 
team which won nine and lost only one-
that to University of Richmond- in ten games 
with Bix Six oppo nents. Before joining the 
staff of his Alma Mater he had coached at 
Smithfield high school , George Was hing ton 
high school in Danville, and H opewe ll high 
school. 
Ho oker, who is now attending the sum-
mer session at W illiam and Mary, will join 
the U . of R. staff in September. In addit ion 
to hi s duti es as basketball coach, he will serve 
also as an assistant football coach and as a 
teacher in the ph ysical education department. 
In accepting the job , Hooker said he would 
"do my best to live up to the high stand ards" 
of Coach Pitt who will retain hi s position as 
athleti c director and coach of baseball. Mac 
Pitt , who has been coaching basketball for 
eighteen years, has the rare distin ction of 
coaching a team (1935) wh ich played out 
the entire season without a defeat . Eight of 
hi s teams qualifi ed for the Southern Con-
fer ence tourn ament and several won Big Six 
and State champ ionship s. 
By SPENCER D. ALBRIGHT, III 
the final standings as Washington and Lee's 
last game with the Virginia Cavaliers was 
rained out and a Richmond -W illiam and 
Mary doublehead er met the same fate in the 
last week of play. 
The Spiders , who had a 6-2 record in 
regular season Confer ence play, fell off their 
pace in tourname nt competition and bowed 
out in the second round of the doub le-
elimination affair. Pounding Richmon d pitch-
ers for a tota l of 26 hits, North Carolin a 
State and George Washin gton set down the 
Spiders by scores of 5-0 and 8-7. 
Th e right side of the Richmond infield, 
which committ ed only one error in 271 
chan ces, was p laced on the mythical all-
Southern Conf erence nine. Simon (Shack) 
Moughamian , a .246 hitt er who handl ed 180 
chan ces perf ectly, was honor ed at first, and 
Spider team captain W arren Long, who bat-
ted a respectable .266 and made one error 
( Continue d on page 10) 
ALUMNI OFFERED CHOICE SEATS FOR FOOTBALL GAMES 
AT STADIUM 
RICHMOND'S SPIDERS will be on the road for six of their ten games whi ch will 
carry them next fall from Boston to Miami . 
The new-look Spiders, high-geared and 
ready to roll und er the tut elage of Merrick , 
'40 , one of the greatest of Richmond foot-
ball players, are expect ed to show the result 
of the inte nsive recruiting program of the 
past year. 
The faithful who witness all of the home 
games can get a barga in package of Ran -
dolph-Macon , Was hing ton and Lee, V.P.I., 
and George Wash ington for $10 instead of 
the $11 it would cost if the games were sold 
separately . Fur the rmore, Treas urer W . Fred 
Caylor points out, tho se who clip the coupon 
at the bottom of this colum n will get the 
very best seats in the Stadium . 
In addition to the hom e games, the Spid ers 
play V.M .I. at Lexington , William and Mar y 
at Williamsbur g, and Virginia at Charlott es-
ville, within the State, and round out th eir 
schedul e with Boston College at Boston , 
Miami at Miam i, and Davidson at Davidson. 
Th e Spiders, who won only thr ee games 
on an 11-gam e schedul e last year but looked 
mighty good in closing out th eir season with 
a 20 to 19 victory over George Washington , 
put on a great offensive show in the sprin g 
pra ctice fina le. Among tho se who we re 
amazed at the touchdow n production of the 
(Continued on page 10) 
,---------- -7 
University of Richmond Athletic Association I 1952 • TICKET ORDER . BLANK Football Game s • 195 2 I 
NAM,~ ______ _ ___________________ (plea se pr int) 
I Street City & Stat I HOME GAMES 
No . Tickets Date Game Time Price Tota l 
I _____ Sept . 20 Randolph - Macon . 8 :15 p.m. $2 .00 ----- I Oct. 11 Washington & Lee 8 :15 p.m. $3 .00 
Nov . 1 V.P .I. (Homecom ing! 2 :30 p.m . $3 .00 
I ======== s;;S~2N T~~~; ~ttg~~ME ~;°,;ES $ :~~~o ======= I
Oct . 4 
Oct. 25 
Nov . 15 
Sept . 28 
Oct. 17 
8 Nov . 
STATE GAMES AWAY 
V.M.I. (Lexington) 
W.&M. (Williamsburg) 
Virginia (Charlottesville) 
2 :00 p .m. 
2 :00 p.m. 
2 :00 p.m. 
OUT OF STATE GAMES AWAY 
Boston College (Boston) 
Miami (Miam i) 
Davidson (Davidson) . 
8 :15 p .m. 
8 :15 p .m . 
2:00 p.m . 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$2.50 
Check preference for Home Games Delive ry Charge 
_ _ East __ West Total Amount Enclosed $ 
I 
I 
I 
.25 I 
I OFFICE RECORD I Section _ _ Row __ Seat _ ___ _ Dat e Received _ ____ _ __ __ _ 
- - ----- 1 
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Baseball 
(Continued fr om pag e 9) 
in 91 chances, was named at second. Long 
is considered one of the outstanding second 
sackers in Richmond history. 
Joining these two on the all-Big Six team 
were pitcher Ed Ketchie and Paul (Pinky) 
Loehr, who saw double duty as an outfielder 
and a pitcher. Ketchie was the mainstay of the 
Richmond mound staff with a 5-2 mark and 
possessed the team's top batting average of 
.333 . Loehr, the only Spider regular to hit 
above the .300 mark, pounded the ball at a 
.302 clip in winning a place on the mythical 
team for the second consecutive year. As a 
pitcher, Loehr co_pped three victo~ies in fo1;1r 
starts, before facmg North Carolma State 111 
the tournament. 
The airtight Spider infield was further 
honored as shortstop Barry Saunders and third 
baseman Russell Cheatham were named to 
the all-Big Six second team. All told , in 19 
games the four Spider infielders committed 
only 12 errors. Rounding out the Spider hon-
ors, outfielders Bill Eudailey and Ellis Red-
ford received honorable mention. 
Coach Pitt considers bis ' 52 Spiders "re-
markable." Starting the season with two big 
question marks- pitching and hitting, pros-
pects weren 't too bright for the Spiders. 
After losing their first two games, the Pitt-
men quickly dispelled the fears of their sup-
porters, and fashioned an eight-game win-
ning streak which propelled them to the top 
of the Southern Conference and the Big Six. 
Virginia Tech with Jim Beard on the 
mound halted Richmond's winning ways 3-1. 
The loss after five straight Southern Con-
ference wins knocked the Spiders from the 
lead. Undaunted they started another win-
ning . streak which carried them back to the 
top rung in the Conference's northern divi-
swn. 
In the last week of play Richmond jour -
neyed into Lexington needing only a split 
in the two games to clinch Conference hon-
ors. An eighth-inning three-man pinch-hit 
home run by John (Pinky) Dwyer gave the 
Spiders the vital 5-4 triumph over the Key-
dets of V.M.I. The next day, however, they 
bowed, 2-0, before the five-hit pitching of 
Washington and Lee's Jack Eubanks. Ket-
chie, who gave the Generals only five hits , 
was the victim of the Spiders worst day 
afield. His mates, who were head and shoul-
ders above the other state teams defensive-
ly, committed five errors which contributed 
to the Richmond downfall. 
On May 8 the Spider pitching which was 
somewhat sensational all season reached a 
climax when work-horse Ketchie blanked 
the Randolph -Macon Yellow Jackets 5-0 
without a hit. Ketchie faced only 29 Jackets 
- two more than the minimum. He walked 
one, hit one with a pitched ball , and another 
was safe on Saunders ' error. A quick double 
play started by Captain Long erased one of 
the baserunners. 
Loehr was also stingy with base hits. He 
set down Maryland with four hits and threw 
two six-hitters in five starts. Southpaw Jim 
ALL-SOUTHER~ CONFERENCE. Two star members of the Spiders' infield, Captain Warren 
Long (left), second baseman, and Simon (Shdck) Moughamian, first baseman, were .. chosen 
on the mythical team. 
po] 
Tardivo, a six-foot five-inch freshman who 
was plagued by wildness, contributed a four -
hitter against Hampden-Sydney and a six-
hitter against V .M.I. to the list of stellar 
pitching performances . Tardivo had a 3-1 
record . Another freshman, Carl Carnes, who 
saw action mainly in relief, finished the sea-
son with a 1-1 mark. Chunky southpaw Clin-
ton Felton pitched superb ball in two relief 
chores, while recording one win against no 
defeats. 
The Richmond nine which was essential-
ly a "good field, no hit" team finished the 
season with a team batting average of .204 . 
Six men from Pitt's sensational Spiders 
will not be back in 1953 . Moughamian, 
who was elected to Phi Beta Kappa just 
before the start of the baseball season, 
Loehr and Felton received degrees in June. 
Captain Long and outfielders Bill Eudailey 
and Ellis Redford also have completed their 
college eligibility . 
Alumni Offered 
(Continued from page 9) 
offensive team- nine in an hour - was Jack 
Carper, the sports writer who covered the 
proceedings for the Richmond Times-Dis-
patch. Said Carper: 
"The results left the observers with two 
conclusions: 1) the offense is better than 
terrific, or- 2) the defense needs HELP in 
capital letters . Probably the correct picture 
comes in focus midway." 
With freshmen again eligible to play on 
Southern Conference teams, Merrick may 
bolster his eleven with some skillful recruit-
ing during the smnmer , particularly in his 
native Pennsylvania from which have come 
some of the brightest stars in the Spider 
galaxy. 
Most observers believe that the Spiders 
will be moderately successful in '52 as they 
build for the future. All are agreed that they 
will play interesting , colorful football from 
Merrick 's conventional "T " formation which 
will be varied with an occasional play from 
the split-T. 
Alumni who want to get the best seats by 
ordering now, should clip the order blank 
on page 9 and mail it to Mr. Caylor. 
WEENIE MILLER RETIRES AS 
COACH 
Louis F. (Weeni e) Miller, '4 7, one of the 
great names in University of Richmond base-
ball and basketball, has turned his back on 
coad1ing as a profession and will enter busi-
ness in Richmond in September. 
In leaving, he declined the position of 
basketball coach as Mac Pitt's successor. 
Miller, who for some time had been contem-
plating the change, said he believed there 
was "more future " in the business world 
than in the coaching profession. 
"Weenie" joined the U. of R. coaching 
staff after coaching at Glen Allen high school. 
Before embarking on his business career, 
M,iller is spending the summer as manager 
of the Chase City baseball team in the South-
ern L"eague. 
Alumni Society Elects Henry M. Taylor, '12 
E. CLAIBORNE ROBINS, '31, HEADS COUNCIL 
ALUMNI ACTIVITIES for the year 1952-195 3 
£1.. will be headed by Henry M. Taylor, '12, 
who was elected president of the General 
Society of Alumni, and E. Claiborne Robins, 
'31, president of the Alumni Council. 
Mr. Taylor, who is Federal-State statistician 
in the Virginia department of agriculture, won 
election as president in a close three-cornered 
competition with two other Richmonders, 
Frank G. Louthan, '10, executive secretary 
of the Virginia Manufacturers Association, 
and L. Dudley George, II, '23, secretary-
treasurer of the Richmond Guano Company . 
Mr. Robins, who had served the previous 
year as vice president, was elevated to the 
presidency at the annual meeting of the 
Council. He succeeds Edward J. Fox, ' 17, 
of Washington, under whose leadership the 
Alumni Fund reached a new high. 
Other officers, elected to serve with Mr. 
Taylor in the General Society of Alumni, 
are: Edward R. Adams, '40, Wilbur K. 
Gaines, '29, and the Rev. J. Maurice Trim-
mer, '27, vice presidents; Aylett W. Goode , 
Jr ., 42, secretary, and David Nelson Sutton, 
'15, and William Earle White, '17, mem-
bers of the executive committee. Alfred J. 
Dickinson, Jr., '3 7, was chosen as an alumni 
representative on the Athletic Council. 
The Council elected the following officers, 
in addition to President Robins : Frank G. 
Louthan, '10, first vice-president; R. E. Book-
er, '24 , second vice-president; J. E. Nettles, 
'30, secretary, and R. M. Stone, '30, treas-
urer. Mr. Fox, S. Frank Straus, '35; F. Ralph 
Swanson, '26, and William T. Bareford, '46, 
were elected to the executive committee. 
John W. Edmonds, Jr., was elected to 
represent the class of 1913 on the Council 
for a five-year term expiring in June, 195 7. 
Lynn Calgar Dickerson, II, was chosen to 
represent the Richmond College class of '52; 
William Jerry Roberts, the Law School class 
of '52, and Roy Spencer Cayton, the Busi-
ness School class of 1952. 
The following members of the Council, 
praised by the nominating committee for 
faithful service, were re-elected as representa-
tives of their classes: R. 0. Norris , Jr., '99; 
Overton D. Dennis, ' 10 ; George W. J. Blume, 
'14; J. Vaughan Gary , ' 12; John J. Wicker, 
Jr., ' 13; R. T. Marsh, Jr., '22; J. Maurice 
Trimmer, '27; John Harris Welsh, '30; Al-
fred J. Dickinson, Jr., '37; Malcolm U. Pitt, 
Jr. , '42, and Solon B. Cousins, III, '47. 
LAW SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 
W Mosco£ HUNTLEY, '26, was elected • president of the Law School Asso-
ciation at its Fifth Annual Meeting held on 
April 26, 1952, at the Hotel John Marshall. 
Mr. Huntley, of the class of 1928, is a mem-
ber of the law firm of Buford, Christian, 
Huntley and Scott. For a short time before 
he became a member of the General Assem-
bly, he was substitute Police Justice in the 
City of Rid1mond . In the years since he left 
Law School to enter the general practice of 
law, he has maintained an active interest in 
the progress of the school. He was among 
the alumni instrumental in organizing the 
Law School Association and has subsequent-
ly served on many committees of the Asso-
ciation, having been particularly diligent in 
his work with the committee to raise funds 
for the new Law School building. 
During World War II he served as Lieu-
tenant Commander in the Navy, and since 
his return from the service, as well as be-
fore, he has remained interested in civic af-
fairs. 
As in the past, the annual meeting was 
well attended by alumni from out of the 
state and from various sections of Virginia , 
in addition to the considera ble gathering of 
lawyers from the Richmond area. A social 
hour before dinner furnished the alumni an 
opportunity to renew old friendships and 
become acquainted with other members of 
the profession. 
The outgoing president, W. R. Broaddus, 
Jr. , '20, in welcoming alumni and guests, 
stressed that members of the bar have the 
responsibility of protecting individual liberty, 
a principle laid down by our founding 
fathers , and the profession in Virginia, the 
cradle of liberty, in particular has that heri-
tage. 
A progress report on the University was 
given by President Modlin. He pointed out 
that although the bottom of the postwar de-
pression in enro llment had been reached, 
the establishment of ROTC units at the Uni-
versity had meant much in attracting new 
students and building morale of students 
now on the campus. 
William T. Muse, '28, Dean of the Law 
School, expressed appreciation to the alumni 
for their generous support in the building 
campaign and announced that erection of 
the long-awaited new law school building 
had been approved by government authori-
ties, with construction to begin this sum-
mer. (The present steel strike will, in all 
probability, cause a delay in building until 
fall.) With the additional funds available 
from the Williams bequest, the Board of 
Trustees has permitted the original plans 
for the building to be enlarged, and a $400,-
000 structure erected, with ample facilities 
for an ideal enro llment not to exceed 150 
students. 
Beginning next fall three years of college 
will be required for entrance in the Law 
School, and in addition , a four-year law-
school program will be inaugurated , to which 
students with only two years of college credit 
will be admitted. For the first time in the 
history of the Law School, scholarships can 
be awarded law students during the 1953-
1954 session as a result of the Williams be-
quest. 
After a brief report on the accomplish-
ments of the Student Bar during the year, 
officers for the coming year were elected. 
Judge Oliver A. Pollard, ' 16, of Hustings 
Court, Petersburg, was elected vice-president; 
Thomas P. iBryan, '47, treasurer, and Vir-
ginia Ivey, executive secretary. New mem-
bers of the Council elected for a three-year 
term, were: Judge Burnett Miller , Jr., '31, 
of the Ninth Judicial Circuit, Culpeper; 
Frank G. Louthan, '10, and Joseph J. Wil-
liams, Jr., '27, both of Richmond . 
- VIRGINIA !VEY, '48. 
ALUMNI LEADERS. Henry M. Taylor, '12 (left), was chosen president of the Alumni Society 
in the annual balloting. E. Claiborne Robins, '31 /center), was elected president of the 
Alumni Council. The Law School Association elected W. Moscoe Huntley, '26 (right), as 
president at its annual meeting. 
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I'll SEE YOU AGAIN IN SEPTEMBER. Like all college presidents, Dr. Modlin is always happy to meet a man who hos money. He is con-
gratulating Nathan a Sofion of Portsmouth 's Woodrow Wilson high school who hos just won the top scholarship prize of $900 in the 
University of Richmond-WRVA scholarship quiz program. Left to right ore Quizmoster Pinchbeck, President Modlin, Sanon, Roy Kennedy 
of WRYA, who produced the show, and Som Corey, program director for WRVA. 
NINE SMART BOYS AND GIRLS found that pot of gold, not at the end of the rain-
bow but right in front of the WRVA micro-
phone. 
They were the winning contestants in the 
University of Richmond-WRVA radio quiz 
in which more than 500 of the best students 
in eastern Virginia high schools participated. 
In addition to the winners, who will be en-
rolled in Richmond and Westhampton Col-
leges in September, the novel quiz turned 
the attention of many other students to the 
University of Richmond and won favor with 
publ ic school officials and with WRV A's 
large listening audience. 
The winner, after thirte en weeks of gruel-
ling competition, was Nathan A. Safian, a 
straight-A student in Portsmouth 's Wood-
row Wilson high school. He will receive an 
expense-paid freshman year at Richmond 
College. The Richmond Rotary Club con-
tributed $750 of Safian's $900 scholarship. 
The University put up the remainder of 
the $4,200 in scholarship prizes. To each 
of the defeated finalists- Honor Patterson 
of Thomas Jefferson high school in Rich-
mond , and Leta May Tucker of Thomas Dale 
high school in Chester - went scholarship 
prizes of $600. 
In addition, six quarter-finalists each re-
ceived scholarships worth $350-Peggy Bald-
win of Hampton high school, Kenneth Gim-
bert of Norfolk's Granby high, Robert Gool-
rick of James Monroe high in Fredericks-
burg, John Millar of Warwick high , Lillian 
Stephenson of Wakefield, and Ryland Crews 
of John Marshall high in Richmond. 
The twenty-seven boys and girls chosen 
to fight it out in front of the microphone 
were those who turned in the best papers 
in the qualifying written examination. In ad-
dition to the written exam, they were inter-
viewed by representatives of WRVA and 
the University to make sure that they had 
the necessary stage presence (they did) and 
that they met all of the University's entrance 
requirements and measured up to the school's 
high standards of character and deportment 
(they did) . 
Top credit for the success of the program 
should go to WRVA's Ray Kennedy, chief 
of the production staff that made the show 
enjoyable as well as educational. The un-
seen heroes were the members of the facul-
ties of the English, mathematics, history, bi-
ology, chemistry, and physics departments 
who had to think up the battery of questions. 
In the starring role was Dean Pinchbeck, 
the quizmaster who served up the questions 
and the quips. 
Everybody liked it so well that WRVA and 
the University of Richmond have agreed to 
do it again next year. 
SO YOU THINK YOU'RE PRETTY SMART? 
Then try your hand on these questions , all of 
which were answered by high school boys and 
girls who participated in the University of Rich-
mond-WRVA scholarship quiz. {You' ll find the 
answers on page 14.) 
1. Who said, and on what occasion, '"We 
have met the enemy and they are ours"? 
2. Who were the opposing generals at the 
battle of Gettysburg? 
3. What is the square root of the decimal 
fraction .04? 
4. Choose the correct form for this sentence: 
" Our next door neighbor is one of those 
women who {go, goes) to town every day ,'' 
5. What insect helped find a treasure in an 
American short story? 
6. Locate this quotation, '"Finds tongues in 
trees, books in the running brooks, Sermons in 
stones, and good in everything.' ' 
7. What president of the United States served 
two non-consecutive terms? 
8. Who was the editor of the Liberator and a 
leader of the abolitionist movement before the 
Civil War? 
9. Which was the last of the thirteen original 
colonies to be established? 
10. If the edge of a cube is doubled, by what 
[12] 
factor is the volume of the cube multiplied? 
11. A line joining the mid-points of two sides 
of a triangle is 8 inches long . How long is the 
third side? 
12. Who was the wife of Brutus? 
13. Give the nome of the work ond the author 
of the following quotation, '"Good fences make 
good neighbors. " 
14. What is the maximum height water can be 
raised with an ordinary lift pump? 
15. Which is the largest of the plonets? 
16. If you inAoted a toy rubber bolloon at the 
loot of Pikes Peak and then climbed the moun -
tain, wo uld the balloon remain the same size, 
become larger or become smaller as you climbed 
the mountain? Expla in . 
17. Are goldfish likely to have o more abun• 
dant supply of air when the water is warm or 
when it is cool? Explain . 
18. Why are tadpoles required to live in 
water while adult frogs may sit on the bank? 
19. Explain the difference between a postulate 
and a theorem . 
20. The area of o trapezoid is 20 square 
inches. If the sum of the boses of the trapezoid 
is 10 inches, what is its altitude? 
Westhampton Alumnae Fund Has Successful Year 
W ITH the total number of contributors 758 as compared with 646 in 1950-
1951, the 1951-1952 Alumnae Fund drive 
came to a successful conclusion on July 1, 
1952. The total amount raised was below 
that of last year-$6 ,643.00 as compared 
with $7,493.15 in 1951, but the great in-
crease in number of contributors is a most 
heartening sign. One or two exceptionally 
large gifts in 1951 account for the difference 
in amount raised in the two years. Except 
for these special gifts actually $900 .00 mor e 
was contributed by alumn ae in 1952 than in 
1951, so that all in all we are most gratified 
over the outcome. In addition to the $6,-
643.00 reported m the regular alumnae 
fund, there was a special gift of $2,000 from 
one alumna so that the total amount of alum-
nae giving in 1952 was $8,643.00. The fine 
work done by Katherine Roberts Hesby and 
her alumnae fund committee, plus the efforts 
of over 100 alumnae who worked actively 
on the alumnae fund drive , did much to 
account for this excellent showing . 
1951-1952 Alumnae Fund. 
R. C. Co-Eds 
$85.00 -32% 
Minna Thalhim er He ller 
Katherine Gray Curti s 
Pauline Pearce Warner 
Isabel Harris 
Clara M . Gary 
Eudora Ramsay Richardson 
Ruth Thom asson Clark 
:Marian Sta rk e Merritt 
Frances Trevvett Matthews 
Cat herine Quarles Baskerville 
Lula Gaines Winston 
Amy Kratz 
Sadie Engelberg 
Class of 1914 
$25.00 -30 % 
Margaret Clendon Lee 
Virginia L. Coghill 
Alice Spiers Sechrist 
Class of 1915 
$8.00 -18% 
Sara Thomas Hambrick 
Mar y Shin e Brown 
Class of 1916 
$56.00-75 % 
Sally Will s Holland 
Helen A. Monsen 
Jorma Woodward Throckmorton 
Lillian Harding Bixby 
Frieda Dietz 
Kathle en Bland Cottle 
Clas s of 1917 
$96.00 - 55 % 
Anne-R uth Harris 
F lorence Smith 
F lor ence Boston Decker 
Gladys Holleman Barlow 
Eleanor Cope nhav er Anderson 
Olivia Gwaltney Stallings 
Ruth E lliott Trice 
Mabel Henderson Crabtree 
E leanor M. Decker 
Clas s of 1918 
$493.00 - 48 % 
Mary Denmead Ruffin 
Mary Clay Camp 
E li zab et h E. Du Val 
Martha Chapp ell 
Mary Porter Rankin 
Betsy Camp Smith 
Estelle Kemper Butler 
Mary G. Decker 
J ennie Phillips Lesueur 
Mary G. Lett 
Elizab eth Brockenbrough 
Deborah McCarthy 
E lizabeth Ellyson Wiley 
Emily Ga rdner 
Class of 1919 
$143.50 - 47 % 
Virginia Karnes Wright 
Juliette Brown Carpenter 
E lizabeth P. Gaines 
• 1\.fargaret Hutchi son Rennie 
I sa belle Feild Gatling 
Helen Hanco ck Hundley 
Mar garet Semmes McKillip 
Adelaide Walton Cowherd 
Cora Walton Kayser 
Esther Sanford Jett 
Elizabeth Tompkins 
Margar et Laws Decker 
Lillian Robertson Liv esay 
Janet Wyatt Fountain 
Mildred Lewis McDanel 
CLASSES BY PERCENTAGE OF CONTRIBUTOR S 
1916 75'% 1923 51% 
1917 55% 1947 46% 
1946 54% 1921 48% 
1950 52% 1918 48% 
1922 51% 1919 47% 
CLASSES BY AMOUNT OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
1931 $2,142.00 1940 $208.00 
Below are listed the top ten classes in per-
centage of contributors and the top ten in 
amount of contributions. Following that is 
the full list by classes of contributors to the 
1923 519.50 
1918 493. 00 
1949 401.00 
1950 244.00 
1951 197.00 
1942 195.50 
1948 191.00 
1926 189.00 
Class of 1920 
$95.00-28% 
Caro lyn D. Broaddus 
Sa lli e Adkisson Ry la nd 
Frances Shi pman Sutton 
Virginia Truitt Swan 
Mary McDanie l Parker 
Jeffries H einri ch 
Edna Rawls Dodson 
Katherine Vaughn VVillis 
Class of 1921 
$104.00 - 48 % 
Frances Vaughn Faglie 
Virginia Lane 
There sa Pollak 
Mary Dudley Cappe lman 
Gladys Lum sde n McCutcheon 
Mai e Collin s Robin son 
Ruth Hoover L id e 
E li1,abeth Eubank Short 
Cat herin e Little Dupuy 
Mar ion Stoneman Oliver 
L eonoTa Dorsey 
May rrhomp son Evans 
Mildr ed Rucker Oak s 
Susie Hayman Horner 
Mary Hart Willi s Winfr ey 
Ruth Henderson 
Cla ss of 1922 
$180. 00 - 51 % 
E lva :McAlister Berrey 
Elizabeth William s Bell 
Alice Garnett Thomas 
Ruth \Vall er ste in Thalhimer 
J ean ette Henna 
Narcissa Daniel Hargroves 
Mary Fugate 
L eslie Sessoms Booker 
Louis e S hipm an Ra tz 
Valel'ia Arr in gton Bonn ey 
Ir ene Summers Stoneman 
Julia Roop Adams 
Hilda Law son J eck lin 
Rachel Newton Dickson 
Edith Newto n E.akes 
Reba Dudl ey Hash 
Lucine Leclman Kersey 
Elsa \.Val1ersteiu Gerst 
:Muri el Sanders 
Josephine Tall ey Kritzer 
Virginia Richardson Hartl ey 
Rebekah Lawson McReynolds 
Eva Timb erl ak e West 
?1-iary Bristow Thomp son 
Mary Rilee Wright 
Stella Hubbard Taylor 
Class of 1923 
$519.50 - 51 % 
Kath er in e Essex Clark 
Et ,hn ey Selclen Headlee 
Ruth Powell Tyree 
Ca milla Wimbish Lac y 
Elizabeth Hi ll Schenk 
Agnes Butterworth Palmer 
E llen Douglas Oliver 
Sally Dav is 
Hannah L . Coker 
B ess ie Gill Saunders 
Louise Beck :Morris 
Anna Elizabeth Crafton 
Eva Banks Ha ycox: 
Mamie Smith Fitzgerald 
Kathl ee n Prentiss Perrin 
Kat e O'Brien 
Mary Lynn 
Mary Mitchell Clifford 
Virginia Kent Loving 
Virginia Epes Feild 
Glenna Loving Norvell 
Rennie Parks Rue 
Mar y Burt Beale 
Agnes Taylor Gray 
Dora Ransone lfar tz 
E loi se McEwen VVare 
Jane Water s Gardner 
Sarah L ee Atkins 
Mary Mitche ll Clifford 
Virginia Collin s 
Joseph in e Tu cke r 
Altha Cunningham 
Ada Arthur D eaco n 
Gladys Nu chol s Wood 
Dorothy Sneller Corprew 
Agnes Butterworth Palmer 
Class of 1924 
$175.50 - 44 % 
\:\ 7 ilh elmina \Vright 
11ary Anna Powell 
.\1ar y L. P ep le 
Mabe l Allen 
Norm1:1 Colem.an Broaddus 
Virginia Gregory 
Anna :Hardaway White 
Agn es Jones 
Inez D eJ arnette I-lite 
V ir ginia Clore John son 
1-Ia ry Myrtis Cox 
E lizabeth Cosby Carver 
:i\fary Ta~rJor Gills CopenhaYer 
Hi lda Booth B eale 
Cordelia Crowder Melton 
Bernie \\Thitlo ck Bow les 
,Joann a Savedge Ellett 
Virg ini a Clor e Johnson 
Virginia Gregory 
~:t:ary Fugate Carlton 
Class of 1925 
$155.00 - 43 % 
Elma H. Ashton 
Gary Turner 
Chr istabelle Lindsey Dickerson 
Glad ys Wright Cocke 
Milclred Jones 
j\fary Glenn Wa lter Lacy 
Ru by Foster Tyre 
E uni ce V. Gill 
Elizabeth Abernathy 
Billie Gordon Atwill 
Gladys Saunders 
)ifar y Mason Hamrick 
E meline Stearns 
Mary Hall Drinkard Walton 
R eb ecca Brockenbrough 
Elizabeth Anderson Knecht 
Susie Blair 
}1artha Lipscomb 1Nalsh 
Ruth Watkins Cloud 
Susan Brown Gra h am 
Marjori e Rhodes Hall 
Jcla lin e McVeigh Ratcliffe 
Cat hryn Henna 
Class of 1926 
$189.00 - 31 % 
Lila Crens h aw 
Dorothy E. Ca mpb ell 
Mar y Louise McGlothlin Friebele 
Elizabeth C. SaHe 
Virginia \'Valker 
:Mary Virginia Daughtrey 
Alice H . Taylor 
Loui se Fry Galvin 
Margaret Dorsey 
B etty Ballard Will ett 
Dr. Aure lia Gill Nicholls 
May Copenhaver \Vil son 
·Marg-aret Laz enby Brown 
Harriet Sharon Willingham 
Annie R e ne Powell Sage 
Ne ld a And er son Cotton 
:Marguerit e Roper Tuggl e 
Louise Mattern Coleman 
n1:argaret :Harlan Hilt on 
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Class of 1927 
$119.00 - 33 % 
Cat herin e B ell 
Dorothy R:vce Gunn 
Saxon Rowe Carver 
Kath lee n Privett Bah en 
Maud e B. Motley 
Sara Lee Hutchings 
Ruth E. Lawrenc e 
Eleanor \\Taters Ramsay 
Helen Gasser S heppa rd 
J·anet Hall Par son s 
Dorothy H ead Thoma s 
Doroth~ 7 Knibb 
1follie Du Val 
Evelyn Bristow Robert 
Cecyle Loving Hackendorf 
:Margaret Powell Armstrong 
Elizabeth Elgin 
Jean Wright Woodfin 
Virginia McDanel Cone 
E dith DeWitt 
Dorothy Bagwell lVIacDa nn ald 
Class of 1928 
$100.50 - 15 % 
Buckner F itzhu gh Panni ll 
Dorothy Seay Brumbaug h 
Annabeth Cash 
Ethel Pond Brinkl e)' 
Gra y Robinson French 
E lnor a Hubbard Robin son 
El izab et h Sherman Cale 
Frances Anderson Sta llard 
Louise ::\Iassey Crisp 
Nora Turpin Turner 
Class of 1929 
$138.50 - 31 % 
Pearle Pow ell Pri llaman 
H elen C Moon 
Elizabeth Hal e 
Mary Ri chardson Butterworth 
Virginia Perkins Yea man 
Doris Turnbull Wood 
H elen Orpin \Venzel 
)Iary Stevens Jone s 
Violet Cervarich Simpson 
Naomi VVilliams Thom as 
Rosalie Gore Parsons 
Cathe rin e Branch 
:B1rances Sykes DeHart 
Thiildr ed Pope Anderson 
Louise Hardaway Boswell 
:Miriam Figgs Rankin 
~Iargaret T . Rudd 
Ruth Haverty 
}\fargu erite Stuessey Th'Iattox 
E li zabeth Chandler Cox 
Roma Lack es Gustin 
Clare Jolm so n Wayt 
Class of 1930 
$123.50 - 41 % 
Na nc y Cassell Kingsley 
Dorothy Abbott Wood 
Frances Cake 
Helen Bowman Lieb 
Janie E. Ruffin 
Virginia Prince Shinnick 
Lina Light 
Dorca s Hook er H erth el 
Grace Watkins Lamp son 
Helen Strickland 
Jean Colli er 1.Vithers 
Katherin e Ty ler E llett 
Cornelia Ferguson UndeTwood 
)fargaret Billings Sentz 
Dorothy Epper ly Goodman 
E lizab eth Crowder Van Hook 
Shirley Gannaway Cornish 
)lar g ar et F lick Clark 
Class of 1931 
$2,142.00 - 23 % 
Mary M. Hick s 
Margaret C. L ea ke 
Laura Thornhill 
Lauretta Ta ylor Sullivan 
Ame lia Ullman 
Doroth y Pulliam Dysart 
Hattie Habel Moschler 
Mi ldr ed L. Bingham 
Phyllis John son Pope 
Helen Haverty 
Lucie Taylor Long 
Anne Jone s Berkholtz 
Lelia Roemele Chandler 
Selma Rothschild Mann 
Mary Faulkner J orclon 
Elizabeth Gill Minor 
Gertrude Murrell duPon t 
Lucile Church Hit e 
Caro li na C. Bea .ttie 
Class of 1932 
$185.00 - 36 % 
~'ranees Gottlieb DeDan 
H elen Pollard Deck 
Mary Hodn ett Mat h ews 
Elizabeth Fugate 
Catherine Foskett l\foCloud 
Katherine Roberts Hesby 
Ruth Cox Weber 
Virginia Tabb n{oore 
Mary Anne Hall Anderson 
Zephia Campbell Scarborough 
Muriel M. Jones 
Jean Peatross 
Phyllis Perkin son 
Elise Reaguer Miller 
Caro lyn Thomp son Broaddus 
Marie Davis Deat elhau ser 
Inez Hauke Hartle y 
Olg-a Pitts D eS hazo 
Nelle M. Johnson 
Mary Ryland Fessler 
Virginia Jon es Pharr 
He len LeGrand e Butler 
Alamarine Montgomery Franklin 
Jessie Miller Jon es Tur ner 
Louise Sanford 
Ruth Hale Bailey 
Class of 1933 
$69.00-27 % 
Th(arjorie Canada O'Riordan 
Mary Elizabeth Frazer Burslem 
Etta Whitehead Na chman 
Vivian Barnett \V arr 
Mary Loui se Th1cLaughlin Tucker 
Gertrude Dyson 
Catherine Dawson 
Kathryn Harris Hardy 
Archie Fow lk es 
Ann Dickin son \Ve lsh 
Carolyn Cutchin Powe ll 
:Mollie :Moorman Simpson 
Marion E. Clarke 
Phoebe Dr ewry Thi erman 
Class of 1934 
$85.00 -24% 
E lizabeth Claybrook Bristow 
Virginia McIntosh Puckett 
Virginia Wa tkin s Ellenburg 
Frances Lundin Van Heuveln 
Virginia Sanford Brian 
Virginia Ellett ,v eb ster 
Virginia Ferguson 
E liz abeth Goodwin Hend erson 
Nancy Davis Seaton 
Frances Gee 
Ammye Herrin Hill 
Kathe rin e Brown Van Allen 
Class of 1935 
$72 .00 - 25% 
Hazel ,v ea ver Fobes 
Na n Owen Manning 
Dorothy W. Chewning 
Susie Anderson Ackerman 
Glady s Smith Tatum 
Harriet Walton 
Betsy Marston Sadler 
Jean Shafer 
Alice Harrington Hunt 
Katherine Grace 
Mary A n ne Guy Franklin 
i\.Iary Patterson Early Love 
Sue Cooke McClure Jones 
Class of 1936 
$87.00 - 27% 
Martha Cosby Rucker 
Margaret Bowers 
Al ice Ryland Gi les 
Anna Castlevecchi Del Papa 
Virginia Ingram Guest 
Louise Callison 
Ruth Parker Jones 
Lou White V\Tinfree 
Lyndele A. Pitt 
Helen E. Falis 
Virginia Burfoot 
Mary Virginia White Webb 
Mildred Crowder Pickels 
Class of 193 7 
$111.00 - 30% 
Elizabeth W. Angle 
Louise Thompson Chewning 
Grac e Elliott Olsen 
Pollyanna Shephe1·d 
Jane Lawder Jo hn ston 
Louise Carroll Gano Wilkinson 
Jane Carro ll Slu sser 
Marguerite P. Hall 
Jean Hudson Miller 
Nancy Chappell Pettigrew 
V irginia Lee Priddy 
Margaret Isbell 
Florence Moore Flake 
Helen Ellett Horne 
Mildred Louthan Shepherd 
~fargaret Mitchell Meador 
Class of 1938 
$107 .oo - 29 % 
Anne Payne Stites 
Virg inia Hansford Russell 
Augusta Straus Goodman 
Elizabeth Shaw Burchill 
Nancy Orthey Rowan 
Josephine Mallory Cosby 
Edna Loving Young 
Julia McClure Dunwell 
Edith Crostic Grigg 
Hilda Kirby 
Martha Ellis Ross 
Emily Parker Kendig 
Allie Martin Holblieb 
Elizabet h Darracott Wheeler 
Peggy Lockwood Nolting 
Henrietta Harrell Smith 
Mildred Harrell Clink scales 
Barbara DeJaTnette Bagwell 
Class of 1939 
$43.00 -17% 
Anne Scott Campbell Jacobs 
Charlot e Anne Beale 
Lois Lyle Mercer 
Pat Walford 
Rosalie V. Oakes 
Agnes Deaton 
Marian Wiley Ellett 
iW!:~!t, 1U~[cl:'e1f Driscoll 
Jacqueline Faulkner Dixon 
Gar land Wilson Brookes 
Class of 1940 
$208.00 -21 % 
Doris Hargrove Kibler 
Lucy Baird 
Katherin e Lyl e 
Jane Davenport Reid 
Han·iet Yeamans Mercer 
Ethel O1Brien Harrington 
:Mildr ed James Talton 
Jean Miller Yeiser 
:Maude Smith Jurgens 
Pauline Cortopassi 
Ruth Latham Gravatt 
)Iarie Keyser Jordan 
Patricia Joblin 
B etty Willets Ogg 
Dell Williams Smith 
E lsie :Mattingly Dickinson 
Mildred Gustafson Donohue 
Carolyn Doyle Saunders 
Class of 1941 
$181.00 - 26 % 
Barbara Eckles Grizzard 
Antoinette Wirth Whittet 
Helen Martin Laughon 
Mildred Howerton Jones 
Gladys Epes Hardy 
Kathleen Crawford Lindsay 
Sarajane Payne Arkedis 
Helen Dodd Driscoll 
Ann Phi11ips Bonifant 
Lois Campbell Herlong 
Edith Bur foot Lovig 
Mary Alice Smith rrillotson 
Kathryn Leviston Krug 
Louise :Morrissey 
Virginia Lee Ball Glover 
Margaret Purcell Spindler 
Mayme O'Flaherty Stone 
Jeanne Huffman \Vait e 
Eleanor Kindell Miller 
Cec ile Gaddis Smith 
Margaret Brittingham Curtice 
Georgie Phi lpott Ingram 
Class of 1942 
$195.50 - 40 % 
Ann Gwaltney Ha1·wood 
Dorothy Hall 
Ada Moss Harlow 
Annie Loie VValker Seacat 
Anne Shafer Carey 
J\fargaTet Ka lajian Tavetian 
Emmy Fountain 
Harriett Howe Byrider 
Lillian Jung 
Jean S. Grant 
Rosellen Hoffman Via 
Virginia Parker Doziei-
,vilmer Peters Gambill 
Eve lyn Clifton Wisowaty 
Est her Wendling Cline 
Kay Gille land Crutchfield 
May Thayer Holt 
Betty Sessler 
Kathleen Abernethy Riley 
Betty Ann Petzinzer Shackelford 
Mi ldr ecl Slavin Cor di sh 
Janice Lane Darlington 
Allene Jones Patteson 
Ninita Gonzalez Seavers 
La Verne Priddy Muse 
Em ma B. Waldrop Cruickshanks 
Ethne Flanagan I-Iigginbotham 
Florine Mahone Palmer 
Ann Pavey Garrett 
F1·ances Badenoch 
Lucy Burke Allen Meyer 
Jayne Maire Massie 
Mm·y V. Mangum A1·rington 
Class of 1943 
$173. 00 - 26 % 
Rosemary Ives 
Effie Proffitt Jones 
Barbara Krug Evans 
Evelyn A llen Krause 
Mary Elizabeth Hogan 
Lelia Gardner Hathaway 
Kathleen Weber McLellan 
Frances Beazley Bell 
Anne Lilly Fisher 
Lois Dorsey Garwood 
Georg ie Simpson 
Althea Johnston Black 
Carolyn Babb Heflin 
Anne Byrd Tucker Moore 
Shir ley Huxt er Corson 
Florine Nuchols Claytor 
l\:Iaxine Williams RogeTs 
Class of 1944 
$123. 00 - 44 % 
Norma Sanders 
Harriet E. Shaffer 
Heppy Patterson Ellis 
Dee Dee Howe Kirk 
Margery Carter Pep le 
Lois Kirkwood North 
Molly Warner 
Dorothy J. Ihnken 
Mary Lee Smith 
Kay Hanley Wery 
Ellen Mercer Clark Maxwell 
Dorothy Monroe Hill 
Elizabeth Rice 
Billy Jane Crosby Baker 
Elizabeth Muller Goldsmith 
Glor ia Tyler Robertson 
:Mary :Moore "\Varner 
Ann Burcher Stansbury 
Ann Thurston Filer 
Rita Muldowney Cop ley 
Ruth Jones Wilkins 
Peggylee Purcell Stephens 
Nell Collins rrhompson 
Evermond 1-Iardee Daniel 
Class of 1945 
$117.00-37% 
Ruth Latimer 
Jane ,vray Bristow McDorman 
Conway Bibb Van Slyke 
Alma Rosenbaum Hurwitz 
Mary Ellen Tucker 
Lillian Belk Youell 
Mary Carte r Campbell Paulson 
Jen Lea Guthrie Yancey 
Anne Fisher Keppler 
)larianne ,vaddill Jones 
E lizabet h Weaver :hiartin 
Audrey Grubin Fixell 
E lizabeth Wh it eho rn e 
Ruth Smith Tschan 
Anne :McElroy MacKenzie 
Lottie Blanton 
~ata lie Heller MooTe 
Ruth Hiller Powell 
Betty Clement Adail· 
Constance Sutton 
Betty Lawson Di llard 
Class of 1946 
$68.5 0- 32% 
Mary Frances Bethel Wood 
Patricia Husbands Berton 
Nancy Todd Lewis 
Lois Bradley Baker 
Alice Prigg Drummond 
Corne lia Reid Row lett 
Virginia Lambeth Shotwell 
Lucy Harvie 
Elizabeth Tbomp son Schmidt 
Cora Lynn Chaffee 
Eugenia Sasser Thombl ey 
Irene Taylor Martin 
Dorothy Davis VVhittenberger 
Jacqueline Barnes Wolf 
Anne Jones Parker 
Irene VVhite Bain 
Jacqueline Hodges Walker 
Nancy L. iit:oore 
Amy Hickerson Dalton 
:i\'Iarian Lawton Kinzey 
Class of 194 7 
$174.00 - 55 % 
Beverly Patton Browne 
Alice Landi Reed 
Lena r.rhornton Small 
Ann Young Lewis 
Mildred Daffron Horigan 
Mary Sue Guarcl Woody 
Virginia Ellett 
Marylou Massie Cumby 
Santina Clauter Stapleton 
Vir~inia Wagstaff 
Em ily Marie Walthall 
Elizabeth Slate Riley 
Verela Sletten 
Isabel Ammerman 
Ruth Schimme l Loeviuger 
Sylvia Haimovit Silverman 
Marion Huske Moomaw 
Ollie :Menefee Stirlin~ 
Doris Pitman Rainey 
Betty McLaughlin 
Lois Rynaldo 
Pauline P. Jones 
Alice Landi Reed 
Elizabeth B. Decker 
LaVinia Watson Reilly 
Alice Mason Oralle 
Betty Anne Gustafson 
Margaret Goode 
Jean Waldrop 
Nancy Richardson Elliott 
Marion Collier 'Miller 
Anne Higgins Borger 
Class of 1948 
$191.00-37% 
Janice .Conant McCoy 
Lily Brittle Hepler 
Betty Hickerson Butterworth 
Jean Brumsey Biscoe 
Jackie Jeter 
Blair Porter 
Set h Darrow Shannahan 
Florence Goodman 
Hannah Barlow 
Virginia H erndon 
}.,ranee s Orrell Dnnn 
Pamela Burnside Gray 
Arline M. Moore 
AnneM. Gill 
Alice Goodman 
Anne Bruner Woo 
Dorothy Ann Lloyd 
Doris 1\1:oore 
Frances Stuart 
Sally Taylor 
Mary Jane Spivey Snead 
Carol Buxbaum Waranch 
Sarah Brenner Rubin 
Virginia Kreyer 
Margaret E lliott Ownby 
Judith Barnett Seelhorst 
Emily Holland Lineberry 
Helen Condyles 
Allen Rucker 
Florence Lide Snider 
E leanor Pitts Rowan 
Lois McClanahan Garrett 
Pamela Burnside Gray 
Blai1· Porter 
Class of 1949 
$401.00 - 29 % 
Ald a Marlin Noftsinger 
Gloria Reid 
Ali ce Il.1. Verra 
Gilcla Mann Ellis 
Betty Ann Allen Doub 
Mar ilyn Alexander 
Gloria Reid Jensen 
Elaine Leonard Davis 
Jacqueline Cunningham 
Ida Eanes Patrick 
Ann ,vil son Bryant 
Jean Harper Sellars 
Alberta McCullough 
Marilyn Alexander Kubu 
Lou Winn Mccutcheon 
Sal lie Van Dyck Wood 
Catherine Wyatt 
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Ann Elizabeth Morano 
Brooke rrriplett 
Isabelle Taylor 
Kathryn Carter 
E lizabet h McN ea! Claybrook 
Mary Ann Peddicord Williams 
Florence Gray Tullidge 
Margaret Knapp Howe 
Anne Carter Kraft 
Cornelia Ayre 
Florence Gray Tullidg e 
Hazel Jennings Walker 
Julie C. Moller 
Bttrbara Todd Cla.rk 
Hathaway Po llard 
Class of 195 0 
$244.00 - 52 % 
Mary Bowles Flanagan 
Frances Sutton 
Maud S. Tyler 
Hilda :Moore Hankins 
Ellen Largent 
Julia Wann 
Do rothy V,larner Gardner 
Jeann e J\1. Schanen 
,vinifred P. Schanen 
Carol Sidlovsky Glicksman 
Susan Peck Hou se 
Barbara White Balderson 
Lora ne Graves 
Ruth Morrissey 
Joanne '\Varing 
Lorraine Feinberg Kaplan 
Doris Lee Reeves 
Jean Bishop 
Gene Hart Joyner 
Charlotte Westervelt Bispham 
Joanna Maiden 
Barbara Coleman 
Emily-Ann :Mintz 
Joyce Betts Pierce 
Josephine T. Martens 
Joy Hull 
Nancy J. Cha.pin 
Marianna Rounds I-Iolloway 
Elizabeth Rowse 
Barbara J. Jones 
Judith Lending 
Elizabeth Givens Pierce 
Margaret Alexander Anderson 
Ann Dorsey James 
Louise Triplett Fridley 
Patricia Kelly Jordan 
Betty Gray Finney 
Marjorie Parson Owen 
Louise Covington 
Ann Neb lett James 
Leonora Davis Head 
Frances Chandler 
Barbara Beattie 
Lorraine Chapman 
Virginia Brinson 
Barbara Lee Jones 
Marjorie Canada 
Jean Tinsley 
Catherine Krause Keeney 
Jean Barbour Ware 
Class of 1951 
$197.00 - 43 % 
Patricia E. Smith 
Betty Tredway 
Mary DeVilbiss 
Hel en McCarthy 
Elizabeth McRae 
Barbara McGehee 
Mary FTances Arrighi 
Frances Allen 
Elizabeth Latimer 
Betty Munsey 
Shir ley Robertson 
Shirley Hoover Freeland 
Mary Booth 
Irene Groves 
Charlotte Houchins 
Maryg lyn Cooper 
Elizabeth Eanes 
Mary Ann Hubbard Dickenson 
Paula Abernathy 
Joyce Gladding 
Hel en Blackwelder 
Anne Plunkett Rosser 
Lea Thompson Osburn 
Charlotte Herrink Jones 
Jane Slaughter 
Jane Law son 
Elizabeth McRae Dudley 
Iris Snowden 
Patricia Atw ill 
Jean Lowe 
Gladys Maroney 
Jo Ann Asbury Hopkins 
Frances AJlen 
Helen Nance Anderson 
Virginia Herrink 
ANSWERS TO QUIZ QUESTIONS 
ON PAGE 12 
l. Commander Perry at Battle of Lake Erie. 
2. Robert E. Lee and George Meade. 
3 .. 2. 
4. Go . 
5. The Gold Bug in the story by Poe . 
6. As Yau Like It . 
7. Clevela nd . 
8. William Lloyd Garrison. 
9. Georgia. 
10. 8. 
11. 16 inches. 
12. Portia. 
13. Robert Frost : Mending Wall. 
14. Approximately 34 feet. (The atmosphere will 
support a column of water no higher than 
this.) 
15. Jupiter. 
16. Larger, because the atmospheric pressure on 
the outside decreases with an increase in 
altitude. 
17. When cool. The water dissolves larger 
quantities of gas. 
18. Tadpoles breathe by means al gills. Adult 
frogs breathe by means of lungs . 
19. A postulate is a statement that is assumed 
to be true, while a theorem is a statement 
which requires proof. 
20. 4 inches. 
Alumni Fund 
(Continued from page 8) 
1944 (20.51 % ) 
Richard N. Baylor 
Henry '11. B loom 
Charles G. Hall 
James T . Hatc h er, Jr. 
Richard G. James · 
Phi lip Keppler , Jr . 
Jack D. Lewis 
Richard W. Lowery 
F . Stanley Lusby 
John P. Oliver , Jr. 
Ryland 0. Reamy 
0. 'IV. Rhodenhiser 
T. A. Saunders 
W. A. Stansbury 
Preston J. Taylol' 
Leland H . Waters, Jr. 
1945 (20.41 % ) 
Harry vV. Ba ldwin, Jr. 
C. W. Caulkins, Jr. 
H. Ches ley Decker 
Will iam M. Decker 
Pierce S. Ellis, Jr. 
David J. Greenberg 
Philip R . Hart 
Charles G. Motley 
Wilbur M. Sims 
W. Warren Waltha ll, Jr . 
James H. Wiley , Jr. 
1946 (21.15 % ) 
James I-I. Barnes 
Linco ln Baxter, II 
E. Gordon Conk lin 
Allen W. Flannagan, Jr . 
0. J. Gi-aham, Jr. 
Fred. A. Jennings, Jr. 
Leonard Kantor 
D. Orville Lahy 
R. C. L. Moncure 
Leslie H. Phill ips , Jr. 
Straughan Richardson 
Zane Grey Ross 
Paul Strickland 
Phillip D. Weaver 
J. G. Wood 
George R. Wyatt, Jr. 
194 7 (2 0.00 % ) 
David Arenstein 
E. Ballard Baker 
R . H . Bruni, Jr. 
Thomas P. Bryan 
M. Caldwell Butler 
Mart in F. Clark 
~~ti~•b~o°u~~:~. Jr. 
Paul Duke 
William K. Easley 
P. vVinfree Fore , Jr. 
Junius E . Foster , Jr. 
Douglas B. Goforth 
Alvin Guttag 
Lewis B. Hasty 
Walter B. Hoover 
James F. Hubbard 
Fred. A. Jenn ings, Jr . 
Spencer M. King 
John \T\7 . Knowle s 
,Villiam H. Laing, Jr. 
Rttssell Lang 
H . George Longaker , Jr . 
R. L . McDanel 
L. L . McGee 
D. Walton Mallory, Jr. 
John F. Murphy 
George E. Reynold s 
James R. Richman 
F. D. Shephe1·d, Jr. 
Harry L. Snead, Jr. 
George P. Williams , Jr. 
1948 (18 .78 %) 
Hugh T . Adair 
C. 0. Alley, Jr. 
Dwight H . Anderson 
Ho,vard P. Anderson 
William R. Arnette 
William T. August 
Donald L. Ba ll 
1.'[elvin G. Berman 
Ch ester A. Bishof 
James W. Boehling 
J. H . Chamberlayne, III 
John K Chappell, III 
W.R. Creadick, Jr . 
T. T . Crump 
N. J. Diemente 
J. Ear le Dunford, Jr. 
Walter C. F igg, Jr . 
Herman V. Fleming 
Le e M. Gahegan 
CleYeland E . Ha ll 
Joseph H . Ho lleman, Jr . 
Virginia D . Ivey 
Joseph S. James, Jr. 
L. C. Jensen, Jr . 
H . D. Jordan, Jr. 
Bertram Y. Kinsey 
Herbert D. Liebman 
A. J. Martin 
C. E. Moomaw 
Wi lliam Byrd Pond 
W'ill iam H. Rowan 
vV. F. Rowe, Jr. 
W. L. Stiga ll, Jr. 
D. Ne lson Sutton, Jr. 
Locke H. Twigg , Jr. 
Clinton E. Tuck 
Howard G. Turner 
Julian L. Walker 
W . H . Warren 
Scott H . Wermuth , Jr. 
Howard M. Williams 
Stuart L. Williams 
J.M. Wiltshire, Jr . 
1949 (21.97 % ) 
Gordon B. Amble1\ Jr. 
W. M. Amburgey , Jr . 
Sattler B. Anderson 
Walter L. Brad ley 
Cary L. Branch 
Donald W. Ca lder 
E lliott 'IV. Ca lisch 
vVilliam E. Carter, Jr. 
Morris Cather 
James E. Caudle 
David S. Clay 
H. R. Cooley 
C. W. Coppedge 
VV. Gordon Cousins 
Jesse L. Oralle 
Richard S. Dance 
W. H. Doub, Jr. 
Edward E. Dunklee 
I. B. Fallin , Jr. 
Donald B. Fendler 
Italo Ferramosca 
T. Whitt Fogg 
J.E. Ga lloway, Jr. 
E. Carlton Gammon 
Wa lter J. Gans, Jr. 
John H. Garber, Jr. 
J. F . Garren, Jr . 
C. L. Gat ling 
William N. Gee, Jr . 
Robert G. Gibson 
John Goode 
W.R. Gross 
Arthur J. Haines , Jr. 
vVilliam N. Hallman, Jr. 
James P. Hankins , Jr . 
Homer W. Hanna , Jr. 
Ralph N. Hargrov e 
Russe ll B. Han·is 
James E. Heslep 
Edward T . Hooper 
Farrar W. I{oward 
William G. Jackson 
Robert M. Jones 
L. Alex Jordan, Jr. 
Daniel H. Kruger 
B. B. Lineberry 
Louis F. Luechauer 
Car l D. Lunsford 
S. M. Luria 
George 0 . McClary 
John E. Mallory 
Harry M. Markhoff 
Morton Marks, Jr. 
H . Stuart Massie , Jr. 
Orville C. Matthew s 
W illimu R. Miller 
James R. Phipps 
John S. Pierce, Jr . 
T homas E. Redford, Jr. 
Walter W. Regirer 
James B. Robinson 
'IV. E. Satterwhite 
Ju lian E. Savage 
Melvin L. Segal 
R. L. Shue 
Sherman F. Sosnow 
Nicholas A. Spinella 
James Sweeny 
Claude G. Thomas 
Ben G. Triplett 
Bernard L. Webb 
Nelson E. Weber 
R. C. Whitehead 
R. E . VViggins, Jr. 
Norman B. Wood , Jr. 
B. N. Woody 
Merritt G. Yorgey 
John Zizak 
195 0 (12.64 % ) 
Joseph A. Arcaro, Jr. 
R. W. Bartron 
Dona ld L. Baxt er 
Herbert R. Blackw ell 
Lewis Booker 
H. H. Bradley, Jr. 
Eric H. Brent 
\1/illiam A. Brown 
T. E. Coleman, Jr. 
Nicholas C. Condyles 
Alan L. Creedle 
P. H . Dalle Mura 
Chase S. Decker 
Robert G. DuVal 
Wi lliam C. Farmer 
Jack L. Flint 
H. Aubrey Ford, Jr. 
Philip Frederick 
Wayne A. Freeland 
Ernest G. Garrett, Jr. 
Dean M. Greiner 
Ernest L. Harris 
B. Wa lton Mahon 
F. W. Hardy 
Thomas L . Howard , Jr. 
J. B. Hudson, Jr . 
James A. Hunter 
My Neighbor (Mrs. W. A. Harris} 
On the hill overlooking the lake lives a 
lady who is beloved by three generations of 
University of Richmond men and women, 
both for her own charm and grac iousness 
and, further, as the wife and now the widow 
of that tru ly good man who for so many 
years was professor of Greek and Latin. 
She is Mrs. W. A. Harris, who now, as in 
years past, keeps beautiful the garden that 
she and her husband planted. Rhododen-
dron grows in the cool recesses, lilies flaunt 
their heads against the hillside, and in the 
rock garden the phlox and verbena grow. 
She gives liberally and joyfu lly of her 
treasure. Whatever the occasion, when flow-
ers are needed for a social function, the first 
thought is of Mrs. Harris. Whenever visitors 
call, they leave laden with cut flowers and 
ofttimes with shrubs for planting in their 
own gardens. There are few gardens in the 
University neighborhood which are not today 
more beautiful because of her bounty. 
One of her neighbors and, it follows, one 
of her admirers is Mrs. F. Byers Miller, wife 
of the dean of the School of Business Ad-
Winfield J. Kohler 
Edward L. Kurtz 
William E. Long 
Rudo lph V. Lowery 
Walter J. McGraw 
Donald H. McNeill , Jr. 
F. C. Martin 
Marvin Menkes 
Rafael A. Munoz-Noya 
Wa llace B. Stockdon 
Virg il R. Strader, Jr. 
C. W . Sykes, Jr . 
Ric hard C. Tutwiler 
Catlin E. Tyler 
Edward M. Vassar 
W irtH. Wills 
Paul Woodfin 
Zack Zambetis 
1951 (13.56 % ) 
Edward G. Altman 
Ha l J. Bonney, Jr. 
James E. Britton 
Lowe ll Brosky 
Wes ley vV. Brown 
F. Elmore Butler 
John E. Campbell, Jr. 
Elwood L . Coates 
R. L. Coffman 
Will iam T. Coppage 
L. Burke Crowder 
A. D. Dodd 
Richard J. Fitz, Jr. 
Sam H . 'Flannagan , III 
E. Ralph Graves, Jr. 
We lford L. Harris 
Stephen P. Henkes 
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ministration, who has written her tribute 
in verse. 
High on a hill above the lake 
She has her dwelling place, 
A house of blest tranquillity 
A home of charm and grace. 
She loves to walk her garden paths 
And breathe the air so sweet, 
While down the hillside nature spills 
Its beauty at her feet. 
The house regards with shining eyes 
The spot on which she stands. 
The stately trees are guardians 
With outstretched leafy hands. 
She rarely leaves this lovely place, 
She cares to roam no more; 
But seeking friendship, all the world 
Beats pathways to her door. 
-RUTH ALTON MILLER . 
A. L. Loftin , Jr . 
William C. Martin 
C. E. Minter 
Thomas 0. Morris 
Albert D. Murden 
William R. Newhouse 
Otis W. Nuckols 
Ralph M. Owen 
James A. Payne , Jr,. 
Albert C. Pittman 
William G. Pitts, Jr. 
W. M. Reams, Jr . 
Frank J . Rejeyich 
Henry DI Robinson 
Bill Shahda 
W. Spilman Short 
··Samuel L. Smith, III 
Robert S. Stephens 
Bernard L. Stokes 
Bowlman G. Taylor 
George D . Taylor, Jr. 
Arthur B. Wolan 
1952 
W. 0. Biven s, Jr. 
Samuel L. Cooke, Jr. 
James A. McClellan 
Allen F. Richards 
Ho n or ary 
Ra lph T. Catterall 
George M. Mod lin 
Charles H. Wheeler, III 
THE WAY OF A MAID WITH A MAN* 
IN THIS GATHER ING are, I presume, some men who are yet unmarried. To these I 
would direct a few remarks. I would read 
to them portions of a recently discovered 
and, as yet, -little known MS, the Wisdom 
· Book of Methuselah, being his advice to 
his great-great-grandson Mirzah. In trans-
lating, some of the details have been altered 
slightly to make them conform to modern 
idiom. I quote: 
Hearken 1mto my words, 0 my son; give 
ear 11nto my cormsel, that thy days may be 
joyful and thy nights abounding in peace. 
I have observed the daughters of men, 
their going out and their coming in. I have 
considered them when they knew it not. 
Behold, my years are nine hundred and 
sixty and nine, and in 'my time I have known 
much women. 
Lay up within thy heart the words of my 
tong11e that thou mayest know the guile of 
woman and be u;,arned, yea, tha.t thou mayest 
know the way of a maid with a man. 
And lo, this is the manner of her work-
ing. 
She meeteth him at the al11mni picnic, and 
she hath marked him for her own. Verily, 
he is already lost. 
She parteth him from the others; she estab-
lisheth a penonal relationship; he beareth 
her raincoat for her, and she putteth her 
compc1ct into his pocket. 
The dogs bark with much fierceness, and 
she claspeth his arm. She beggeth his pro-
teclion, and he calmeth her fears with words. 
Then is she comforted and saith, "Lo, how 
brave tho11 arl .'" · 
She waiteth not for opportunity, but 
maketh occasion for nearness. He removelh 
a speck from her eye, and her breath is upon 
his face. 
She saith to him, "Will lhou tell me if 
the seams of my stockings are straight?" 
He calleth upon her, and she telleth him, 
"I have thottght of thee often; again and 
again hast thott been in my remembrance." 
They journey forth to the show, and she 
permitteth him not to take her to the Byrd, 
saying, "Thott must save thy money; let us 
go instead to the Carillon, yea, let us see 
'The Pride of Saint Louis,' for I know thou 
dost love the Cardinals." 
They return to her abode, and she con-
ducteth him to the kitchen. She putteth an 
apron upon him. They prepare fudge to-
gether. She sitteth ttpon the Latmdromat'and 
swingeth her nylons. 
She calleth him by telephone; she mani-
festeth great interest in his work , saying, 
"How didst thou at the office today, and that 
order from Lynchburg, hast thott secttred it?" 
She asketh his advice concerning the candi-
dates. She inquireth his opinion about Taft, 
and she saith, "Lo, how clearly hast thou 
made me to ttnderstand the issues." 
*An excerpt from an address delivered by Dr. 
Samuel W. Stevenson at the joint Alumnae-Alumni 
dinner in Keller Hall on June 7. His speech was 
entitled: "Husbands Arise, You Have Nothing to 
Lose but Your Chains," 
She visiteth him at his boarding hottse 
when he is ill. She prepareth custards to bring 
him. She feeleth his brow and expresseth 
great concern. 
She saith to him, "Thou must be sttre to 
wear thy rubbers, and thy warm underwear 
must tho11 not neglect. For if aught happened 
11nto thee, then indeed would I be desolate." 
She maketh him comfortable in her living 
room. She putteth the L11ckies at his elbow 
and saith, "Recline and take thine ease. Put 
thy feet upon the sofa, and do not mind 
the ashes, for they keep the moths away." 
She createth a quarrel out of thin air. She 
speaketh to him sharply, and when he is 
heated, she abaseth herself. She boweth low 
before him. The tear trembleth in her eye, 
and her lip doth quiver. Yet doth she not 
u)eep, for she knoweth that red eyes are not 
comely . 
And again she provoket/J a strnggle, and 
he snatcheth at her fiercely. She rebuketh 
him, saying, "How darest tho11? What rea-
son have I ever given thee to think thtts-
and-so ?" She accepteth his apology. 
She maketh him lo feel confident of her; 
yea, he monopolizeth her, and then, lo, she 
springeth another man on him. He calleth, 
and she is not in. She keepeth company with 
beardless youths. 
And now is his time come, although he 
knoweth it not. She prepare th her snare; she 
maketh ready her axe. She asketh him to 
come to her quickly. She saith, "Lo, I am 
troubled, and thou must advise me. My 
uncle in Seattle hath invited me to visit him 
for six months, and verily I do not know 
what I should do. He coachet/J a football 
team, and he wisheth me to pose with the 
co-captains." 
And he falleth into the trap. He pro-
poseth to her, and she accepteth him, and 
behold, the fowl of his barnyard is roasted; 
yea, verily, his goose is cooked. 
Commencement 
(Continued from page 3) 
for the optimistic outlook. Enrollment bene-
fited from the University of Richmond-
WRV A scholarship quiz which will bring 
to the campus this fall a number of the State's 
outstanding high school graduates. 
The twenty-seven new scholarships-
among the first fruits of the Williams be-
quest-will be allocated as follows: 
Graduate School: Three teaching fellow-
ships of $1,200 each. 
The T . C. Williams School of Law: One 
scholarship of $1,0-00, and three scholarships 
of $500 each. 
School of Business Administration: One 
scholarship of $1,000, and two of $500 each. 
Richmond College: One $750 scholarship 
and seven scholarships of $500 each. 
Westhampton College: One $750 scholar-
ship and four scholarships of $500 each. 
The new scholarships will increase to al-
most 400 the number of scholarships which 
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MATTOX, A.B., M.A., LL.B. 
Conard Blunt Mattox, Jr., probably 
has as many degrees as anyone has 
ever received from the University of 
Richmond. His LL.B. at commencement 
in June was his third degree from the 
U. of R., following an A.B. and an M.A. 
Conard, Jr., helps Momma get the 
triple-threat ready for the ceremony. 
will be available for superior students seek-
ing admission to the University of Richmond. 
A great many other students will help finance 
their college education by working on the 
campus or at jobs downtown. 
Deans of students at Richmond College 
and Westhampton College and the director of 
placements at the School of Business Admin-
istration have been doing an outstanding 
liaison job in bringing together Richmond 
industry and capable stude nts seeking em-
ployment. 
We Are In International 
(Continued from page 6) 
nile delinquency. His country has no juve-
nile courts; but his country is now in the 
process of writing a new law relating to 
juveniles . This gent leman was sent to the 
United States to study our methods in this 
field, and when he returns home he will pre-
sent to hi s government a plan for the treat-
ment of boys and girls who, because of bad 
home conditions and inadequate community 
facilities, hav e become young "offenders." 
Many countries are not yet ready for the 
more specific welfare services. Many coun-
tries are getting help in producing more and 
better food for undernourished populations, 
in building simple houses for families that 
have been living in dugouts , in improving · 
sanitary conditions , in constructing the be-
ginnings of a communication system. 
It is the hope of those who are operating 
the Point IV Program , and other interna-
tional exchange programs, that as a less de-
veloped country moves up the ladder in im-
proving condition s, it can gain assistance in 
moving another step; and as the people be-
gin to raise their standards of living and to 
feel more sense of self-respect they will be 
more inclined toward establishing peaceful 
relationships with other countries. 
As we Americans participate in these pro-
grams, sharing with other countries, we 
grow in understanding and knowledge, and 
strengthen our position as a constructive 
force in the world of which we are a part. 
Everything in which we share international -
ly is an investment for our own protection 
and, we hope, a contribution to a movement 
toward world peace. 
CLARK RETIRES AT MONTANA STATE 
1904-
Dr. Douglas S. Freeman , noted historian and 
Pulitzer prize winner , has been awarded a 1952 
Guggenheim Fellowship for continued research in 
the field of American history and biography. Dr. 
Freeman, former Rector of the Board of Trustees, 
was granted the fellowship to continue his study 
of George Washington , about whom the retired edi-
tor of the Richm ond News Let1der has already 
completed four volumes. 
BOUQUET FOR DICKINSON 
C. W . Dickinson, Jr., '05, who is making 
satisfactory recovery from a heart attack suf-
fered last December, 
has been cheered by 
an attractive testi-
monial published by 
his friends in appre-
ciation of his leader-
ship of the school li-
brary program in 
Virginia. Since Mr. 
Dickinson became 
Supervisor of Text-
books and Libraries 
for the State Department of Education in 
1923, tremendous strides have been made in 
the program. 
The tribute, prepared by the school Li-
brarians Section of the Virginia Education 
Association, attributes many notable advances 
to his leadership, including the minimum 
library standards, adopted by the State Board 
in 1928, requiring each accredited high 
school to have a teacher-librarian. Last year 
a total of 385 certificated librarian s were em-
ployed in Virginia public schools. 
1907-
Dr. R . N. Daniel , dean of Furman University 
from 1922 to 1949, writes that bis book , Purmt1n 
University, was published in November, 1951. The 
history of the university was written in connection 
After a brilliant teaching career, which in-
cluded thirty-one years of service at Montana 
State University, Dr. 
W. P. Clark, '03, has 
reached the retire-
ment age of seventy, 
"sti ll young and vig-
orous." Scorning the 
rocking chair, he ex-
pects to continue to 
work. He has enough 
wr iting and editing 
before him to keep 
him busy for some 
with the celebration of the 125th anniversary of 
that institution. 
1908-
"Chips off the old blo ck·' are Dr. E. P. Wight-
man's sons, Arthur and Robert. Dr. Arthur Wight-
man now Assistant Professor of Physic s at 
Prin~eton University, his father writes, is on a 
year's leave of absence on a Nationa l Research 
Council Fellows hip and is spending it in nucl ear 
physics research at the Institute for Theoretical 
Physics at Cope nhagen, D enmark. Dr. Wightman's 
younger son, Robert , a set designer for NBC Tele-
vision in New York City, has also caught th e 
"co ntinental bug" and is in Europe for six month s 
of study and travel. 
1909-
Roscoe Spencer, of Washington , will be travel -
ing throughout the Old Dominion for the next 
year, following his retirement from the U .. S. 
Public Health Service after 37 years of service, 
to conduct seminars and discussion groups on the 
di1gnosis and treatment of cancer under the au-
spices of the Medical Society of Virginia and Ex-
tension Division of the University of Virginia. 
1910-
Captain Ernest L. Ackiss , retired in 1910 from 
the Chaplain Corps of the Navy, is once more 
on active duty- now with the Bureau of Naval 
Personnel in Washington in connection with the 
Character Guidance Program of the proposed Na-
tional Security Training Corps, and also for work 
DR. ARCHIE G. RYLAND RETIRES 
His retirement in Jun e as professor of 
French and chairman of the Departm ent of 
Modern Languages at 
William & Mary will 
give Dr. Archie G. 
Ryland, '08, an op-
portunity to continue 
conclusively research 
on which he has been 
at work for several 
years. He was retired 
with the title of pro-
fessor emeritus of 
French. 
After taking his B.A. from Richmond Col-
lege, Professor Ryland continued his educa-
tion at Harvard where he won his doctorate 
and then did graduate work at the Sorbonne 
in Paris and the Ecole Normale Superieure 
in Rouen. He did further work at the Uni-
versity of Chicago and at the Universite La-
val in Quebec. 
After teaching at the University of Rich-
mond and at the Ecole Normale Superieure, 
Dr. Ryland joined the William and Mary 
staff in 1923 . 
In addition to membership in learned so-
cieties and organizations within his field, Dr. 
Ryland served as president of the Virginia 
Society of the Sons of the American Revolu-
tion, was a member of the Virginia Historical 
Society, of the Association for the Preserva -
tion of Virginia Antiquities, and the English 
Speaking Union. 
He is a past vice-president of the Harvard 
Club of Virginia, a past president of the 
Williamsburg Little Theater League, a mem -
ber of the American Association of Univer-
sity Professors and of the American Asso-
ciation of Teachers of French. 
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time. He joined the staff of Montana State 
in 1921 as associate professor of foreign 
languages. H e became successively professor , 
chairman of the department of classical lan-
guages and dean of the graduate school. 
Before going to Montana State, Dr. Clark 
had taught at Jacksonville College, Simons 
College at Abilene , Texas; Washburn Col-
lege at Topeka , Kansas; Colgate University, 
and William and Mary. 
As an undergraduate at Richmond Col-
lege, Dr. Clark won the Tanner medal in 
Greek and was elected to Arachnidae. He 
was president of his senior class. 
on the Navy's over-all Prot ection and Moral Stand-
ards Program. 
1911-
Dr. J. W. De cker, secretary of the Int erna tional 
Missionary Council, who spoke in Richmond this 
spring, will be in Europe this summer for IMC 
work where he 'll have a reunion with hi s son, 
William B., who'll be en route to the States from 
Indonesia where he's a vice-consul with the foreign 
service. 
1912-
Dr. William Bricen (W . B.) Miller writes that 
he was called out of retirement into the pastorate 
of a "w ide-awake church in Charleston, W. Va. , 
only a few miles away from our cozy retreat on 
lake Chaweva." 
A. B. Nelson says that "two years hence" he 
plans to retire from wielding the "h ickory stick" 
to his home at Boca Raton, Fla. Since 1912 with 
the exception of four years , Nelson reports, "I 
have been in educational work in Virginia as 
teacher, principal and superintendent." At present 
he is instructor of Latin at George Washington 
High School at Danville. 
Rep. J. Vaughan Gary, one of Capitol Hill 's 
most traveled solons, has returned from Korea and 
Japan where he went "to get firsthand information 
on how the money we are appropriating is being 
spent. " The Virginia Third District Representa-
tive was honored recently when he received a 
certificate of merit for his efforts to provide for 
the adequate training of the Coast Guard Reserve . 
1913-
The Rev. John Wesley Elliott, pastor of the 
Central Baptist Church at W esterly, R. I., reports 
the raising of $46,000 for the financing of his 
church 's new building which will be in use next 
fall. 
1914-
Dr. A. R. Crabtree , director of the Baptist 
Theological Seminary in Brazil, has printed a 
second edition of Introduction to the New Testa-
ment and published his seventh book in Portuguese 
last year. 
1915-
J. Earle (Pete) Dunford has "Dunquit "-that 's 
the name of his Middlesex Co. home where he is 
now "a retired country squire doing a little legal 
work to keep out of mischief. " 
Dr. E. V. Peyton , of locklies, is going about 
"my daily duties-visiting, preaching, teachin g 
and conducting studies in parliamentary law." 
John A. Ryland , of Walkerton, has been made 
chairman of the ,Board of Deacons of Bruington 
Baptist Church . 
Dr . Dudley P. Bowe reports the cancellation of 
DICKERSON NAMED TO BOARD 
Th e Lynn C. Dickersons, father and son, 
were doubly honored at the June finals. 
The Rev. Lynn C. 
Dickerson, '17, pastor 
of the Harrisonburg , 
Va. , Baptist Church 
since 1938, was elect-
ed to the University 's 
board of trustees in 
recognition of his 
long service to Chris-
tian education in Vir-
ginia and W est Vir -
ginia. 
Lynn, II , '52, president of his senior class 
in Richmond College, was elected to the 
Alumni Council, in recognition of his selec-
tion as the recipient of the Alumni medal 
which is awarded annually to the outstand -
ing member of the graduating class. The 
his planned Europea n trip because of an operation 
in April. "U ncle" Dudl ey is convalescing at his 
home at 2 W. Read St., Baltimore. 
The Rev. L. Bland Taylor is now pastor "of 
two noble country churches at Nashville, N. C." 
where he is worki ng on a $40,000 aud itoriu m for 
one of his churches. 
1918-
Captain Francis Lee Alb ert, of the Chaplain 
Corps, U. S. Navy, is the senior Baptist chaplain 
in the Navy, with 34 years service to his credit . 
Titus W. Beasley was recently elected pres ident 
of the Pomme de Terre D istrict Council, Boy Scouts 
of America, and was also elected to membership in 
the Executive Board of the Ozarks Empire Area 
Counci l of the Boy Scouts . 
1920-
A. B. Honts is serving thi s year as president 
of the Front Royal-Warren County Chamber of 
Commerce which, says Hont s, "is the largest and 
most active C. of C. in the Vall ey of Vir ginia, 
with the possible exception of Roanoke." Hont s 
is also serving as a member of the Virg inia Baptist 
Board of Missions and Education and is serving 
as chairman of the Missions Committee. 
Bernard W . Mahon writes that his son, W alton, 
js now in Officer Candidate School at Lackland 
Air Force Base at San Antonio, Texas. 
junior Dickerson , who expects to follow in 
his father 's footsteps as a minister of the 
Gospel, will enroll this fall in Southern Bap-
tist Theologica l Seminary. 
Dickerson, senior, had served Baptist 
churches in Pulaski, Va. , Radford, Va., and 
Alderson, W. Va., before going to Harrison -
burg. In every community he has been a 
leader in civic affairs. He was president of 
Rotary clubs at Radford and Alderson, and 
served as governor of District 186 of Rotary 
International. He was Boy Scout Commis-
sioner at Pulaski and Radford, and president 
of the Harrisonburg Community Council for 
two years. 
He has held a number of positions of re-
sponsibi lity and trust within the Baptist 
denomination , and while in West Virginia 
served as a member of the board of trustees 
of Alderson-Broaddus College. 
T . Di x Sutton, a resident of Glen Allen and a 
Richmond atto rney, has been re-elected moderator 
of the Bapti st D over Association . It is Sutton 's 
fourth term. 
1924-
Waddy D . Street, of Arlington , is at present 
director of the Baptist Tr aining Union of the 
First Baptist Church at Clarendon. 
Robert R. Reese has been elected assistant secre-
tary-tr easurer of the Southern Railway Supply Co. 
C. Ernest Cooke, head of the art department of 
Virginia Int ermont College, was lauded by the 
Louisville , Ky., Courier-Journal thi s spring as the 
organizer of the Annu al Region al Exhibition for 
aspiring artists , in an article by the paper's art 
editor. · 
1925-
"Af ter twenty-five years in the pastorate, " the 
Rev. William Russell Pankey reports that he is 
"now devoting full time to the ministry of pas-
toral evangelism, which is designed to stimulate 
the spirit ual life of the chur ches." His address 
is 4600 Cary St. Rd., Richmond. 
George C. Freedley, of New York City, has 
been appointed director of the Na tion al Th eatre 
Service D epartment of the American National 
Theatre and Academy . 
The Rev. Emmett Y . Robertson is now in his 
twentieth year as pastor of his home church, 
the Park View Baptist Church at Richmond. 
1926-
W . Roscoe Huntl ey is managing the Richmond 
campaign for the renomination of United States 
Senator Harry F. Byrd in the July 15 D emocratic 
primary . 
1927-
Th e Chevrolet and Old smobil e Divi sions of 
Genera l Motors Corp. have announced the appoint-
ment of M. J. (Marty) Logan as their direct dealer 
in Fairfax . 
John Norwood Clary has been promoted to 
the post of bridg e engineer for the State Hi gh-
way Departm ent . 
Fred W. Wenz el writes that "Helen, Judy and I 
have been enjo ying Florid a since we moved here 
in 1948." Fred is doing research work on citru s 
processing and by-product s at the University of 
Florida's Citrus Experiment Station . 
Alfred M. Di llard is now Chief Supervisor of 
the Yarn Plant of E. I. DuPont de Nemours at 
Camden, S. C. 
1928-
W . Lee Smith has been elected Chairman of the 
Goodfell owship Committee of the Omaha Chamber 
of Commerce. Still a fighting free enterpriser , Lee 
filed such a devasta ting blast against the McGuir e 
Fair Trad e fixing bill with the Hou se Judiciary 
Committee that he has been asked to make his 
bri ef available for case material at the Harv ard 
Grad uate School of Busin ess Admini stration . 
1929-
Clinton W ebb was recently promoted from as-
sista.nt tru st officer to tru st officer of Fir st and 
Merchant s National Bank of Richmond . 
1930-
Aubr ey V . Kid d was recently promoted from 
cashier to vice-president of the Bank of Virg inia . 
W. F. Drinkard , now vice-pres ident of King 's 
Business College in Charlotte, N. C., says "my 
oldest boy, Bill , is now in the Navy" and has sailed 
for Japan. 
Member of the Virginia State Bar since 1932, 
W . Victor Richardson is now a member of the 
law firm of Nor ris, Richard son and Foster at 
Lively, Va. 
Dr . and Mr s. Clarence P. Ely proud ly announce 
an add ition to the family in Melvin Patrick Ely, 
born on Jun e 11. 
1922-
"OLD HORSE POWER" 
Major George C. Patterson, a chapla in with the 
Air Force, says that he is on "a nother governm ent-
sponsored tour of the United Kingdom." 
Bapti st Biographi es, "de nomination al TV ho's 
117 ho compilation of life and service sketches of 
Baptist ministers, missionaries, chaplains, educa tors, 
laymen and others," was launched by the Rev. 
Char les F. Leek on March 18 for the purpo se "of 
coup ling together honor for 'the meritorious and 
encourageme nt to those in the ear ly stages of their 
careers of altruistic service." 
Rear Admiral Irving T. Duke has been ordered 
to duty at the U . S. Naval Base at Key West, Fla. 
The former skipp er of the "Might y Mo, " had been 
statio ned at D ahlgren Proving Grounds , D ahlgr en. 
1923-
Th e Rev. S. Roy Orrell , of We st Point, has re-
signed as pastor of the First Baptist Church ther e 
and became pastor of Chatham Heights Baptist 
Church at Martinsville on July 1. 
The New Y ork Times in a feature story 
from Carmel, N . Y. , paid tribute to "Old 
Horse Power," a 
"squat man of dy-
nami c energy and 
many enthusiasms" 
who is known more 
officially as the Rev. 
Henry Pierce Simp-
son, '19, pastor of 
the Mount Carmel 
Baptist Church since 
1930. 
He's also the new 
editor and pub lisher of The Putnam County 
Press. The Times correspondent points out 
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that "news sources for the new publisher are 
many. He preaches every Sunday in the 
church and later chats with parishioners. On 
weekday nights he works on cake sales and 
the collection of clothing for missions, of-
ficiates at weddings and funerals and visits 
hospitals and homes. " 
"Old Horse Power ," who is pictured here 
in his chaplain's uniform , was an infantry-
man in World War I, and an Army chaplain 
in Italy, Africa and Washington in World 
War II. He is a past New York state chaplain 
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and is now 
chaplain for District 2. He is also the Vet-
erans' Counselor of Putn am County. 
1931-
The Rev. Paul J. Forsythe reports that his church, 
the Sunset Hills Baptist Church, located in Rich-
mond near the University, began its third year 
April 20. 
1932-
"I have been pastor of the Eastville Baptist 
Church since 1936," writes the Rev. L. C. Mc-
Kenny. He adds that "this year we are repairing 
our present building and are adding on 12 Sunday 
School rooms." 
On April 26 of this year, Dr. Sam L. Elfmon, 
of Fayetteville, N. C., was informed that he had suc-
cessfully completed the required examinations and 
was certified by the Board of Internal Medicine as 
a specialist in internal medicine. 
Harold H. Dervishian recently was elected to 
Ri<hmond 's City Council. 
1933-
Henry Vranian is now assistant general super-
intendent of the Chesapeake Corp., at West Point, 
Va., after being with the company since 1934. 
Starting June 15, Sam C. Couch has accepted a 
position with the United Nations as Educational 
Advisor in the rehabilitation program in Korea. 
1934-
Married: William Hyde Fowlkes, III , on April 
5, to Miss Mary Susanna Gochenour. 
William W. Seward, Jr., has been elected presi-
dent of the Poetry Society of Virginia . 
"Just arrived from a trip to Virgin Islands as 
a guest of U. S. avy," writes John Doley, of Hil-
ton Village . 
Harold W. Bryant and family have "finally 
returned to the good old Southland after spending 
ten years in Niagara Falls, N. Y." They are at 
home at Johnson City, Tenn. 
The Rev. W. W. Wright, pastor of the Irving-
ton Baptist Church, has recent ly been named 
moderator of the Rappahannock Association. 
Of an orient trip: Chaplain Frederick W. 
Haberer reports "I am leaving for the orient this 
month (April)." He adds that he bas been serving 
as chaplain with the 5460 ASU Reception Center 
at Ft. Custer, Mich. 
Orison T. (Red) Neblett is back at work with 
the Equitable Life Assurance Society after service 
with the armed forces in Japan. 
1935-
Freddy Vaughan reports his transfer to the Har-
risburg Coca-Cola Bottling Works at Harrisburg, 
ENGLISH WEATHER 
Major John F. Wall, '35, who has a very 
exacting job as a base weather officer for one 
of the Air Force 
Bases, echoes the 
English joke that 
"there is nothing 
more reliable in its 
unreliability than the 
English weather." 
Major Wall's task 
is to forecast fog 
conditions and high 
altitude winds for 
jet plane operations. 
It's "interesting but difficult" . . . "the fog 
rolls in rather suddenly at times." 
Major and Mrs. Wall and their three chil-
dren live in a "ramb ling old farmhouse" 
which was built in 1600. "A maid, gardener, 
baby sitter, and a cat came with the house." 
HART IN LEBANON 
Dr. Thomas A. Hart, '29, is attending a 
~eminar at the American University of Bei-
rut in Lebanon in 
connection with his 
duties as chief of the 
Saudi Arabia-Yemen 
Branch of the Near 
East-Africa Develop-
ment Service, under 
the Technical Co-
operation Adminis-
tration of the Depart-
ment of State. 
It will be one of 
many varied experiences in the colorful career 
of Dr. Hart, who has served as a consultant 
Pa. He adds that he's moving his wife and three 
daug hters soon to their new home there. 
Another '35 mover is Woodrow E. Carter who's 
now established at 1006 Cherokee Trail, Martins-
vi lle. The new domicile's moniker is "Carter's 
Wigwam." 
1936-
"I resigned as Rector of Trinity Episcopal 
Church at Manassas due to the fact that I have 
been recalled from the inactive reserve to active 
duty by the Navy," writes the Rev. E. Guthrie 
Brown. He adds that "I am to report in June to 
the Nava l School at Newport, R. I." 
Major Hugh L. Cardoza writes he'll soon be re-
porting to Camp Stoneman, Calif., for assignment 
to the Far East Command in Japan. Writes Major 
Cardoza, "Have just finished a 30-day refresher 
course at Ft. Benning, Ga., the Infantry Center! " 
1937-
Dr. John N. Pastore reports "on March 1 of 
this year I was discharged from the U. S. Air 
Force, after having served some time at Sampson 
Air Force Base at Geneva, N. Y. Am back in 
practice of oral surgery in Richmond." 
William Edward Moore , Jr. , an engineer with 
the Cia Medicinal La Campana in Mexico, recently 
came back to the States for vacation. 
The Rev. R. Carrington Paulette, who sold his 
first sermon for publication to Pulpit Di!!,est just 
recently, is "still at the same stand" (Mt. Airy, 
N. C.). He writes, "we break ground on a $120,-
000 educational building next week." 
The Rev. Paul G. Wiley, reporting on four mem-
bers of the Class of '37, says: "there are four of 
us from the Class of ' 37 in Baptist Church pas-
torates in the Portsmouth Association-Fred Lau-
ghon, Talbot Park Baptist Church; Edward Hughes, 
London Bridge Baptist Church; George Bond, 
Virginia Beach Baptist Church; and myself, Spur-
geon Memorial Baptist Church." 
James Michael Lumpkin has been appointed as-
sistant secretary of the Virginia Alcoholic Beverage 
Contro l Board . 
1938-
Born: Sarah Elizabeth Levy on August 23, 1951, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Levy, Jr., of Richmond. 
Born : Bette Lynn Boykin on March 13 to Mr . 
and Mrs. J. Wesley Boykin , of Richmond. 
Born: Billy Correll on April 8 to Mr . and Mrs. 
William B. Correll, of Richmond. 
Dan M. Thornton writes he 's manager of Cus-
tomer Service for the Textile Fiber Department of 
Du Pont at Wilmington , Del. 
1939-
Born: Sallie Adams Martin on April 28 to Mr. 
and Mrs . Robert R. Martin , of Richmond. 
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for the Surgeon General's office, as dean of 
the School of Arts and Sciences in Roose-
velt College, Chicago, as director of malaria 
control in Bolivia for the office of Inter-
American Affairs, and as visiting lecturer in 
public health at San Simon University, Co-
chabamba, Bolivia, where his lectures were 
given in Spanish. 
Dr. Hart will visit Jordan, Egypt and 
Saudi Arabia to review existing technical 
cooperation programs in those countries. 
In addition to his work at the University 
of Richmond, Dr. Hart has degrees from 
William and Mary, Emory University and 
the University of Chicago where he received 
his Ph.D. with honors in 1941. 
1940-
Daniel W . Fowler , Jr., was born to the Rev. 
and Mrs. Daniel W. Fowler on May 6. The Fow-
lers, Sr., live in South Bend, Ind. 
Edward S. Sinar, of Norfolk, writes he's ··so, 
busy" in his new job as personnel director of 
Norfolk Shipbuilding Corp . 
The Rev. W. F. Taylor is now serving his fourth 
year at the Murfreesboro, N. C., Baptist Church, 
his wife, Frances, writes. 
1st Lieut. John B. King is on extended active-
duty with the U. S. Army. He is presently on duty 
DICKINSON PROMOTED 
Alfred J. Dickinson, Jr., '37, Virginia's 
young man of the year in 1949, has been 
elected a vice presi-
dent of the Virginia-
Carolin a Chemical 
Company where he 
has been manager of 
the purchasing de-
partment since 1948. 
The action was: 
taken by . the V-C 
board of directors at 
a meeting in New 
York last month. 
Dickinson, president of Student Govern-
ment and the winner of the Alumni Medal 
awarded to the outstanding graduate of Rich-
mond College in 193 7, later served the Gen -
eral Alumni Society as president. He has 
been active too in the Alumni Council, and 
was recently elected as an alwnni member 
of the Athletic Council. 
His undergraduate trophies include Phi 
Beta Kappa and Omicron Delta Kappa keys 
and varsity letters in basketball, track, foot-
ball, and tennis. He captained the tennis team .. 
From Richmond he went to the Harvard 
Graduate School of Business Administration . 
where he won his MBA degree in 1939. 
He became personal assistant to the comp-
troller of the Virginia-Carolina Chemical 
Corporation in 1939. Following service with 
the FBI and the Marine Corps, Air Combat 
Intelligence, he returned to the purchasing 
department of V-C where he was named act-
ing manager in May, 1947, and manager in 
July, 1948. 
McCLURE PROMOTED BY VICK 
G. Benjamin McClure, '39, has been ap-
pointed a vice president of the Vick Chemi-
cal Company Inter-
national Division. 
He will be in d1arge 
of his company's ac-
tivities in Asia and 
England. 
McClure joined the 
Vick staff immediate-
ly following his grad-
uation from the Uni-
versity of Richmond, 
but two years later 
he was called to duty in the Navy. He served 
in the Aleutians and in the Pacific Theater. 
He now has the rank of lieutenant command-
er in the inactive reserves. 
He joined the staff of Vick 's international 
division following the war , and in 1948 be-
came regional director in charge of divisional 
op erations in Asia. 
Active in community affairs, he has served 
as pr esident of his PTA , and as pack chair-
man of a cub scouts ' group. 
at the U . S. Army Hospital at Ft. Leonard Wood , 
Mo. However, John expects to be released next 
Novemb er. 
Marri ed: Paul Saunier, Jr. , to Miss Jane Hayden 
Morri s at Mocksville , N. C. 
1941-
Born: Jerry Owens on Aug. 13, 1951, to Mr . 
and Mr s. Harold G. Owens , of Richmond. 
Th e Rev. R. Stuart Grizzard, pastor of the First 
Bapti st Church at Norfolk, reports that his church 
has compl eted i ts remodeling program, has pur-
chased new prop erty, prepared it for Sunday School 
use and has opened a goodwill center. 
Dr. Herm an Rockoff, of Stamford, Conn ., has 
limit ed his practic e of dentistry to the specialty 
of periodontia , he writes. 
Marri ed: Hu gh S. Crisman on June 23, 1951, 
to Miss Bette Sullivan. The young married s are 
making their home in Winchest er. 
Th e Trav elers Insurance Company of Hartford , 
Conn. , announces the appointment of George H. 
Shackelford as man.ager, Life , Accident and Group 
D epartm ents of the Rochester , N. Y. , Branch Office. 
Mart in Markowitz , a captain in the Medical 
Corp s of the Anny , is now chief of surgical serv-
ice at one of the U . S. Army hospitals in Jap an. 
Born : John Mitch ell Ferneyhougb on May 3 to 
Mr. and Mr s. Charle s J. Ferneybough, Jr. , of Rich-
mond. 
1942-
Born: Marie Susannah Humb ert on P ee. 15, 
1951, to Mr. and Mr s. Richard Humbert of the 
U niversity of Ark ansas, at Fayetteville, Ark. 
Dr. T. W . Green writes he'll go into general 
medical practice this July at Richlands . 
Emmett L. Hubbard has returned to Richmond 
after living in Maryland and Kentucky. He 's now 
with the Chase City Construction Co., Inc. 
Hugh Hamilton Sisson, Jr ., former treasurer and 
business manager of Richmond Profe ssional Jn'. 
stitute, has been chosen bursar of the College of 
William and Mary . 
Robert C. Cotten, Jr ., has become a member of 
the law firm of Moyle and Wanlass in Washington . 
IT'S MAYOR WARRINER 
One of Virginia's youngest mayors is 
Thomas E. Warriner, Jr.,' 42, who was elected 
by the voters of Lawrenceville last month. 
Mayor Warriner , a lawyer, is a member of 
the Fourth District Committee of the Vir-
ginia State Bar. He is secretary-treasurer of 
the Lawrenceville Chamber of Commerce 
and a member of the board of directors of 
the Lawrenceville Playground Committee. 
He is a member of the Board of Deacons 
and Clerk of the Lawrenceville Baptist 
Church. 
1943-
Born: Beverly Robinette Schools on Sept. 4, 
1951, to Mr. and Mrs. John A. Schools, of Rich-
mond. 
Frank B. Hart , Jr., was married April 12 to 
Miss Martha Ann Hunter of Fairfield , Conn . He 
has been transferred from New York City to Los 
Angeles with the Reynolds Metals Co. 
Born: Randall Keith Filer on January 14 to Dr . 
and Mrs. Robert J. Filer of Durham, N . C. The 
father is now assistant professor of psychology at 
Duke University. 
Benjamin H. Weston is back in service in the 
Army. He was recalled last December. 
On June 15, the Rev. 0. Edwyn Luttrell preached 
the baccalaureate sermon at Towson State Teachers 
Coll ege in Maryland. Ed has completed one year 
in the pastorate of the First Baptist Church at 
Baltimor e. 
Dr. H . 0. Burnette is practicing general medi-
cine at Randleman, N. C. 
John L. Decker reports he 's an assistant resident 
at the Presbyterian Hospital in New York City. 
Married: M . R. Irby, Jr. , to Miss Lila Louise 
Howard on May 31. 
Maj. Joseph P. Nash, Jr., recently received orders 
to return to the United States from Korea under 
the Army 's "phase out " program for National 
Guardsmen. Joe has been assigned to X Corps 
H eadquarters as air officer for the G-2 (intelli -
gence ) section. 
1944-
Dr. Richard Norton Baylor has been appointed 
by the City of Richmond as a medical examiner 
in the employees ' medical service . 
William F. Scheerer, recently discharged from 
service in the Marine Corps where he was a cap-
JAYCEES VOTE GILLETTE BEST CHAPTER PRESIDENT 
Walt er B. (Bo) Gillette, '40, was sur-
round ed by trophies at the close of the Vir-
ginia State convention of the Junior Cham-
ber of Comm erce at Virginia Beach in May. 
Th e Richmond Jaycee club whid1 he heads 
wa s voted the most outstanding chapter in 
Virginia - the first time since 1940 that this 
honor had gone to the Richmond Club-
and Gillette was voted the most outstanding 
local president. The Richmond Club received 
six other first-place awards for leadership in 
specific projects . 
Edward E. Lane, '48, of Richmond, last 
year's Jaycee young man of the year for Vir-
ginia, was one of seven vice presidents chosen 
at the annual meeting. 
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tain, is now attending summer school at the 
University of Richmond. He plans to teach at 
Goldsboro , N. C., High School next fall. 
Married: James T. Hatcher, Jr ., to Miss Bettey 
Schrock on June 12. The couple are living in 
Richmond. 
1945-
Lt. (JG) W . W . Walthall of the Naval Medical 
Corps was married to Miss Virginia May Ludwig 
on June 28 . The couple are to live in Queen s 
Village , Long Island, N . Y . 
Born: Harry Webster Baldwin, III , on Augu st 
23, 1951, to the Rev. and Mrs . Harry W . Baldwin, 
Jr. Mr. Baldwin recently became Rector of St. 
Andrew 's Episcopal Church and Chaplain of St. 
Andrew 's Parochial School in Richmond. 
1946-
Dr. Ezra Goyings , Jr ., '46, who finished hi s 
studies in the Graduate School of Medicine at the 
University of Pennsylvania last month , signed on 
as ship 's surgeon with the Grace Line for a cruise 
to South America. He began an appointment as 
resident in internal medicine at the Guthrie Clinic 
on July 1. 
Married: The Rev. Scott C. Hutton, Jr., was 
marri ed to Miss Helen Marie Landis on June 20. 
Married : Paul Strickland to Miss Ruth Boykin on 
September 21, 1951. 
Engaged : Oakley James Graham, Jr., to Miss 
Gladys Virginia Hanks . 
Married: The Rev. Harold W. Tribble, Jr. , 
was married to Miss Muriel Martin on June 28 . 
Tribble writes he's received his ~ .D. degree from 
Andover Newton and is now working on his Ph .D . 
His wife received her M .A. degree from the Har -
vard Graduate School this June. 
1947-
Born : Cathy Sue August on January 23 to Mr . 
and Mrs. Charles E. August , of Richmond . 
Married: Robert Lewis McDanel to Miss Jewell 
Slusher on June 14. McDanel is the son of Dr . 
R. C. McDanel , professor of History at the Uni -
versity of Richmond . 
Engag ed : John Atkinson, Jr. , to Miss Kathryn 
Louise Mumma. The wedding is scheduled for the 
fall. 
Engaged : George Patteson Williams , Jr ., to 
Miss Alice Mae Verra . Both are University of 
Richmond alumni . 
An August wedding for Richard Henry Gibb s 
and Miss Lois Anne West . 
Charles B. Dickerson , Jr ., of Amelia , an Air 
Force sergeant , has been overseas for two years 
now. He's serving with the Third Field Hospital 
in Korea. 
1948-
The Rev. Kenneth Crumpton , Jr. , of Richmond , 
was recently ordained to the Lutheran ministry. 
He 's accepted a call as assistant pastor of the 
First Lutheran Church at Norfolk . 
Married: Phillip Clayton Yerby, III, to Miss 
Virginia Imogene Tipton on May 28. He received 
his degree in medicine from the Medical College 
of Virginia in June . 
Born: Henry Sterling Trigg on March 17 to 
Mr . and Mrs. Locke Trigg, of Baltimore. 
Born: Sara Elizabeth Rowe on December 30, 
1951, to Mr. and Mrs. William F. Rowe, of Balti-
more . 
Clinton L. China reports that he bas been asso-
ciated with the Georgia Institute of Technology as 
a member of the faculty and Assistant Director of 
the Evening School since May 5. He adds, "I have 
completed the course work for an M.S. degree 
from the North Carolina State College and am 
currently preparing my thesis in absentia." 
Married: Major John S. Dennis to Miss Joan 
Johnson on March 24. 
Donald L. Ball is now assistant manager of the 
George Washington Hotel in Ocean City, Md. , in 
the summer, while in the winter he works at the 
Robert Whitney Hotel in Bradenton, Fla. 
Married : Dr . William Cardwell Amos to Miss 
Jane Ellen Schultz on June 22. 
Engaged: Stuart Lee William to Dorothy Lee 
Poarch, a July wedding slated. 
Joseph S. James , Jr ., writ es that he is now em-
ployed as assistant technical supervisor of the 
chemical department of American Enka Corporation 
at Enka, N . C. 
1949-
George Calhoun Field , Jr. , Wilmington, N . C., 
was recently ordained to the Sacred Order of 
Deacons at St. John 's Episcopal Church there , 
Born: Paul Italo Ferramosca on March 14 to 
Mr. and Mrs. Italo Ferramosca , of Richmond. 
Engaged: Donald B. Fendler to Miss Joan T . 
Aberle, a fall wedding scheduled. 
William Thomas Smith, Jr., was ordained to 
the Baptist ministry on June 14 at Ginter Park 
Baptist Church in Richmond. 
Herrick Stuart Massie , Jr., was married to Miss 
Doris Louise Anderson at South Sudbury, Mass. , 
on April 14. 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Marks, Jr., proudly an-
nounce the birth of their daughter, Linda, on 
June 18. 
Joy is in two 's for the Rev. and Mrs. Walter 
:B. Barger who received a welcome addition, Brenda 
Jeanne , on July 24, 1951. Walter is pastor of a 
:Baptist church at Hammondsport, N. Y. 
Gordon Cousins is now a salesman in Richmond 
for the Southern Biscuit Co. 
Born: Martha Converse Wilbourne to Mr. and 
Mrs. Jack B. Wilbourne on May 22. 
Married: Sidney Taylor Adair , Jr., to Miss 
Patricia Barksdale Johnson. 
Married : Calvin Collidge Vernon to Miss Grace 
Ward Powell on February 19. 
Married: Oliver Bruce Cross, Jr. , to Miss Patricia 
Lois James on April 6. 
Married: George Ira Johnson to Miss Ethel La• 
V erne Blankenship on May 25. 
Married: James Ashby Moncure to Miss Jane 
Bruce Belk on June 14th. 
Engaged: Shelley Harrell to Miss Rachel Sarah 
Eddy, an early fall wedding planned. 
Married: Howard Trible Sutton was married to 
Miss Laura Shirley Armstrong in May. 
MULE WARFARE 
Lt. Paul B. Beverly, '49, is executive officer 
for Battery "A," of the Fourth Field Artil-
lery Battalion (Pack) at Camp Carson, Colo-
rado. It is the last of the U. S. Army artil-
lery units that still uses animals for trans-
portation. 
The duty is considerably different from that 
of World War II when he was an airborne 
forward observer. For heroic service he won 
the DFC, the Bronze Star with cluster and 
V, the Air Medal with 8 clusters, the Navy 
Presidential Unit Citation with 2 stars, the 
Army Presidential Unit Citation with clus-
ter, and, more lately, the Korean Presidential 
Unit Citation. 
Lt. Beverly, who has learned to ride "with-
out being thrown too often," thinks much 
can be said for the mule as a carrier of 75mm 
pack howitzers. "We are capable," he says, 
"of operating on terrain that will stop even 
the mighty jeep," and are "especially effec-
tive in mountainous country." 
Married: William Neville Gee, Jr ., to Miss 
Helen May Harper on June 22. 
George 0 . McClary has been appointed to a 
graduate research assistantship in the Instructional 
Film Research Program at Penn State , There he 
plans to continue his study in clinical psychology . 
John Zizak has accepted a position at the Kemps-
ville, Va., High School as assistant coach in foot-
ball and head coach in wrestling. 
Charles W . Coppedge , now an ensign aboard the 
U.S .S. Franklin D. Ro osevelt, was recently grad -
uated from the Naval Officer Candidate School at 
Newport , R. I. 
John Goode , who graduated from the Univer sity 
of Virginia Law School on June 9, expects to 
enter the service soon. 
David Clay Sager has assumed duties of manager 
of the Insurance Department of the Wachovia 
Bank and Trust Co., at Salisbury, N. C. 
1950-
Joseph A. Arcaro, Jr., is at present a sophomore 
in the School of Pharmacy of the Medical College 
of Virginia . 
A spring wedding for Eugene Du Laney, Jr ., 
and Miss Mary Margaret Terrell. 
Born: Richard Allen Claybrook, Jr., on May 13 
to Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Claybrook. 
Married: Myron Morgan Yagel to Miss Bobbie 
Lee Brown on May 19. The couple is making 
their home in Richmond at 3233 Patterson Ave . 
Engaged: J.B. Hall, Jr ., to Miss Susan Bowman 
Peters . 
He started at the top, that is Herbert R. Black-
well who 's now in Omaha with the Army as as-
sistant adjutant for the Nebraska Military District. 
Thomas L. Bondurant has been commissioned a 
second lieutenant in the artillery after completing 
22 weeks of training at Fort Bliss, Tex. 
Also in the army is Richard C. Tutwiler, sta-
tioned at Gonsenheim, Germany . 
Now at the Bank of Virginia after a stint in 
the Marine Corps is Wayne A. Freeland. 
The Rev. Letcher H. Reid, now studying at 
the Baptist Theological Seminary at Louisville, 
Ky., recently conducted an evangelistic campaign 
at Raleigh Forbes Memorial Baptist Church in 
Richmond. 
James A. McClellan is now in the Air Force in 
communications in Korea . 
Thomas L. Howard is working with the Koppers 
Co., in Pittsburgh in market research . 
Kent Lee Kiser was recently graduated from the 
Colgate-Rochester Divinity School. 
Paul Woodfin has begun work on his M.A . 
degree at Columbia University . 
The Rev. Aubrey (Buddy) Rosser has accepted 
an assistant pastorate at the First Baptist Church 
at South Boston for the summer. Buddy is study-
ing at Southeastern Baptist Seminary at Wake 
Forest , N . C. 
Just out of the Marine Corps is William A. 
(Gus) Brown who's now claim manager of Mutual 
of Omaha. 
Stuart B. Cary recently was commissioned a 
second lieutenant in the U. S. Army . 
Another armyite is Rafael A. Nunoz-Noya who 's 
a corporal in the U . S. Army. He expects to go 
to O.C.S. soon . 
Married: William Evans Long was to have been 
married in June to Miss Lillian Anne Cox. 
An August wedding is scheduled for Rudolph 
George Hetzer , Jr., to Miss Cile Scott Sarver. 
Married: The Rev. Ernest Linwood Harris to 
Miss Rose Gentry Carr on June 21. Ernie is now 
pastor of the North Albemarle Baptist Field at 
Charlottesville. 
1951-
Engaged: Rudolph Lee Gurley to Miss Margie 
Ruth Pittman. 
Born: Dorothy Anne Flannagan on Oct. 30, 
1951, to Mr. and Mrs . Sam H . Flannagan. 
Albert D. Murden has received his M.A. degree 
from Harvard and plans to teach in Portsmouth, 
pro¥ided his draft board cooperates. 
Samuel L. Smith, III , is now a research scientist 
with the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
(21] 
nautics at the Langley Laboratory at Langley Field. 
An August wedding for Arthur Benjamin Frazier 
and Miss Hazel Hall Hootman . Art is attend ing 
the School of Medicin e of the Medical Coll ege 
of Virginia . 
" I am now an agent with the New York Life 
Insurance Co." in Richmond , write s W . Spilman 
Short . 
A freshman at the Medical Colleg e of Virginia 's 
School of Dentistry is Gilbert Frank DeBiasi. 
A summer wedding for John Claud e Edmonds , 
Jr. , and Miss Nancy Louise Clement. 
A June 21 wedding for Jame s Henry Dwyer 
and Miss Evelyn Josephine Cox. H enry is now at 
M.C.V . 
Engaged: Fred Bender , U . S. Army, to Miss 
Barbara Tavss. Fred is attending O.C.S. at the 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen , Md. 
Married : John Harry Hastings to Mi ss Jane 
Wheeler Vaughn on May 27. 
A late summer wedding for Carrol Hugh es Kin-
sey and Miss Ann Beaman Martin . 
Elwood L. Coates is now manager of the domestic 
section of the new Hecht's branch store in Park -
ington, Va. 
Henry Pollard Cobb at present is establishing 
time standards for all the aircraft maintenance 
squadrons in the 91st Strategic Reconnaissance Air 
Force Wing. He recently assisted in setting up 
a planned inspection procedure for B-45 type jet 
aircraft. 
A June 21 wedding for David Robert Hensley , 
Jr. , and Miss Helen Douglas Clark at Winchester , 
Ky. 
Bill Shahda is attending the Wharton Graduate 
School of Finance and Commerce in Philadelph ia. 
1952-
Married : Philip Joseph Snider , Jr., to Miss 
Thelma Louise Childer on June 18. 
A June wedding for Russell Munford Winn and 
Miss Constance Graige Cooke . Russ is now serving 
in the U . S. Air Force. 
A late summer wedding for Walter Lewis 
(Baby) Nelms and Miss Billie Lou Melville . 
Claude J. Dawson , Jr. , will marry Miss Ellen 
Ruth Lane in August ,· her parents have announc ed . 
Married: Robert Donald Johnson, Jr. , to Miss 
Frances Estelle Lyon on May 20. 
GROUND BROKEN FOR 
LODGES 
Ground has been broken for the first three 
of the lodges which will be located on Fra-
ternity Row on the west side of College Road. 
The builders are Phi Gamma Delta, Phi 
Delta Theta, and Sigma Phi Epsilon . 
The lodges, which are of one-story brick 
construction, will cost approximately $20,-
000 each. The plans call for a large living 
room which can be used for social functions 
and for meetings of the chapter, a small 
kitchen , and a bedroom for the two chapter 
members who will live on the premises and 
serve as caretakers. There will be a full bath. 
room and, in addition, a lavatory and a 
powder room. 
Under the University's lodge plan, each 
of the twelve brotherhoods which now oc-
cupy houses or space in the dormitories must 
be in lodges by 19S7. After five of the fra-
ternities have built lodges, the three fra-
ternities which now occupy houses- Kappa 
Sigma, Phi Kappa Sigma, and Theta Chi-
will be given a period of three years in which 
to move into lodges. 
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1919 Secretary 
MRS. PALMER HUNDLEY (Helen Hancock) 
3021 Noble Avenue, Richmon.cl, Virginia 
Well we made it! 
We were among the top ten in the percentage 
of giving .... It 's the "Old Spirit" still in us. 
It has been so much fun hearing from so many 
of you. 
Juliette is all for having a Reunion in 1954--
How about it???? 
The letters are coming so fast and there are so 
many interesting things about all of the "girls"-
I'll just wait until the Fall Issue to give you the 
personal news ... . However, I must mention that 
Mildred McDanel is all excited today, June 14th-
her son is getting married today. 
So until September-
1921 Secretary 
MRS. E. L. DUPUY (Catherine Little) 
Spencer, Virginia 
I almost didn't write this bit of news, but some-
how I just can't Jet our space be vacant in those 
columns! Especially, I am glad to report that 16 
of our number have as of now contributed to the 
Alumnae Fund . We haven ' t done many square 
inches of the Swimming Pool with our amounts 
yet, but every little bit helps! 
Our sincere sympathy goes to Maie Collins 
Robinson. Maie Jost her mother in March and 
we were late hearing about it. 
Elizabeth Elsea, who teaches Chemistry in Ar-
lington, keeps her family house going at certain 
times during the year for her family gatherings. 
She makes visits to Richmond ever so often. ·· 
Mildred Rucker Oaks wrote that her son How-
ard would graduate in June from Wes leyan Uni-
versity and expects to enter Harvard next autumn 
to study dentistry . Mildred lost her husband in 
1935 and has since been teaching part of the time 
in Temple University, but most of the time in 
Camden (N . J.) High School. She wishes she 
knew what we look like! Shall we send her snap-
shots of ourselves? 
Garrett & Massie, Inc. 
PRINTE RS OF 
PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS 
ADVERTISING 
Dial 2-2809 
1406 East Franklin Street 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
Marion Stoneman, who lives in Lynchburg, says 
she and her husband usually take advantage of 
the cultura l programs at the three nearby colleges. 
She says they have had to cut down their activities 
because of h is health. 
Your Secretary was again elected Recording Sec-
retary of the Virginia Baptist W . M. U . at its an-
nual session in Danville. I am happy to be of some 
service with so fine a group of women. 
1923 Secret ary 
MRS. EvAN LACY (Camilla Wimbish) 
1324 Wilkerson Street, South Boston, Va. 
Vacation time again! I hope yours is proving 
just the kind you need . Of course all of us can't 
sail for Europe as did Thurma Va lentine Baxter. 
She returned June 16 on the Queen Elizabeth. I 
wish we could gather around and hear her give 
an account of her trip. 
Recently I had a most interesting letter from 
Melba Harvey Booth . She is living in D anville. 
I want you to enjoy parts of her Jetter with me. 
She writes , "We have a wonderful family, a 
mighty nice Dad and three grown children. We 
are so proud of them . . . . Bill, our oldest, a 
graduate of the University of Virginia, is an archi-
tect, located in Charlottesville, with the firm of 
Stainback & Scribner. He is happy in his work .... 
Melba is a graduate of Longwood College and 
has been teaching in Fairfax for the past three 
years. Next fall she wi ll enter Southwestern at 
Fort Worth, Texas, to get her degree in Religious 
Education. We are so happy that she has made 
this decision .. . . John, our youngest, is president 
of the freshman class at U. of R." I know that 
you are as pleased as I am to have this news of 
Melba and her family . She wants to hear from 
Ruth Campbell and Marjorie Downs. Please write 
me about them so I can pass it on to Melba and 
other interested members of our class. 
Margaret Ostergren sends word that she· plans 
to join us next June for our reunion. I am already 
looking forward to it. Our grey hairs and grand-
children will be wonderful topics of conversation. 
I have both. The first I don 't mind and am doing 
nothing about; the second I adore and wou ldn't 
be without. (Mercy, I didn't mean to make a 
rhyme!) 
Ethney Selden Headlee writes that she went 
over on Eastern Shore during Garden Week and 
saw Rennie Parks Rue and her attractive fourteen 
year old daughter. 
Donzella George Harper's mother-in- law died 
very recently. We send our Jove and sympathy 
to her. 
Lelia Doan 's mother fell early in April and 
broke her hip. She has been in the hospital ever 
since and has been very uncomfortable. Lelia and 
her sister, Wilmot , spend a good bit of their time 
going back and forth to see about her . Our Jove 
to both of them. 
The Alumnae Board held the annual tea for the 
Senior Class at Ruth Powell Tyree's lovely new 
home in Windsor Farms on May 14. Jo Tucker 
and Hannah Coker were there. 
A recent letter from Aggie Taylor Grey brought 
a very generous check for the swimming pool fund. 
I have had no definite figures from Leslie so I 
can't give you a report of our contributions. I am 
sure they will compare favorably with the best. 
Evan and I went to the State Banker 's Conven-
tion in Roanoke in May . 
Happy vacation to each of you! Drop me a card 
so I can keep up with you and your interesting 
doings. 
1924 Secrettir)' 
MRS. J. A. BROADDUS (Norma Coleman) 
4211 Augusta Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 
I am so happy to have some news of Elizabeth 
Carver Cosby to pass on to you. She and her 
[ 72] 
husband, Stewart Carver, have lived these past 25 
years all over the U. S. A., from Seattle, Wash-
ington, to Mia mi, Flori da, and have traveled over 
most of this hemisphere. D uring the war years 
Elizabeth lived up and down the West Coast 
whi le her husband was in the service, a captain in 
the Coast Artillery Corps. At present she fre-
quent ly tags along with said husband who is now 
sales engineer for seven states with a bakery equip-
ment company. In addition, Elizabeth is busy with 
their 36 acre home, "Litt le Gardens," near Law-
renceville, Georgia. H ere they raise vegetables, 
fru its, pecans , but mostly shrubs and flowers. 
They specialize in camellias, roses, and gardenias, 
and have a row of blue ribbons to show for their 
horticu lture. Elizabeth is a past president of the 
Johnson Estates Garden Club, and is avidly in-
terested in flower arrangements et cetera! I cer-
tain ly hope to see her when I visit in Atlanta this 
summer. 
Another letter brings us news from Bernie 
W hitlock Bowles. H er son, Page , who was in 
Germany for four years, is now home . The younger 
boy, Fred, who was at the University of Richmond 
last year, is now a plebe at Annapolis where 
Commander Bowles teaches. Bernie herself keeps 
busy with home and community interests. She is 
at present secretary of the Y.W.C.A. board of 
directors. Recently she went all out as a Red Cross 
Volunteer Worker for the Bloodmobile and was 
persona lly responsible for many donations. The 
Annapolis Evening Capital gave her special com-
mendation for this work. In addition to active 
work in the College Woman's Club she is now 
helpi ng to organize a bra nch chapter of A.A.U.W., 
an organization of which she was Virginia State 
President 1936-1938. Ceramics is a new hobby 
- just in case she has time on her hands. 
Wi lhelmina Wright, Inez Hite, Virginia Clore 
Johnson, Margaret Fugate Carlton, and I enjoyed 
being together at the annual Alumnae Fund din-
ner and meeting. Virginia 's daughter has been a 
student at Mary Washington in Fredericksburg this 
year. Her son graduates from Thomas Jefferson 
High School in June . Inez 's older daughter, Mary 
Jane, is a sophomore at T. J . Margaret Carlton 
got a running start on most of us. Her second 
grandchi ld was born this spring. 
Your '24 committee enjoyed writing to you re-
cently, personally and in beha lf of the Alumnae 
Fund. If perchance you have not yet sent Leslie a 
check for this school session, send it now or during 
the summer months to her office at Westhampton. 
Come June , school is out for me also, and I 
promise at least a post card of news to each of you. 
1929 Secretary . 
MRS. W. S. SIMPSON (Violet Cervarich) 
4413 Wythe Avenue, Richmond , Va. 
I had a very interesting Jetter from Elizabeth 
Chandler Cox, who has two sons and a daughter 
in school and who spent the past year as school 
librarian-a job which she found very enjoyable 
but which kept her pretty busy . 
I also had a card from Elizabeth Ha le who was 
in Miami. She was sorry not to be able to be at 
Westhampton for Commencement , but for those 
of you who came back I am sure the program was of 
unu sual interest. Virginia Perkins Yeaman was 
Alumnae Day Chairman and I know the Committee 
worked hard to make the occasion a memorable one. 
Virginia's daughter, Ann Carol, who graduated 
in June from Thomas Jefferson H . S. will enter 
Westhampton in the fall and Jive in the dormitory . 
At Thomas Jefferson she was elected to the Na-
tional Honor Society and was also one of 45 
finalists in the Ta lent Search Contest of the Vir-
ginia Academy of Science. 
Mary Richardson Butterworth's daughter who is 
in the 8th grade at Collegiate School for Girls 
had the leading male role in a play which was 
written and produced by the children in the class. 
They all had a wonderful time and the play was 
really good, too! 
Louise Hardaway Boswell was in town recently 
looking as young and chipper as usual. She and 
Helen Moon had a fine time visiting. 
Trudy Ryland Harlan (Mrs . H. H.) has re-
cently moved and is now located at 1228 Greens-
boro Road, Birmingham, Alab ama. Which re-
minds me-when you move please be sure you 
let me or Mrs. R. E. Booker, Alumnae Secretary, 
know your new address. It makes us feel mighty 
sad to have the BULLETIN returned with "incorrect 
address" or "unknown at this address" stamped 
on it- and it costs money, too! 
The Richmond group was thrilled recently to 
see a reprint in the Richmond Times-Dispatch of 
an editorial from the Culpeper Exponent by Mary 
Stevens Jones on "Adlai Stevenson 's Virginia An-
cestry." Haven't I told you repeatedly that '29 is 
hard to beat? 
Guy Mattox, Jr., was one of 2 boys selected 
from V.P.I. to go on a tour of inspection to West 
Point Military Academy as a guest of the school 
to get firsthand information on the "whys" and 
"wherefores" of the Army. Military Schools 
throughout the U . S. were represented . 
So long for the Summer-have lots of fun-let's 
make this a real vacation that will take us re-
freshed into the hustle and bustle of winter. 
1930 Secretary (Pro Tem) 
MRS. MATTHEW L. Wooo (Dorothy Ab-
bott) 
105 Banbury Road, Richmond, Virginia 
MRS. GEORGE E. WITHERS (Jean Collier) 
505 S. Davis Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 
Our sincere sympathy goes to Alice Richardson 
Connell in the loss of her father in April , Mr . 
Wilbur P. Richardson . 
Through the "Round-Robin" we learned: 
Elinor Bell Camper has been working with 
Du Pont for the past ten years. 
Sallie Belote Copes is teaching in Yorktown, 
where she is now making her home . 
Margaret Billings Sentz keeps up her interest 
in music by teaching and playing the organ. She 
has two sons, ages 11 and 5 ½. 
Helen Bowman Lieb was elected in March to 
the office of Nationa l Committeewoman of the 
Republican Party from Florida. She will be a 
Delegate-at-Large to the National Convention in 
Chicago . Her son, Joe, Jr., age 5½, played in his 
first piano recital at the age of 4 and gave his 
first Concert last November at the auditorium in 
Tampa. 
1935 Secretary 
MRS. C. M. TATUM (Gladys Smith) 
2105 Rosewood Avenue 
Richmond 20, Virginia 
A.A.U.W. activities claim the interest of a num-
ber of the members of our class. Jean Shafer will 
serve next year as treasurer of the group in Rich-
mond . Nan Owen Manning and Helen Caulfield 
Ballard attended the State Convention in Rich-
mond, as delegates for the Arlington and Norfolk 
clubs respectively. When I was in Suffolk in the 
spring , I saw a picture in a Norfolk newspaper 
of Helen, who is president of the Norfolk branch 
of the A.A.U.W.; her club was sponsoring an 
antique sale, and Helen was displaying some ar-
ticles which she had donated . Mention has been 
made previously of the A.A.U.W. affiliations of 
Mary Anne Guy Franklin and Billy Rowlett Per-
kins, and no doubt there are others who are mem-
bers too. 
Congratulations to Dot Nalle Gerzeny, whose 
daughter, J\nne Bolling, arrived March 28 ! 
Helen Whitten Adams' new address after Sep-
tember will be 715 Riverside Drive, Richmond 25. 
Her new home is on a hill overlooking the James 
River , and such a setting sounds like perfection. 
Helen talked with Connie Vaden Rupel when 
Connie visited her mother at Easter. Connie taught 
during the spring term and traveled West during 
the summer; her plans for the fall are indefinite . 
Mary Harrington Meaker and her family plan 
to live in New England, where her husband will 
teach after receiving his Mast er's degree in June 
from the University of Vermont . We wish good 
things for Mary in the future , as we know she 
has had a strugg le (but fun too) managing a home 
and three children while her husband attended 
college. 
Alice Harrington Hunt will move to Orange-
burg, South Carolina , as soon as the Du Pont plant 
at which her husband will work has been com-
pleted. 
Sue Cook McClure Jones now lives at 4169 Via 
Solano, Palos Verdes, California. Her husband 
is employed at Pratt-Whitney Airplane Engine 
Company, and her oldest child is an airplane en-
thusiast. He hitches a ride at every opportunity 
and hopes to fl.y East during the summer to visit 
his grandmother. Sue Cook's other two children , 
Catherine and Allen , are about nine and six. We 
hop e Sue Cook is plannin g to be in the East for 
our reunion in 1955. 
Tackie Tohnston Gilmore has been elected second 
vice-nresident of the Westham Garden Club. 
Lola Williams Pierce is kept busy chauffeuring 
Cheryl and R. G. to danoing school, music lessons, 
and entertainments in which they take part. 
Harriet Walton was Editor of Hockey Guide, 
the official rule book pub lished every two years 
bv NF.A. Harri et left the day after St. Catherine's 
closed to instruct during the month of June for 
Seri:,eant School of Physical Education. 
OteJ.ia Francis Bodenstein still lives in Crowns -
ville, Maryland, although her husband has been 
recalled to Army duty. Fortunately, he is sta-
tioned at the Pentagon . Otelia and her husband 
have bought a new boat. 
Beverley Bates leads a busy life. She instructs 
at the Medical College of Virginia, both physical 
and occupational theraoy, is a practicing therapist, 
and counsels parents of crippled children from all 
over Virginia in the care and exercise of their 
children. Bev had a card from Tess Carter Hawkins 
at Christmas but had no news of Tess to report . 
Our class had its largest representation at a 
college function in recent years when Lottie Britt 
Callis, Mary Mills Freeman, Betsy Marston Sadler, 
Jean Shafer, Harriet Walton, and Sue Whittet 
Wilson went to the card party given in Keller 
Hall by the Richmond Alumnae Club to raise 
money for the Swimming Pool Fund. The good at-
tendance was due to Mary Mills Freeman's efforts . 
Betsy Marston Sadler helped to chaperone a 
church group of young people during a spring 
outing , and one of the other chaperones was Patsy 
Pitts Henderson, who was a freshman with us. 
Patsy married Willard T. Henderson and lives at 
1221 Windsor Avenue in Richmond. Betsy says 
that Patsy has two lovely daughters . 
Martha Saunders Ziebe , who did her junior year's 
work at Westhampton as a member of our class, 
has three daughters , one of whom is brand new . 
I had a wonderful trip in April to the Deep 
South. I went on a conducted tour to Natchez, 
Baton Rouge , New Orleans , along the Gulf Coast , 
and to Mobile . I can recommend without qualifica-
tion that part of the country in the spring. One 
of the ladies on the tour and I became good friends 
when she learned that I know Miss Keller. She 
is a Pi Phi and attended a convention in New 
Orleans (at the same hotel where we stayed) when 
Miss Keller was Pi Phi president many years ago . 
I bought a copy of a Sunday edition of the Mem-
phis Comme rcial Appeal and enjoyed reading in 
it Rhea Talley's weekly column. 
193 7 Secretary 
ELIZABETH ANGLE 
521 N. Belmont Street , Richmond 21, Va. 
While this is being written your regular news 
gatherer is having a wonderful vacation in Europe . 
Liz Angle and Monny Bowers left in May for 
Europe by plane and have planned their own 
itinerary. We're just green with envy and will 
be eagerly awaiting Liz's own account of her 
travels. 
Our class family is again on the increase. Con-
gratu lations are in order for Louise and Pat Chewn-
ing on the birth of Robert Lewis on March 14. 
This is Louise 's third son and fourth child . Also 
congratulations to Kitty Broyles Kerr on the birth 
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of Bruce Broyles Kerr, on April 17. This is Kitty 's 
third child and second boy. 
By this time Margaret Mitchell Meador and 
family are settled in their new home in Windsor 
Farms, 214 Banbury Road. 
Wedding bells will be ringing again in June . 
This time they're for Margaret Isbell and Meredith . 
Margaret wrote us in March that she and Meredith 
were building a home which was nearly com-
pleted. Joyce Stanley Smith will be one of her 
bridesmaids . 
Florence Moore Flake and her husband, Joe , 
who has recently been promoted to Lt . Col., are 
busy these days working on their new home in 
Denbigh, Va. They and little Joe had a vacation 
in March in Washington and New York, their 
first leave since returni ng from Okinawa a year ago. 
Peggy Louthan Shepherd with her two chi ldren 
was in town visiting her parents th~ first week in 
May. 
We want to thank all of you who responded 
so generously to the call for contributions to the 
Alumnae Fund. Those of you who have intended 
sending your gifts and have just put it off, please 
do so as soon as possible. It 's never too late. 
Liz will be back on the job for the next issue 
of the BULLETIN, so don't forget to keep sending 
her your news . 
Submitted by Nancy Chappell Pettigrew , 1015 
West 47th St., Richmond 25, Va. 
1938 Secretary 
MRS. R. M. NOLTING, JR. (Peggy Lock-
wood) 
Box 658, R.F.D. 8, Richmond, Virginia 
We class secretaries have been quite disappointed 
over the lack of personal responses to our recent 
letters to you concerning the Alumnae Fund. It 
leaves us newsmongers with very little to report. 
Martha Ellis Ross brought me up to date on 
her family in one of those grand newsy letters 
that are such a pleasure to receive . She and Aubrey 
have been living in Culpeper over a year now-
address 210 East Street , North-and they love it . 
Their daughter, Barbara, our baby-cup winner, is 
nearly twelve years old now, and a daughter of 
whom they are justly proud. Martha and Barbara 
both had parts in their Little Theater Play this 
spring, and Barbara also went to Washington in 
June for the Nationa l Auditions in connection with 
her music! Besides being wife and mother , Martha 
is working at the local radio staition, WCV A, doing 
script and continuity writing . 
Elizabeth Shaw Burchill made the news recently, 
as many of you Richmonders may have noticed. She 
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won the tri-color ribbon for the most outstanding 
arra ngement in the first annual flower show ot 
the Village Garden Club in Westhampton. Con-
gratu latio ns, Liz 1 
I bad a nice chat wi th Ruth Ruffin Banks on 
the telephone this afternoon. She and Bob have 
been living in Sandston for severa l years now with 
their two voung sons. 
Please i'et us hear from the rest of you during 
the next few months. Hope that Leslie Booker 
has beard from each of you by now wit h your con-
tribution for the Alumnae Fund. 
1940 Sectelary 
Mrss KrTTY LYLE 
292·0 No ble Avenue, Richmond, Virgini a 
News is pathet ically scarce this issue for a class 
the size of ours, but you'd probably rather see a 
little bit in print than none at all . 
It's a real pleasure to have beard somethin g 
abo ut Judith Lucas. I don't believe there has been 
anything in the BULLETIN about her for a long, 
long time. I talked wit h her mother and learned 
that she is teaching history at Iowa State College . 
She received her M .A. degree from the University 
of Chicago about £om years ago and also com-
pleted part of her work toward her doctorate . Mrs . 
Lucas said that she was at home for a whil e last 
summer on vacat ion and hopes to get home again 
th is summer. 
Di d you know that Lucy Baird is now working 
for a lawyer? Her new employers are Hunton, 
William, Anderson, Gay & Moore, and she is 
secretary to Mr. Lewis Powell. Lucy had a trip 
to central Florida before taking her new job, and 
on her return moved to a new addr ess at 932 W . 
Fra nklin Street (Telephone 6-3070). 
The Class of '40 was represented at the card 
par ty in April by Doris Hargrove Kibler, Harriett 
Yeamans Mercer , Dell W illi ams Smith, Mildred 
Gustafson Donohue and myself. And at a meeting 
of the Richmond Club at Mrs. Decker's home in 
May there were four from our class present--
Helen Smith Moss, Elsie Mattingly Dickin son, Har-
riett Yeamans Mercer, and myself. 
Let's hope that the fall issue of the BULLETIN 
wi ll be bur sting with news. With the intervening 
summer months there should certa inly be new 
happenings in the lives of the class of '40. 
1941 Secretary 
MRS. S. G. HARDY (Bitsy Epes) 
Blackstone , Virginia 
Anne Addi son Bowli ng is one of our chief in-
formants this time. In a long newsy Jetter she has 
set us stra ight on the class tr iple ts, and I quote: 
"Betty Melius married Fred Menuk e, a denti st. I 
believe she has everyone beaten as to offspring. 
Already having a son and daughter, Betty now 
has three darling girl s who were two years old in 
March. The amazing part of all this is that she 
was in the iron lung up until the the triplets were 
born. Betty had po lio but recovered with little or 
no ill effects. H er addr ess is 200 Chicago Boule-
vard, Sea Girt, New Jersey." 
Ann e and Brag have a son, Brag, Jr. , aged 3½ . 
Th ey have a house in Arlingt on and would like 
to see anyone passing that way. She had news of 
some ex-members of our class: Margaret Curley 
Balch is in Trinidad and has three boys. To Ann e's 
sorrow , Betty Page Kemp Stark has moved from 
Arlington to Spokane, Wa shingto n. Betty Page 
has three childr en and the youngest, Gary, is Ann e's 
godson and very specia l. Betty Page enjoyed learn-
ing to ski during the wi nter. 
Patsy Garrett Kokinacis retu rned to Richmond 
to appear at the Mosque May 3, when she sang 
for the annual dance revue of the Elinor Fry 
School of D ance. 
The Virginia Federatio n of Wom en's Clubs held 
thei r convention in Richmond in April. Lib Henry 
Belcher (Mrs. J . Raymond, Jr.) was elected secre-
tary-treasurer of the junior clubs in the State at 
their business session , held in conjunction with 
the VFWC conventi on. 
Teeny Evans Hardin's hu sband 's name is ap-
pearing in many newspapers. Whil e Gray and _I 
were spendi ng some time in Durh am, N. C., this 
spri ng Bristow's pictur e appeared in the Durh am 
p-aper.' He had been elected President of the Caro-
1 ina Dramatic Association, comprising directors of 
community, college, and school groups, at a recent 
business session at the Un iversity of North Caro-
lin a. Then , in our Blackstone paper, a front page 
article was plugging the sixth consecutive prod uc-
tion of "The Common Gl ory," Paul Green's stir-
rin g sympho nic drama to run July 1 through 
August 31 at Williamsburg, Vir ginia . It stated, 
"Br istow Hardin, Jr., of Charlotte, N. C., with 
the show every year since its opening except the 
1949 season, will agai n be cast as Lord Dunmo re." 
We hope Teeny and her family will again spend 
the summer months with the Hardin s, Sr., at 
Virginia Beach so that some of us vacationing there 
might see her. 
Louise Morri ssey was married to Wilbur Jos eph 
Moyer, of Lilly, Penn. , Saturday , May 3, at. 10 
A.M . at St. Benedict's Catholic Church rn Rich-
mond. Aft er a Southern wedding trip , they will 
make their home in Washington, D . C. 
Virg ini a Lee Ball Glover (Mrs . P . LeRoy) leads 
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a busy life. In April she helped friends in Glouces-
ter pick and ship daffodil s for which that section 
of Virginia is famous. During the House and 
Garden tour there in May , she was host ess in one 
of the homes. She was glad to see Helen Martin 
Laughon who brought a group of fri ends from 
Norfolk to visit the homes. Al so in May she and 
LeRoy went to Vir ginia Beach for a wonderful 
Jaycee convention at which they saw Rue and 
String (Mr. and Mr s. Thornton Stringf ellow) , 
Sometime soon Virginia Lee plans to have a meet -
ing of the Peninsula Alumna e Group at her borne. 
Virgini a Lee called Barbara Eckles Grizzard 
(Mrs. Stuart) in No rfolk recently. Things seem 
to be goi ng fine with them, especially as their 
church 's Good Will Center has been opened. 
Betty Keesee Rhodes (Mr s. L. F.) bas a daugh-
ter, Marga ret Granville Rhodes, who was born 
Easter Sunday morning . 
Tinsy Garrett Buckler is hoping her hu sband, 
Lt. Col. Philip C. Buckler, w ill be home the last 
of July. Phil bas been in J apan for ten months and 
in Korea for twelve months. Durin g this time, 
Tinsy has been here in Blackstone with her parents. 
Do any of you have the addr ess for Evelyn 
Pomeroy Umstattd (Mrs. Lee)? 
It' s always good to hear from Eleanor Kindell 
Miller . My twelve year old niece who wants to 
go to W esthampton is especia lly happy as she adds 
to her collection of fore ign stam ps this way. The 
latest corresponde nce from Eleanor came from 
Venezuela in Apri l, saying that she and Carter 
were on their way back to Arub a after taking a 
ten day trip on a Dut ch ship, the Willemstad. 
They went from Arub a to Puerto Limon in Costa 
Rica, then to Cristobal , Panama, where they bad 
their first look at the Panam a Canal. 
I want to shar e with you a nice letter from 
Margaret Purcell Spindler (Mr s. V. J., Jr.) , who 
is living at 4347 Virginia Park , D etroi t, Michigan: 
"Last summ er while the children and I were at 
Mother's I starte d with my oil paints again, not 
having touched them sin ce my Senior year in 
class und er Marcia Silvette. I did a portrait of my 
grandfather, William W arren Har rison Lee, which 
Mother has, and since then I've done several others. 
Last month I presented a portrait to our minister 
at bi s birthda y celebration. (Sh e enclosed a clipping 
from the Detroit free Press which told of this.) 
Since the portrait was presented ( it bangs in the 
church lounge), I have received commissions to 
do thr ee mor e. I'm very happy about it, as I love 
painting. All this leads up to the fact that I'v e 
decided to send a check to the Alumnae Associa-
tion every time I'm paid for a portrait." W e're 
proud of you, Purcy , especially since your time to 
paint must be limited because of the children. 
1942 Secretary 
ANN PA VEY GARRETT 
1708 Grandview Driv e, Richmond , Va . 
By the time this news reaches you our tenth 
reunion will be here and gone and I hope a suc-
cess because so many could be here. 
Lillian Jung wrote a new sy Jetter telling 
about thos e in her group . Beth MacMurtr y 
Clark and Frank have a baby, Jay Weston Clark, 
whose birthday is February 29. She also report ed 
her recent visit to see Evelyn Cosby Jackson and 
family. Their new address is 45B Brook side Drive , 
Richfield Village , Clifton , New Jersey . Lillian 
had heard from Clarine in the Azores and learned 
that they are planning a month 's leave in Europe 
this summer. Mary Hoffman wrote Lillian of her 
work with the Young Women 's Republi can Club 
and her full time job in a Jaw office. Lillian had 
news from Mary Benjamin from our freshman year . 
She is Mrs. Irving Rosenthal and lives at 114-38 
196th Street, St. Albans, L. I., New York. They 
had their first baby recently. Lillian also sent 
Evelyn Clifton Wisawaty's new home address: 
1658 Sherwood , Baltimore 12, Maryland. 
Lila Wicker Hunt wrote me recently to say that 
they would arrive in Richmond one month too 
late for reunion , because of her husband's Army 
Reserve duty. I'm sorry about the delay but hope 
the Richmond girls can see her and the children 
during her visit . John Wicker Hunt, now four , 
has a sister, Sara Katherine, who is eight months 
old. Lila reported gardening, Girl Scouts and 
free lance advertising for her activities. Doesn 't 
she sound busy ? 
Esther Wendling Cline wrot e that she and her 
hu sband have a new busines s, steel window s, and 
that they are hard at work selling , delivering, and 
collecting the sales. 
Our congratulations go to Jayne Maire Massie 
who was elected Pre sident of Fifth Di strict, Junior 
Woman 's Clubs. She is also Recruitm ent Chair-
man, Henrico Red Cross. 
Florin e Mahone Palmer wrote saying she would 
be here for reunion and to ld about her family. 
She has three children , Charles, Jr. , 10, Bobby , 8, 
and Carol Lynn, 5. 
Pat Abernathy Ri ley hop ed to be here bu t her 
plans were tentative because of her husband' s hand 
injury. Her boys are now seven and live. Pat's 
activities include volunteer work for the Juni or 
Leagu e and being editor and contributor to the 
Junior League NewJheet. 
The Navy is cooperative in arranging for Com-
mander Crutchlield's leave for the month of Jun e 
and therefore Kay and Bob will be with us all 
weekend. 
It takes reuni on lett ers to hear from some of 
you who have been hiding but now we know what 
Lucy Burke Allen Meyer is doing. H er addr ess 
is 667 29th Avenu e, San Mat eo, California. They 
have two boys, Christopher , 5, and H al, 3. She 
is busy as presid ent of Parents' Cooperative Nurs-
ery School. W e are sorry that they won't be coming 
east this year. 
Wi lmer Peck Gambill of Norwich, Conn., wrote 
that she would be unabl e to attend the reunion 
but asked that I extend her best wishes to all. She 
said that Randy is senior physician at the Norwich 
State Hospital. Th eir son, David , will be five in 
Jun e. 
Dorothy Quinn Keeling and Bob are planning 
to be here Saturday and Sunday. Dot reported on 
her work as Chairman of Mecklenburg County 
Chapter, Vir ginia Orch estra Guild. She is active 
also in Junior Woman 's Club and Garden Club 
in South Hill. 
Annie Loie Walk er Seacat is disappoint ed that 
they can't be in Richm ond on the weekend of the 
reunion but it conflicts with Lot' s law exams. The y 
expect to come on abo ut Jun e 15. 
D orothy Hull wro te a note exp ressing her 
regrets on not being able to come to Richmond 
for reunion . 
Ethne Flanag an Higginb otham is planning to 
come. Their new add ress is 123 E. Ward Street, 
Hi ghtstown, New Jersey. Her hu sband is pastor 
of the First Bapti st Church and their two children 
are Ethne Lee, 5, and Robert Leland , born Novem-
ber 6, 1951. Ruth Farley Linthicum is plannin g 
to be here from Silver Spri ng and we are glad that 
Jean Grant is coming from Atl anta. 
Harri et Howe Byrider called after the last issue 
had gone to press to report their daughter, Barbara 
Anna , who was born December 12. They have 
moved from Ohio to Jeannette, Pennsylvania. 
Mary Grace Scherer Tay lor's second son was 
born May 20th. His name is John Bruce Taylor. 
Th at seems to be all the news for now. 
1943 Secretary 
MRS. R. M. HATHAWAY ("Pepper" Gard-
ner) 
7 115 D exte r Road, Richmond 26, Va. 
Well, I feel lik e chanting 'Tm back doing 
business at the same old stand," but thi s time 
it's only on a temporary basis. Reba has resigned 
as class secretary and Mr s. Booker asked me to 
do thi s issue . By the time fall comes, however, 
your new secretary wi II be ready to take up for 
next year. My news this time is about the Rich-
mond girls-present and ex- in other words, those 
I could get in touch with by phon e. 
In addition to about three jobs she does on a 
regular basis, Reba Booker Fox has a new int erest 
-a twice-a-week TV show. It 's called, "H ere's 
How ," and, as th e name implies, is full of good 
ideas (with demonstrations) . App are ntly, there's 
no field barred for Reba has tips on thing s from 
sewing and cooking to making lamp shad es and 
place card s. Tommy at 7 months stands up and 
walb around hi s play pen, and Reba's dream of 
having one child not start an active lif e so ear ly 
seems crushed ! 
Mickey Allman Cage, Nor man, and 2 year old 
Norman, Jr. , are enjoying their country life on a 
200 acre farm near Beaver Dam , Vir ginia. Norman 
is still with the rai lroad, but he finds time enough 
left to manag e their farm. Evelyn All en Krau se is 
back in Richmond after a number of years in Vesu-
vius, Va. Charles is the new director of the audio-
visual aid department of the Pr esbyterian Board of 
Educati on. Eve lyn taught school for the past two 
years, but now finds keeping up with 4 year old 
Charles Allen a full time job. 
Carolyn Babb H eflin is still in Norfolk. She, 
Bill and the two children were down for Alumna e 
Day and seem to get to most of the big functions 
at college now. I wish more of you could get 
back. Caro lyn and I have a rather neat arra nge-
ment worked out for our 4 year old sons. We 
exchange visits so that once or twi ce during the 
year ea-ch of us is minus at least one child . It 
works very nicely. 
Jean Bowers McCammo n and Sam still live in 
Richmond , where Sam is the pastor of the Fairfield 
Presbyterian Church. Ann e is enjoying school and 
3 year old John is an id eal baby according to 
his mother. Fran Beazley Bell and Bob now live 
in Reading, Mas s. Th ey have another new house 
(I do beli eve Fran must have set a record for mov-
ing into and finishing new hous es ) , and also a 
fairly new son. Jonathan Ald en Bell mad e his 
appearance on New Year's Day. Four year old 
Caro lyn is a big help with th e baby . Bob is with 
a Boston bank . 
Loui se Cardoza Long is just finishing up a busy 
year of Junior Woman 's Club work. She was the 
pr esident of th e Mono can club last year. Jean 
Crob arger Carver will be moving to Philadelphi a 
soon. H er husband , Sidney , is working for the 
Fir estone Co., and Jean hopes to take some classes 
at the U. of Pa. next fall. 
I called Virginia Delp Ogg and was perfectly 
amazed to learn that she has four children-3 boys 
and a girl. The youngest, Samuel Bru ce, was born 
March 13th. Wad e is an engine er for Stone and 
W ebster and they live in the west end of Rich-
mond. Evelyn Flax Mirm elste in also ha s a new 
son, her second, Robert , born Nov. 15th . And 
Sweetie Emerson McSweeney's answer to my query 
as to what she 'd been doin g was wonderful-
"Go lly, Pepper, I stay busy just refereeing! " 
Sweetie's fifth will be one year old in June-3 
boys and 2 girls. 
I had a nice chat with Shirley Huxt er Corson , 
and I was delighted that I happened to call the 
week she an d 3 year old Miri am were in town. 
Shir ley and Blake have a new house in Hilton 
Villa ge. Barbara Fuller Cox and Al are also back 
in Hilton after some months in Annapolis. 
Another perso n I caught in town on a visit was 
Jun e Ha rgrove Rub le. I didn't see 3 year old Judy, 
but they tell me she looks like a doll wit h her 
blond hair and big blu e eyes. Jun e says that Mary 
Kayhoe Ford has taken her 3 childr en and gone 
to join her husband in Germany. 
Barbara Krug Evans is in the throes of moving 
aga in and , believe me, with two boys that isn't 
easy! After a lovely year in Waynesboro and pur-
chasing an idea l hou se, Evan has been transferred 
back to Wi lmington , Delaw are, this time with 
duPon t. 
Bee Lewis Talb ott and Da ve have a new house 
in Annap olis that they built. I assume they are 
in by now. I had a letter from Bee in Jan . and 
tho ' they were to have been in by Christmas, they 
were hoping th en to settle for Easter. D avey is 
4 and a man of skat es, scooter, and station wagon. 
Shorty Nuckols Claytor has recently gotten a 
very nice prom ot ion with the telepho ne company , 
She is a service supervisor , and also does civilian 
defen se volunteer work. Joni Johnston Black and 
Bobby are busy trying to get their house and yard 
back in shape after two years of renting whi le 
Bobby was back in the Arm y. 
Pudge Phillips Starke and Tom have recently 
moved into their new hom e in Goochland county. 
They are thoro ughly enjoying six months old Bert 
(R obert Ashton) who is thorou gh ly enjoying ex-
ploring the new house on all fours I Marguerite 
Shell Ritchie is still nurse , receptionist, and gen-
era l office help for George. She was recently 
elected vice-president of the Fifth Di strict of Jr. 
Woman 's Clubs. 
Aft er being in Richmond for several years Har-
riet Lewis Goodman and H aro ld are moving to 
Washington. Harold is going int o practice with 
another radiologist . The two children are fine, 
but hou se hunting Jong distance is no fun, ac-
cording to Harriet. Max Williams Rogers and 
Bob are also going into a new home in South 
Richmond . Carol Loui se celebrated her first birth-
day, May 15, by learning to walk. 
Th e Hathaway s are "go ing outd oors" in a big 
way these days . At least, it seems a good part of 
our time is spent with the yard and flower garden. 
I'm not sure yet whether it's because we are nature 
lovers, or becau se we've discovered that's a good 
way to keep Bobby and Ricky, Skippy {our dog) 
and Tar-Baby (ou r cat) out. At least, we're all 
sporting nice tans. You'll be hear ing from me 
during th e fall and winter in relation to the ques-
tionnaire for our scrapboo k, and it isn't too early 
to start thinking and planning for that big reunion 
in 1953. See you next June! 
1944 Secretary 
MRS. W. A . STANSBURY (Ann Burcher) 
5814 Guthrie Avenu e, Richmond, Virginia 
Memories of our very wet first Saturday in 
May came to me when I went out to the camp us 
for one of the very few sunny May Da ys in years, 
My children discovered Milli e Cox Goode and 
Courtney ( age 5) by the balloon booth and we 
all watched the coronation together. Those of 
you who attended th e Richmond Alumnae Card 
party saw Courtney mociel a bathing suit in a 
fashion show inspir ed by the Swimming Pool 
Fund. Milli e and Mary Alderson Graham have 
joined a group of golfers who play regularly. 
They were even in a tournament recently. 
Billy Jane Baker had a grand letter from Butsy 
Muller Goldsmith w ho is also going in for ex-
ercise-"Si nce September I've been going to a 
modern dancing exerc ise class. Me , who took 
f osten's Official Class Ring 
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trip le gym my senior year to graduate, going volun-
tarily to what amounts to a strenuous gym class 
every week! I can actually do 10 push-ups and I 
know the fundamentals of the can-can ." Butsy has 
also joined an amateur dramatic group and directed 
a one act play in March. She sandwiches these 
activities in with volunteer work for three dif-
ferent organizations . 
Spring brought warm, sunny days and to some 
peop le-hay fever. Billy Jane had a phone call 
from Doris Hedgepeth Neal in May. Doris and 
her husband were both in Richmond for allergy 
tests . 
In June, Pierce and Heppy Patterson Ellis moved 
their family to Nashville where Pierce has a new 
job with the Abingdon-Cokesburg Press. He will 
take part in an executive training program which 
is something new in the pub lishing business. 
My family is all agog because Warren is a 
civilian again. The Navy kept him for 17 months 
-too long to suit me. 
Because she graduated with the summer school 
class of '43, Marg ery Pep le has not been on our 
class roster and was not on the address list. I 
think she should be considered a member of our 
class and so does Margery so you wi ll want to 
add her name and address (108 Tonbridge Rd.-
Richmond) to your list. After graduating from 
Westhampton, Margery studied Occupational Ther-
apy at R.P.I. Upon completion of her course she 
began working at Pine Camp Tuberculosis Hospital 
where she has now been promoted to Chief of 
Rehabilitation. Her duties include vocational 
guidance and educational placement , since their 
facilitie s offer scholastic as well as vocational 
training. 
Anoth er addition to our class list is Ruth Jones 
Wilkins who attended classes at Westhampton our 
senior year. She is current ly teaching Eng lish at 
R.P.I. and MCV. We appreciate her contribution 
to the Alumnae Association of maps with Ellen 
G lasgow scenes which were part of the work on 
her Masters Degree at Westhampton last year. 
The proceeds from the sale of these maps will go 
to the Reading Room . 
We have some very vital statistics-the first of 
which is the birth of Fleet Watson Kirk (named 
for both his grandfathers) on March 15. This is 
the second for Bill and Dee Dee Howe Kirk whose 
little "Kathy " was two years old in June. 
N ell Collin s Thompson and Bob are the proud 
par ents of a baby girl , Nancy Robin, born on 
March 25. 
Gene Shepard Keever reports that Richard Mac-
Ilwain e Keever , Jr. , arrived on April 15. They 
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are going to call him "Mac. " 
Gene has heard from Na ncy D ejarnette Hansen 
who has been living on Okinawa for almost a year. 
Her husband is in the regular Army. 
Back to our vital statist ics with the birth of 
Almon Legrande Copley, Jr., on April 29. He 
was an RH baby and needed a complete transfusion 
soon after birth. Both Rita and the baby are fine 
now. Al and Rita Muldowney Copley have two 
other childr en-Fra nk is six years old and Beth 
is two. 
The Felgers, Ted and Mary Bowden, announce 
the arriva l of a baby gir l, Katherine Caldwell, on 
April 30. They have a boy, Steve, who was two 
in March . 
Another big event! Our class has received an 
announcement of the marriage of Meta Hill Ry-
land to Douglas R. Boynton in Arlington, Vir-
ginia on April 12. Doug is getting his Masters 
at VPI in architectural engineering. Our very best 
wishes to both of them! 
The deadline for the next BULLETIN is Sep-
tember 15. Please keep your group leaders posted 
on vacation news and any address changes. 
1945 Secretary 
MARY ELLEN TUCKER 
3229 Fendall Avenue 
Richmond 22, Virginia 
I know that all of you are anxious to know 
how our luncheon on Saturday , May 17, at the 
Hermitage Country Club turned out. I really don't 
know where to start because we had such a won-
derful time. My only regret is that each of you 
could not be there and that I was not five persons 
so that I could be between every three or four 
people and bear all conversations . We had a 
beautiful day and just as Nancy Grey Stables and 
I drove up , there was Mary Campbell Paulson, who 
had just arrived from Hilton Village. Then we 
met Betty Lawson Dillard and her husband on 
the lawn and Les departed, knowing what a gab 
session we wou ld have. Shortly after Kathy Mum-
ma, Betty Clement Adair and Jen Lea Yancey had 
arrived, the head waiter came over to me to check 
on the time and told me that he thought the other 
ladies were on their way into the Club. I asked 
him if they were young ladies and his reply was, 
"Yes ." Even though we have been out of school 
for seven years and might feel mighty old at times, 
we must not look old to others. 
We were most honored to have Miss Lutz with 
us and it was indeed a real treat. Those who 
w~re able to make the luncheon were, Christy 
Lou Miller Russell, Anne Woodward Hood, Anne 
Glazebrook Tompkins, Hollie Garber Kenyon (all 
of whom started with us in 1941) , Mary Camp-
bell Paulson , Nancy Grey Stables, Jen Lea Yancey, 
Betty Clement Adair , Betty Lawson Dillard, Con-
nie Sutton , Ann Seay Jackson, Lillian Belk Youell , 
Kathy Mumma, Ruth Hiller Powell , Ruth Latimer, 
Jane Wray McDorman and Gin Pitt Friddell. In-
cidentally, while we were at the table, just out ?f 
curiosity we decided to count the number of chil-
dren rep~esented. The fourteen married girls there 
represented 22 children. That's some record. Just 
for your informat ion, there were six expectant 
mothers there but I'm not going to tell you who 
they were. You will just have to read subsequent 
issues of the BULLETIN. 
Before giving you the news, I want to tell you 
that after lunch we had a business meeting. This 
seems quite funny for us to have had a business 
meeting after being out of school for so long or 
does it seem like yesterday to you? 
Number one on the agenda was "The Scrap-
book." I have received several pictures for the 
scrapbook and others have also. After a great 
deal of discussion and after various ones had sug-
gested where our Scrapbook might be, it was 
decided that we would appoint someone to "track" 
it down. Jane Wray Bristow McDorman is going 
to do this for our class, but please continue to 
send pictures to the secretary . 
I don't believe that I have told you that after 
I am married, I will be living in South Carolina. 
As you know, Stewart is an engineer for DuPont 
and he was transferred to Camden the last of 
March and since we are planning to be married 
some time in the fall, I thought this was a good 
time to discuss the subject of a new secretary 
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for our class. Don 't misunderstand, it is not that 
I have not enjoyed being secretary thoroughly 
(although some of you just wouldn't write to me) 
but I felt that someone living in Richmond could 
do a much better job. Connie Sutton and Ruth 
Latimer are going to be Co-secretaries but until 
you are advised further , please send all your news 
to: 
Miss Constance Sutton 
Box 165 
Bon Air, Virginia 
Explanation for giving only Connie 's address wi ll 
follow later. 
Everything has something unpleasant about it, 
doesn't it? So naturally we had such a matter on 
our agenda . Our finances are NIL and have been 
for several years. Over a period of time sending 
out notices to class members, writing to them, en-
closing cards for them to return, and purchasing 
stationary and envelopes add up to quite a sum. 
After much discussion as to the best way to pro-
vide funds for our class secretary 's expenses for 
such, it was suggested and decided that each girl 
wou ld contribute a dollar per year to the class. 
At the 1 uncheon each girl there contributed a 
dollar for that purpose and those of you who were 
not there and wish to contribute to the class sec-
retaris fund may do so by sending a dollar with 
your news to Connie. As I can recall, this is the 
first time that our class has ever asked for money 
for expenses of the secretary. 
We also agreed that at least once a year we 
would try to have a lunch eon. 
Now enough of this business and let's get on 
with the news! 
Congratu lations are in order for Betty Biscoe 
Tibbott. She has another little boy, David Bruce, 
who was born February 12 ( did not get her Jetter 
in time for the last BULLETIN). Her other boy, 
Johnny , was two in February. Betty also wrote 
that her husband had finished Law School at 
George Washington University last summer. 
One night when I came home from the movies, 
I had a note on my dresser to call Lillian Belk 
Youe ll. Finally I reacheci Lillian and she really 
brought me up to date on the Youells. As you 
know, Mac had been called ba<:k into the Marines 
and they had been living in North Carolina . Now 
they are back at their home, 1215 Dinwiddie Ave-
nue , Richmond, Virginia and will be there at least 
for the next three years, during which time Mac 
will remain assigned as a member of the Staff 
of the Reserve Training Program of the Marines 
her e in Richmond. Mighty glad that you are back, 
Lillian. Incidentally, Lillian took some pictures at 
the luncheon for our scrapbook. 
Peggy Clark Huber was in town last week and 
it was wonderfu l to talk to her. Connie Sutton 
had lunch with her one ciay but Peggy was unable 
to be with us at our gathering. She and her hus-
band are still running an antique shop and Peggy 
is doing some interior decorating. But she is com-
pletely fascinated by her "farming." Quote Peggy, 
"We'll probably have only two peas." Peggy, 
please keep in touch with us. 
Lottie Blanton's address has changed slightly 
so please make this correction on your address 
list-instead of Annex IV , it is now New Hospi-
tal. Gin Friddell had a letter from Lottie and 
Lottie is still having a gala time at Fort Sam 
Houston-plenty of social lif e. 
The Howes (Ann Clark) have moved from Har-
risonburg, Virginia to Elkton, Virginia . Ann 
visited Ann Seay Jackson severa l weeks ago . She 
did not have any other address for Ann Howe 
except Elkton and said that she was sure that Ann 
wou ld receive her mail. Will let you know when 
we get a street address. 
The Class of '44 sort of beat me to the news 
about the Kepplers (Anne Fisher) in the last issue. 
But in case you did not see it, John Philip Keppler 
arrived March 4, weighing 5 pounds and 12 ounces 
and measuring 18 inches. Anne says that his 
muscles and lungs are fully developed and that 
little Catherine is fascinated and has to be re-
strained from patting his head with whatever she 
has in her hand-generally a wagon or wooden 
rings. In a later note , Anne told me that they 
were going to Smith College where "Kep" will 
be an assistant professor. 
Audrey Grubin Fixell has moved into her new 
home, so please change her address to: 85 Morris 
Drive, East Meadow, L. I., N. Y. 
Lib Kibler Keihn has had quite a job on her 
hands. In addition to teaching this year Lib has 
been helping Fred some with his research but 
she says it is mostly "moral support." She says 
that they probably wi ll continue to Jive in Syracuse 
after Fred has concluded his studies. 
Congratulations, Ruth Latimer. We are indeed 
proud of you. Ruth has received her Masters in 
Physical Therapy from the Medical College of 
Virginia . She has not decided as yet whether she 
will stay in Richmond or work elsewhere after 
June. That is why I did not give you an address 
because if she leaves Richmond , it would be dif -
ficult for her to be co-secretary with Connie. 
Sally Lawson Foster, why don't you write or 
call some of us? Indirectly I have heard that 
Sally is teaching at Montrose Elementary School 
here in Richmond. Would like to hear from you, 
Sally. 
Nancy Grey Stables is mighty happy these days. 
Linton came home about a month ago and is sta-
tioned at Fort Meade. Nancy said that he had to 
~tay in until November and after that they did 
not know what. Nancy did not know that he was 
even on his way home from Japan. 
At the time of our luncheon, Dori s Mills was 
either in France or Spain . She wi ll be back in 
Richmond in June and we expect a detailed ac-
count of her trip. 
At last we have heard from one of our travelers 
- Jean Motter. In order to bring you up to date 
with Jean's activities, I would like to quote a por-
tion of the letter she wrote to Gin Friddell and me: 
"I am sorry not to be a,ble to make the class 
reunion this year as I have not made one yet, 
but I'll keep trying and one of these days I'll turn 
up. Please give my best regards to all who come. 
Along about this time of year I think about those 
hectic last few weeks of our Senior year and all 
the excitement surrounding our graduat ion . Remem-
ber how cold it was that night? 
"Since leaving school, I went to work for the 
Red Cross in the Separation Center at Ft. Meade, 
Maryland and from there over here to the Far 
East as a Club Recreation worker. I stayed in 
that capacity until March of 1948 when I returned 
for brief period at home in Summerville, South 
Carol,ina. At that time, the Red Cross clubs were 
being turned over to the Army for managing and 
in July of '48 I went over to Germany and did 
club work with the army in Bremen and Bremer-
haven. I did not like Germany as well as Japan 
and I decided that club work was not what I 
really wanted to do, so I came home in August 
of 1949 and went to Woman's College of the 
Univer sity of North Carolina and took a business 
course . That lasted until May of 1950. The Ko-
rean war broke out about that time and I was 
impatient to get back into the Red Cross and go 
back overseas. This I did , but this time as a sec-
retary. I arrived here in Japan in October of 1951 
and my first assignment was in the town of Sasebo 
which is right at the very end of the island of 
Kyushu-the southernmost island in the Japanese 
chain . I worked at a larg e depot which handled 
all the United Nations troops en route to Korea 
and it was a magnificent job as well as a heart -
breaking one. Convoys of troops rumbled past 
night and day all the time and the looks on some 
of their faces ( some were going back over for the 
third and fourth time) I shall never forget and 
will forever haunt me. Last summer I was trans-
ferred up here to the Tokyo area to Camp McGill 
and have been here ever since. I am the secretary 
to the Field Director and like both my work and 
Camp McGill very much indeed . I will probably 
stay here until I go home. My contract expires 
on October 3 of this year, but I am going to re-
quest a six months extension as I am not at all 
ready to come home. It has been most interesting 
to be in Japan during the period of her regaining 
of independence and everything is quite different 
from my first tour of duty." 
Now the latest from the MacKenzies (Anne 
McElro y): 
"Anne Stewart continues to grow and get more 
spoiled every day. On her birthday April 7, she 
pulled a scalding cup of coffee off on her and 
burned her arm badly . She had the old fashioned 
measles in March and nearly died but we all 
managed to survive. She's climbing on every-
thing, now, and doesn't give me a moment of 
peace . If they weren't so cute at this age, I guess 
no parents would be able to stand them." 
Kathy Mumma became engaged to Jack Atkinson 
this spring and they are planning to be married 
in the fall of the year. Jack will finish Pharmacy 
School at MCV this June. Best wishes for all 
the happiness in the world and let us know where 
you will be living after you exchange that "Miss" 
before your name for a "Mrs." 
I had a nice card from Carrie Trader Drinkard. 
She had been visiting for four weeks in Eastern 
Virginia. 
Ann Twombly Leland couldn't make the lunch-
eon but she said to be sure to put her down for 
our tenth reunion. She and the children came to 
Virginia in March in search of sunshine and warm 
weather since they were having a "dilly" of a 
winter in New York. She said that Diedre was 
still maintaining a perfect report card, Melissa con-
tinues to bathe the goldfish with Lava soap ( when 
they were not looking) and that littl e Jim Parker, 
who was celebrating his first birthday while we 
were having lunch , was into everything. Twombly 
is also becoming a fine nurse too-with both of 
the girls having their tonsils out within six months . 
Marianne Waddill Jones writes that they are 
all fine and happy . Around July 15th, she, Fred, 
Ann Latane and Patricia are planning to come to 
Richmond. 
Lib Weaver Martin could not be with us at the 
gathering because she was busy typing wills, 
briefs, etc., for Lester. As you know, Lester is 
in law school at Wake Forest. 
Congratulations to Nell White Gillespie. Jean 
Lynn arrived at the Gillesp-ies May 1. This is 
Nell's second daughter . 
Ruth Anne Lynch (Wicker) informed me that 
the Lynches are moving to Fork Union, Virginia 
where Jamie will instruct intramurals in the lower 
school of the Academy. She hopes that next year, 
being so close to Richmond , she will be able to 
participate in some of the Alumnae affairs. 
It seems as though I am having a little trouble 
with the spelling of Jane Woodward 's name- It 
is TONDETT AR. They are still planning to come 
to Richmond in September . 
Now I wou ld like to bring you up-to-date on 
some of the girls who started to Westhampton 
with us. Christy Lou Miller now is Mrs. Jack 
Russell and has one child. Anne Glazebrook is 
Mrs . J. Langhorne Tompkins and has one son. 
Anne Woodward Hood is Mrs. Ed. Hood and is 
the mother of three. Hollie Garber married John 
Kenyon and they have a little girl and a little boy. 
Hollie and John have recently moved into a new 
home which they had built. 
Ellen Brooks Blackweil bas just returned after 
living in Germany for three years. She has one 
little boy. While visiting Ann Jackson, she said 
they would be Jiving in Indianapolis . 
You remember Edna Earle Duckhardt? Well , I 
called her home to get her addr ess and her mother 
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told me that she had been in Japan for several 
months with her husband , Captain Charles Metzger . 
At this point I think I have run out of news. 
It bas been a real pleasure to write to you and 
has made me feel so much closer to each of you. 
Don't forget to send your news (and dollar) to 
Connie Sutton from now on. 
1947 Sec,-etary 
Miss ISABEL AMMERMAN 
6000 Crestwood Avenue , Richmond , Va. 
We begin this Jetter as we begin all our letters 
with a plea to each of you to write to your group 
leader very very soon. 
With summer now upon us we are beginning 
to dream of vacations . Some of the class were 
lucky and took theirs early. Frances Coles was one 
of those fortunate ones. She took herself to Flori-
da. Virginia Wagstaff will probably be traveling 
too this summer, since she bas recently acquired 
a brand new car. Speaking of going places, we 
hope that Lena Thornton Small and her family 
will be heading back towards this part of the 
world this summer. Her family now consists of 
her husband and a new son. The baby was born 
on April 25th. Our congratulations to you, Lena 
Dick . 
We are always pleased to have somebody in the 
class of '47 move to Richmond . This time, how-
ever, we have to tell of the Elliotts' leaving the 
city. John has a pastorate in Scottsville, Virginia 
and they moved there in June . 
We have congratulations for one bride and one 
newly engaged girl. Magie Wingfield married 
Edward P. Webster of New York on June 7th. He 
finished the University of Virginia Law School in 
June. Marie Walthall plans a July wedding to 
Claude LeSueur . The date is the 26th and the 
place is the Second Presbyterian Church. Ann 
Wiley Kelley and Betty O'Brien will be two of 
her attendants. 
We had a long interesting letter from Doris 
Pitman Rainey . She and Oris have been married 
for a year now and have a farm and a new house 
down in Dinwiddie County. Doris is not teaching 
now but is giving all her time to housekeeping. 
Her address is Route 2, Dinwiddie, Virginia . 
It was nice to hear from Sylvia H. Silverman. 
She lives in New York and has a two year old 
daughter, Susan Margaret. Her address is 7604 
170th St., Flushing , New York. It would be so 
nice if we bad pictures of all the babies in our 
class to put in our scrapbook. Don 't forget we 
have one and that one of these days we will want 
to show it off. 
We have some new addresses to give you. Helen 
Shea has moved into her new house in Salem, 
Virginia - Walnut Road , Stonewall Forest. Art and 
Ann Young Lewis have bought a new house too, 
this one complete with television. Won 't you 
send us the address, Ann? 
Betty McLaughlin has recently transferred to 
McGuire Hospital as a technician. 
The card party that was held in April for the 
Swimming Pool Fund was quite a success. We 
had a good number from our class and we even 
came away with some of the prizes. Izzy made 
WALTER B. ANDERSON 
I l. G. Bo/four Co., Products) 
4111 Kensington Ave. Dial 4-3542 Richmond, Virginia 
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out the best with her cute lamp. 
Well our first "big" reunion is over and quite 
a number of '47 came back-35 in all. We had 
33 at the dinner on Friday, June 6th, and a good 
time was had by all. There was much talking, 
showing of baby pictures and a wonderful talk 
and movies of the west taken by Marylou and 
Guy on their trip. Miss Harris' tea on Sunday 
was lovely and we enjoyed seeing the faculty and 
everyone so much. Those back for the big event 
were Beth, Gussie, Marion Huske, Elsie, Betty 
McLaughlin, Mary Cox, Mimi, Susie, Alice, B. 0., 
Ollie, Margaret, Lois Rynaldo , Ann Wiley, Shir-
ley, Carolyn , Dottie James, Nancy, Keeling, Polly , 
Verda, Anne Higgins, Gin, Jean Waldrop, Dottie 
Hughes, Marie, Betty Tinsley, Izzy, Betsey Slate, 
Betty Brown , Sara Frances, Marion Collier, Mary-
lou , Doris and Bev. 
Ollie and Hank and the 3 Stirling children 
were at the tea. The "baby cup" girl, Alston, is 
4 years old now, Hal is 2½, and Carol is 10 
months. They were all darling and we were so 
thrilled to see them-Mama and Papa, too, of 
course. 
We picked up a few more items for our letter 
at the reunion-2 more babies . Tina Clauter Staple-
ton and John have a little girl born the end of 
May. Copie and J. B. have a little boy, J. B. 
Hudson III, who was also born the end of May. 
Congratulations to all of you! 
Four of our Richmond girls have moved from 
Richmond, and we surely hated to see them leave . 
Betsey Slate Riley and Buddy have moved to St. 
Paul, Va. Buddy finished the Theological Semi-
nary in June and now has a church in St. Paul. 
Nancy Richardson Elliott and John have moved 
to Scottsville, Va., where John, who also finished 
at the Seminary this June, has a church . Betty 
Tinsley Andrews and Dick have moved to Wil-
liamsburg. Dick is now working for the Restora-
tion as an engineer . Dottie Hughes will be living 
in Vicksburg, Mississippi, a_fter her wedding June 
14th, and already has a job lined up down there 
teaching the first grade. We hope all of you will 
be happy in your new homes and please come back 
often to visit. We heard that Peggy Hawthorne 
Charlton and Charles have been living in Dum-
fries, Va., for several months. Let us know your 
address, Peggy . Please Jet us know when you 
change your addresses so we can keep up with 
you. We have "Jost" one '47'er-does anyone 
know where Bobby Rock Hardy and family are 
living now ? If anyone knows, please drop us a 
card . 
Believe in signs? 
THIS IS THE SIGN of America's premium 
toble milk .. . the milk that gives you 
MORE of the food values you need 
MOST . • • such a lot more for such a 
little morel We're proud to hold the 
oldest continuous Golden Guernsey dealer 
permit in the country! 
VIRGINIA DAIRY CO. 
"Home of Better Milk" 
DIAL 5-2838 
Majie picked June 7th ( the hottest day of the 
year) for her wedding. She and Ed Webster 
were married in a lovely ceremony at home. She 
was a lovely bride, wearing white organdy, and I 
was her ortly attendant. They hope to settle in 
Charlottesville , but Ed is not sure yet where he 
will be working (he finished the U. of Va . Law 
School on Friday, June 6th). We hope you all 
will be near Richmond anyway, Majie. 
Frances Coles has been elected President of the 
Richmond Association of Medical Technologists-
Congratulations, Keeling! 
It was so good to see so many of you at reunion, 
and I just wish all of you could have been here-
start planning now to be here for June 1957 1 
Please keep the mail coming and thank you all 
for your splendid response to the Alumnae Fund 
letters. We ranked 7th among all classes in num-
ber of contributors! 
1948 Secretary 
JACQUELINE JETER 
Love, 
Izzy 
Some mass hysteria seems to have gripped the 
Class of '48 during the spring. Symptoms are 
always the same-aversion to fountain pens, in-
ability to write, and a downward trend in the sale 
of three-cent stamps . The most familiar cry from 
the group leaders is, "No answer." Cmon girls, 
Jet's have a little cooperation so we we can hear 
from everyone. If you have lost contact with 
your group leader through moving, etc., won't you 
please write to me? Now, on to what we have 
learned. 
Anne (Bruner) Woo·s summer address is once 
more Monroe, Virginia. She is again working 
for Sweet Brier during the vacation months while 
Tommy is employed in Norfolk. Of course, when 
September comes, they hope to be back at Louis-
ville for Tommy's third year at the Seminary . 
Kitty (Candler) Martin wrote Anne that she was 
going back to teaching in the fall, even though 
learning the arts of homemaking and baby care 
seemed a full-time job. In her "spare" time she 
is becoming more and more interested in gardening. 
Doris Moore, who is always most faithful in 
reporting the news of her group, didn't write this 
time, but I have discovered that she has an ex-
cellent reason for being too busy this one time . 
Ginna Herndon informs me that Doris has a spark-
ling diamond ring and is making plans for a Sep-
tember wedding. Next time I hope to be able to 
give you the name of the lucky bridegroom. Ginna, 
the last time she wrote, was planning to visit with 
Betty (Hickerson) and Butter in Richmond. Ginna 
goes again this year in June to be a counsellor at 
Massanetta. 
Emily (Holland) Lineberry gave a very apt 
description of her little girl and I imagine most 
of you mothers will know what she means when 
she says her daughter is in the "kitten stage" 
and she spends most of her time getting her down 
from her climbing escapades. Emily tells us that 
Pat (Parlow) Daniel moved to Connecticut and 
then back to New York, but I still have no address 
for her. If anyone hears from her, please Jet me 
know because we haven't been able to catch up 
with her for quite a few months. 
Florence Goodman was married to Mr. Harrison 
(Hank) David Weber on Sunday, April 27, at 
the Essex House in New York City. The Webers 
are Jiving now in Hartford, Connecticut. Sarah 
(Brenner) Rubin sent me the cutest picture nf 
Mark! He was four-and-a-half months at the time 
and already looking very much like a "man of 
the world." Sarah said she had seen some W . C. 
girls in Washington when she went to Ruth Schim-
mel's wedding. Carol (Buxbaum) Waranch had 
been to visit her in Richmond and it seems that 
her daughter is a miniature of Stan. 
Another beautiful colored postcard arrived from 
Hannah Barlow. She said Japan was beautiful in 
its fruit blossom pastels. She was getting ready to 
leave for Hakone , which is one of the big resorts 
near Fiji San. 
Maria (Carter) and Sat are proud as can be 
of their two daughters now . Mary Minor arrived 
on George Washington 's birthday and is a brunette , 
unlike Alice, who is a blonde. When we were in 
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school, Maria 's afternoon wasn 't complete unles s·. 
she could snatch some time for napping ... . Now 
she says she feels sure her sleeping days are past 
forever! 
Eleanor (Pitts) Rowan started with , "I cele-
brated my first wedding anniversary April 21st in 
an unexpected fashion." I thought she was going : 
to tell me about a nice party or something, but I 
was wrong . She "celebrated " by taking a fast trip • 
to the hospital "to have my obstreperous appendix 
removed." She has recuperated now and she and 
Bill are planning quite a few trips for the sum-
mer, having purchased a new car. Part of their 
vacation was spent at the Chamber lin Hotel at 
Old Point Comfort, and in early October they hope· 
to drive to New York . Through Eleanor comes 
the word that Barbara (Wood) Miller is going. 
to brush up on several courses at the University 
of Virginia this summer and will commute to 
Washington on the weekends. She and Lewis are· 
planning vacation trips to Virginia Beach in June 
and August. 
Faye (Hines) Kilpatrick and Bob will once 
more . be lucky enough to be Jiving at Virginia 
Beach during the summer . Faye tells me that 
Jean (Brumsey) Biscoe's husband , Johnny, will 
be released from the service in the early part of 
the summer and . they expect to see them often. 
Judy (Barnette) · Seelharst is going to give up 
teaching next year and devote all her time to-
homemaking . I don't wonder that she has been. 
too busy with the end-of-school activities , inas-
much as she supervised the Junior-Senior banquet, . 
directed May Day , and directed the class play, 
any one of which is a pretty good job in itself. 
Monty (Elliott) Ownby's new address is Hun -
ton Hall , Medical College of Virginia, 1200 E. 
Marshall Street, Richmond , where Ralph has a 
pediatrics residency after discharge from the serv-
ice. Mrs. Elliott went out for a two-weeks visit 
with Monty and Ralph , but flew home when they 
received word that Mr. Elliott, Russe ll and her 
baby had been in an automobile accident. Her 
dad is still in the hospital, but expects to be out 
and about before too long . Pam (Burnside) Gray 
had written Monty about a recent trip to Chicago 
via Pittsburgh where she ran into Nancy Chapin 
working for T.W.A . 
I have a new address for you to add to your 
list. It is for Marian (Thomson) Goolsby who 
now lives at 1114 So. Alfred, Alexandria , Virginia . 
I suppose everyone gets wanderlust when these 
summery days come along. Ginna Herndon and I 
are getting our "ramblin ' shoes" dusted off and 
again heading westward. Ginna, her cousin who 
was a member of the trio last year, another Fred-
ericksburg gal, and I will leave F-burg about the 
25th of June for Texas and California and return 
via Colorado. We'll be away a month or longer 
so I should have plenty to tell you about when we 
return . I have given up my job with the West 
Virginia Insurance Department so imagine my 
vacation will come to an abrupt halt when I have 
to begin reading the want ads and pounding the 
pavements! 
I know a great many of you are looking forward 
to the beaches, mountains , and other favorite 
haunts, so let us hear all about your vacation time, 
too. Happy summer to you all! 
1949 Secretary 
HATHAWAY POLLARD 
239 South Hawthorne Road 
Winston-Salem , N . C. 
Apologies from me to you for a misunderstand-
ing of the deadline for summer BULLETIN news. 
Having thought the news due in June , I had 
planned to contact our group leaders accordingly, 
and did not have time to do so upon notification 
from the alumnae office of a May deadline. 
I did have a bit of news on hand at the time 
which I'm sure you will all enjoy . 
Betty and Fred Dick's son, Frederick William, 
Jr., was born April 19. Also a new son for Jean 
and Jules Kluger , born April 26, and named Joel 
Steven. 
Anne Kraft and Ruby Weber reported alumnae 
activities bustling in Richmond , with an attendance 
of almost 400 at the benefit bridge party of April 
25, "an event enjoyed by all and tnO Jt successful." 
Some new addresses which I did not include in 
the spring BULLETIN. 
Mrs . Richard Foster (Pat Driscoll) 330 Haven 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 
Mrs. Alec Finleyson (Mary Burton Haskell) 
1810 Hinman Ave., Evanston, Ill. 
Mrs. George W. Goforth (Joyce Roberson) 
1106 Bedford Ave., Altavista, Va. 
Mrs . Donald P. O 'Donnell (Gevie Nager) 1360 
Midland Ave ., Bronxville, N. Y. 
I am ashamed to mention the much-talked-of 
address list again, but at least can say that I'm 
in search of a mimeograph machine-so keep what 
little faith remains with you that one will be 
forthcoming. And one day it really and truly will. 
1950 Secretary 
MRS. M. B. PIERCE (Elizabeth Givens) 
1533 Charles Street , Richmond, Virginia 
Now that the alumnae activities and commence-
ment are over and girls in the Class of '50 have 
returned home, it is grand to think about our 
first reunion. It was a real thrill to see approxi -
mately forty girls from our class at the different 
reunion activities, but we wish even more of you 
could have been present. Not only our local girls , 
but also girls from distant p laces such as Libby 
Rowse from California and Ludie Hickerson Wiley 
from New York City returned to Westhampton 
for the weekend of June 6-8. 
Beginning our reunion activities was a banquet 
at Ewart ' s Cafeteria on Friday evening , which 
was attended by approximately thirty-two girls 
in our class. Piggy Wells did a grand job as 
"mistress of ceremonies" and presided over the 
class business meeting which was he ld following 
the dinner . Piggy read my resignation as class 
secretary and then a new plan for writing the 
class letter was discussed. Under this plan the 
group leaders in Richmond wi ll form a committee 
with the chairman being the class secretary. The 
committee will write the dass letter for each 
BULLETIN, thereby making the duties of the class 
secretary a little lighter. The class approved this 
plan and also elected Piggy as the new class secre-
tary . 
Next the financial report of the Class of '50 for 
the past two years was read and the class voted 
that each girl would be asked to contribute a dollar 
to replenish the class treasury . Most of the girls 
present paid this dollar and we are asking the girls 
who could not be there to please send their con-
tribution to Betty Gray Finney, 1605 Lakefront 
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia . 
Doris lee Reeves has done a splendid job on the 
scrapbook and she had it on display that evening . 
If you have not sent her a clipping or a snapshot, 
please send it to her right away at 2312 Park Ave-
nue, Richmond, Virginia, for we do want to keep 
the scrapbook up to date. 
We were happy that Miss Rudd could attend 
the banquet with us and bring us some items of 
news about activities on the campus during the 
past year. 
Saturday morning some of the girls from our 
class attended the Westhampton Alumnae meet-
ing . It was interesting to learn that some girls 
in our class are taking an active part in local 
alumnae groups. Barbara Brann Swain and Jean 
Barbour Wyatt are officers in the Ha lifax Alumnae 
Club. Also Joanne Waring and Julie Wann have 
been doing outstanding work with the Washington, 
D . C., group, especially in connection with their 
high school night program. 
More gir ls from the Class of '50 joined us for 
the Alumnae luncheon in honor of the Senior 
Class given in the Westhampton dining rooms. 
It was such a treat to go over to Miss Rudd's home 
for the tea given that afternoon for our class. 
About twenty girls enjoyed the delicious and at-
tractive refreshments which Miss Rudd served on 
her patio. Some of the faculty members who were 
there to chat with us were Miss Rivenburg, Miss 
Harris and Dean Roberts . A very special guest at 
the tea was Ann Dorsey James' little girl who was 
so cute with a litt le pink pinafore and a pink rib -
bon in her hair. Our appreciation goes to Miss 
Rudd for the many nice things she did as our 
sponsor during the whole reunion. 
Of course, when this many members of the Class 
of '50 get together a lot of news was exchanged . 
One of the big items was the weddings which 
have taken place and will take place this summer. 
We were happy to see Louise Triplett at the re-
union and to hear about her marriage to Bob 
Fridley at Elizabeth City, North Caro lina thi s 
winter. Bob is pastor of the Branch Memorial 
Methodist Church in Richmond. In April , lee 
Davis became Mrs. Cedric R. Head in Boonton , 
New Jersey. lee and her husband are working 
with the Kingsland Marionettes. On May 7, Nancy 
Chapin became the bride of Alexander Phillips. 
They are living in Ok lahoma since their marriage . 
Several girls in our class will say "I do" thi s 
summer. Joy Hull will be married to Carlton 
Blandford Bolte in Northside Baptist Church on 
Ju ly 12. Betty Gray Finney is planning her wed -
ding to Arthur N. Tuttle, Jr ., for August 9 in 
St. Giles Presbyterian Church. Arthur has been 
doing graduate work in architecture at Princeton 
University and expects to enter the army in Sep-
tember. On August 16, Frances Sutton will become 
the bride of Raymond Eugene O liver in the Chris-
tian Church at West Point , Virginia . In June , 
Fran went to New Haven, Connecticut for Ray-
mond's graduation from Yale Divinity School. 
The new babies in our class were another news 
item at the reunion. May 29 was the date of the 
birth of Dorothy Seldon Gardner, daughter of Dot 
Warner Gardner and her husband. Two days later 
Bea Covington O'Flaherty and Billy became the 
proud parents of a baby boy, William Jefferson, 
born on May 31. A boy was born to Charlotte 
Westervelt Bispham and her husband in Delaware 
on May 6. 
Summer time being vacation time is also travel 
time for girls in the Class of '50 . Mary Sullivan 
Tinder and Cecil will leave the United States the 
middle of July for Europe and will tour nearly 
all the European countries until the middle of 
September. Also Europe-bound are Sue Huff and 
her sister. Another lucky girl in our class is Doris 
lee Reeves who spent a week's vacation in June 
in Nassau, Bahamas. I'm sure there are other 
girls in the class who are having interesting trips 
this summer, so be sure to let your group leader 
hear your vacation news · and here's hoping each 
of you has a grand time. 
One girl really seeing the world is lorane 
Graves, who has accepted a job with an oil com-
pany in Arabia for two years. Now that Claire 
Noren has completed her work at Radcliffe Col -
lege , she has taken a position as personnel assist-
ant with Sylvania Electric Company in Boston . 
Coming East from Akron, Ohio is Emily-Ann 
Mintz who is doing secretarial work at the Pan-
American Union in Washington, D. C. Since com-
pleting graduate work, Marianne Beck is back in 
Richmond working for the Virginia Tuberculosis 
Association. One of our teachers who is working 
this summer is Doris Balderson who is doing sec-
retarial work at Richmond Hardware Company. 
A former member of our class, Peggy King 
Nelson, is moving to Philadelphia this summer 
where her husband , Earl, has secured a job. Earl 
received his degree in business administration from 
the University of Richmond in June. 
My thanks go to Jean Tinsley who helped me 
compile this letter for the BULLETIN. Since this 
will be my last letter as class secretary, I do want 
to express my appreciation to each of you for your 
cooperation during the past two years. let's all 
give Piggy and the group leaders our best support! 
1951 Secretary 
MRS. ROBERT M. JONES (Charlotte Her-
rink) 
214 S. Boulevard, Richmond, Virginia 
We have now been alumnae for one year, and 
so much has happened to our class members that 
it's difficult to keep up with everyone . 
I received a letter from Pat Atwill several weeks 
ago and she's got some important news for this 
issue. First, and the most important item about 
Pat, is her coming marriage to Cpl. Bill Wright 
Schwarz on June 14th . Bill is from Williamsburg 
and is now a research chemist with the Army, 
stationed in Huntsville, Alabama. He is supposed 
to get out of the Army in November . Since Octo-
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ber , Pat has been working at South ern Material s 
Co., Inc., in Norfolk. Officially she is a recep-
tionist, but she also works the switchboard , types 
invoices and keeps the sales journal. Pat has also 
been working in the Little Theater at Virginia 
Beach and is a member of the Junior Woman 's 
Club . 
I'm sure that everyone who saw May Da y 
thoroughly enjoyed it. It was beautiful and the 
Class of '52 had perfect weather for th e event . 
Many girls from our class were there-it was 
practically a Class Reunion. Among those present 
were Eleanor Wright Weston, Joy Hodgkins Legg , 
and Doris Goodwyn Bridgeforth. Joy will be here 
in Richmond with her parents for the coming year 
since Johnny is in Korea until September '53. 
Weddings, weddings, and more weddings! Ann 
Marie Hardin and Ben were married on June 
21st. Betsy Bethune and Norma Streever were in 
the wedding . Libba 'Eanes' wedding was also on 
the 21st of June. Recently , Doris Goodwin Bridge-
forth gave a luncheon for Libba and it really was 
fun seeing everyone . Mary Booth and John D . 
were married on June 28th . Eleanor Wright Wes -
ton was an attendent. Ann Jones and George Mof-
fatt are planning to be married in the latter part 
of July. In August , Millie Wright and Joe Alton 
will be married. Liz Latimer and Charlotte Houch-
ins will be in Millie ' s wedding. Joe and Millie 
will live here in Richmond next year. More and 
more of our class are coming to Richmond to live. 
Jean Lowe received a beautiful ring in May and 
she and Hawkins Bradley are planning a July 
wedding. 
I hear that Bobbie Brown 's wedding on May 
17th was beautiful. Bobbie had a garden wedding 
and was fortunate to have perfect weather for it . 
Elizabeth McRae Dudley and Pat Smith were in 
Bobbie's wedding and Sue Pitts and Betsy Bethune 
served at the reception . Bobbie and Myron are 
living here since returning from Sea Island, Georgia 
where they went on their honeymoon . 
Helen Blackwelder has been very busy since 
returning from Europe last fall. Helen taught 
Modern Dance at the Y.W.C.A. for a while and 
has also been doing some choir work and has 
been taking swimming. Her main job with the 
"Y " is with the World Fellowship service and 
Helen seems to Jove it . 
Maryglyn Cooper who has been teaching school 
in Florida , will be here in Richmond thi s summer 
to go to school for a few courses. 
Millie Waters Harford and Jim have gone to 
Paris for two years and I know they will have a 
wonderful time. Liz Latimer and Charlotte 
Houchins went to Millie 's wedding. 
In April, Slfsie Gibson was her e for a couple of 
days. She stopped here on her way to a convention 
of social workers at the Chamberlin . 
Marilyn Montague Harper and T. G. have moved 
to an apartment house near the Williamsburg 
highway. 
Piret Koljo is getting along fine since her opera-
tion. She has not been working for about two 
months, but will probably go back to work soon. 
Liz Latimer is now working for the Juvenile 
Court in Washington and Jo Asbury Hopkins is 
with the long Island Telephone Company. Start -
ing in September, Pat Smith will teach piano at St. 
Catherine's school. 
Henrietta Dow Vinson is working at the Nor -
folk shipyards. Her work has something to do 
with the printing of plans. They are moving into 
a house soon . 
This summer Joyce Gladding is going to camp 
and next winter she will -continue to teach school. 
Martha Carpenter and Betty Luke finished at 
Pan American on the 23rd of May . Martha wants 
to work for a bank and Betty wants to work in 
Charlottesville next winter as a secretary . 
As usual Jane Lawson is having quite a time . 
She spent two wonderful weeks in Mexico for 
her vacation , visiting in Mexico City and Acapulco . 
Everyone have a wonderful time this summer , 
and I hope to hear from all of you for the fall 
BULLETIN. 
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Boston Club 
Chairman: MRS. JOHN E. MILLEA (Priscilla 
Kirkpatrick), 8 Mt. Ida St., Newton 58, Mass. 
Since our April meeting we have received ad-
dresses for two prospective members: 
Louise Schmidt, 261 Commonwealth Ave ., Bos-
ton, Mass . 
Ilse Schott, 135 Ocean St., Lynn, Mass. 
If things work out satisfactorily, there is a pos-
sibility Mrs. Booker may meet with us in the fall. 
We hope everyone will be able to come to that 
meeting. If any alumnae should move to the Bos-
ton area during the summer, do communicate 
either with Addie Eicks or with me. 
Eastern Shore Club 
President: MRS. W. T. ROBERTS, JR. 
Parksley , Virginia . 
Dean Tucker and Leslie Booker were guests of 
honor at our annual spring luncheon , April 26, 
at the Ow l Restaurant, near Accomac. We en-joyed hearing about the scholarship quizzes on 
radio , Religious Focus Week, Robert Frost's visit 
to the campus, the students who have lived in 
foreign countries , and the A. D. Williams bequest, 
and about such alumnae activities as helping the 
students in various practical ways, organizing new 
alumnae clubs, and the swimming pool project. 
Mr s. William T. Roberts, Jr. , and Mrs. H. P. 
B. Rue, Jr., were unanimously re-elected presi-
dent and treasurer, respective ly. The Club voted 
to give $50 .00 to the Woodfin Memorial Fellow-
ship , and a copy of Virginia's Eastern Shore by 
Whit elaw, to the University of Richmond Library 
in memory of Miss Maude Woodfin who helped 
organize our Club while she was serving as Act-
ing Dean. 
Halifax Club 
President : MRS. DOROTHY BAGWELL MACDAN-
NALD, Vernon Hill, Virginia 
The Westhampton alumnae in South Boston and 
Halifa x and their vicinities had a picnic meeting 
at the Mountain Road Swimming Pool in Halifax 
on Jun e 2. There were 13 members present with 
10 classes represented. Several of these reported 
that they would attend the class reunion. 
In the business section our president, Mrs . 
Dorothy Bagwell MacDannald reported on some 
Westhampton projects which were of much in -
terest to all of us. Officers for '52-'53 were 
elected as follows: President, Mrs. Barbara Brann 
Swaim; Vice-President , Mrs. Nell Collins Thomp-
son ; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Jeanne Barbour 
Ware. 
Aft er singing "Our Alma Mater " and "Tell 
Me Why " we disbanded in the spirit of our West-
hampton college days. 
New York Club 
President: MRS. JULES F. DE DAN (Frances 
Gottlieb) 
On October 6, 1951, we were invited to Kittle 
Hous e at Mt. Kisco, New York , to be the guests 
of Emily Carlson and her husband. We had a 
wonderful luncheon (filet mignon, no less) at 
Kittle House , and then Emily escorted us the short 
distance to her home where we held our actual 
meeting. We bad a most enthusiastic group out 
on that occasion. In addition to many of our 
"o ld faithfuls," we welcomed some young mothers 
from nearby towns. They said they hoped we 
could meet in Westchester County more often. 
Perhaps some day a plan for rotating the loca-
tion of meetings can be worked out, i.e ., West-
chester County, long Island, New Jersey, etc. It 
is a thought for the future welfare of our group. 
On February 26, 1952, we held a dinner-meeting 
at the Barbizon-Plaza Hotel , 101 West 58 Street, 
New York. Dinner was served in the Cafe down-
stairs while the East Lounge on the 30th floor 
was reserved for our meeting. We shifted on this 
occasion from our usual Saturday afternoon to a 
Tuesday night in an effort to lure more members . 
While we gained many new (and most welcome) 
faces, we did lose some of our regulars so that the 
net result was about the same. However, the 
suggestion was made that we maintain both Satur-
day afternoons and mid-week nights on our sched-
ule so that both groups may feel an integral part 
of our organization. Also Saturday meetings are 
more appropriate when visitors are coming from 
Richmond , etc. 
Dr. H. Ruth Henderson, the National Direc-
tor of the International Division of the Girl Scouts, 
was our guest of honor at the Barbizon-P laza 
meeting. Dr. Henderson so fascinated the group 
with the account of her work, particularly on be-
half of world friendship, that the gir ls kept plying 
her with questions long after her main talk was 
concluded. 
The problem of a meeting place is always with 
us. When this was brought up , Dr. Henderson 
volunteered the use of her apartment in New York. 
Natura lly, we all appreciated this gesture, and we 
may avail ourselves of the privilege within the 
next few months. (With such loyal and en-
thusiastic boosters , how can our New York Club 
fai l to progress?) 
For our closing meeting of the season, we had 
hoped to have either ( or both) Miss Lutz or Miss 
Tucker ; but neither could leave her duties for a 
meeting either in April or May . However , we 
schedu led our meeting without the inducement of 
a Westhampton personage on Tuesday, May 20, 
1952, at the Corti le Restaurant, 37 West 43 Street, 
New York. Much to our amazement, we bad 
the largest turn out in years! lest you think I 
am casting any aspersions on the members of our 
faculty, let me hasten to explain it only proves 
how unpredictable the human can be! 
Prior to our last meeting , the Nominating Com-
mittee consisting of Sally Davis, Chairman, Natalie 
Heller Moore , and Elizabeth Baker had met at 
my home to propose a slate of officers for the 
term of 1952-1954. The election of officers was, 
therefore, our first order of business. Those se-
lected were the following: President, Frances G. 
De Dan; Vice-President, Natalie Heller Moore; 
Secretary, Lillian Jung; Treasurer, Dorothy Ihnken . 
During the course of business, the Secretary and 
Treasurer reported , one a slight increase in our 
membership, the other a substantial increase in 
our funds . Both were welcome news items since 
estab lishments in New York now require about 
$35 for appropriate meeting facilities in addition 
to their dinner charges. 
Although we have had our disappointments in 
the last two years, I do feel we have more cause 
for re joicing. One of the biggest gains has been 
in securing newspaper cooperation. For years we 
had little or no newspaper publicity of our New 
York activities because the editors maintained our 
Alma Mater was too far away and too little known . 
However, because of persistent effort, we now 
secure publicity in both New York and Newark, 
New Jersey, papers. , 
In the last four years, Carlene Wagner ( my 
predecessor) and I have tried to cultivate a sense 
of unity among our group. Because of the won-
derfu l response from our members, I think we 
have succeeded. 
With a feeling of unity , a continuity of meetings, 
with an increase in members and a decided gain 
in our Treasury, I am proud to state that New 
York has taken many steps in the right direction . 
With the continued cooperation of the members in 
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New York and of the Alumnae Association here 
in Richmond, and most of all, under the guidance 
of The Good lord, we shall take many more in 
the next two years! 
Peninsula Club 
Prl!sident: MRS. RICHARD SHEPHERD (Peggy 
Louthan) 87 Post Street, Hilton Village, Va . 
Report of Activities 1951-1952 
I. Meetings: 
1. December 7, 1951-Covered dish dinner at 
the home of Mrs . Richard Sawyer. 
2. February 9, 1952-Luncheon at Chamberlin 
Hote l-Guests: Mrs. R. E. Booker and Mrs. 
T. Preston Turner. 
3. April 5, 1952-Tea in honor of the West-
hampton Students. Guest speaker, Miss 
Helen Want, Senior at Westhampton. 
4. May 16, 1952-lecture given at the Hamp-
ton Baptist Church by Dr. Smart. 
II. Business: 
1. The Peninsula Chapter voted to have $2.00 
dues to meet the proposed 1951-1952 budget . 
2. Alumnae from Gloucester and West Point 
were invited to join our Peninsula Group. 
3. Sent $46.00 to Westhampton Alumnae 
Fund. 
4. Officers for the coming year: 
President: Mrs. Richard Shepherd 
Secretary: Mary Lou Sawyer 
Treasurer: Mary Paulson 
Roanoke Club 
Preside nt: MRS. BOYD DICKENSON (Mary Ann 
Hubbard), 407 King George Avenue, Roa-
noke , Virginia 
The Roanoke Club held its first meeting in a 
long while the evening of May 15th. To begin 
our meeting we had dinner together at Hotel 
Patrick Henry, with Mrs . R. E. Booker, our alum-
nae secretary, as our special guest. This gave all 
the old and new alumnae a wonderful opportunity 
to become acquainted with each other-and, too , 
a chance to bombard Mrs . Booker with questions 
concerning all the latest happenings at W esthamp-
ton. 
Following dinner, we met in a private clubroom 
fm our business session. At this time, officers 
for the coming year were elected. They are: Mrs. 
Boyd Dickenson , president, Miss Susie Blair, vice-
president and Miss Barbara Rhudy, secretary-treas-
urer. Mrs. Reba Hash, past president, expressed 
her desire for the Roanoke Club to become more 
active now that more and more Roanoke girls are 
attending Westhampton. 
Mrs. Booker then closed our meeting with a 
most interesting and informative talk on activities 
at Westhampton and illustrated her talk with love-
ly color slides showing scenes of May Day, grad-
uation and various views of the campus grounds. 
The group present at the meeting was very 
enthusiastic about making our club more active, 
and we hope in the next year to be able to have 
several more meetings in which we can include 
girls attending Westhampton at the present time . 
Southwest Virginia Club 
President: MRS. ROBERT C. MOORE, JR. (Arline 
M. Moore), Box 68, Christiansburg, Virginia 
The Southwest Virginia Club was organized May 
16th, 1952. Mrs . R. E. Booker conducted the 
meeting held at the home of Mrs. J. B. McCarty 
in Christiansburg. Twelve alumnae from Blacks-
burg, Christia nsburg, Pulaski and Radford were 
present. Officers elected were: 
Arline M. Moore '48-President 
Anne Bing Abbitt '49-Vice-President 
Rosamond Calhoun McCarty · 49-Secretary 
Tidewate r Club 
President: Miss CHARLOTTE BEALE 
There were thirty-four enthusiastic alumnae 
present to hear the beloved combination-Keller 
and Turnbull. Miss Keller "gossiped" on campus 
news in her own delightful manner and Miss 
Turnbull, in turn, showed a number of lovely 
spring slides of Westhampton. 
This "treat" occurred at the fourth and final 
meeting of the Tidewater Branch which met at 
the Carriage House in Norfolk on April the 26th . 
After the invocation given by Dorothy Foster, 
lunch was served. This was followed by a brief 
business meeting presided over by Elizabeth Bell, 
President of the Branch. 
A check for $56.00 has been sent to the swim-
ming pool fund . 
The officers for '52-'53, elected at this meeting, 
are: 
Charlotte Beale '39-President 
Caro lyn Babb Heflin ex '43-Vice-President 
Mildred Pope Andersen '29-Secretary 
Dorothy Monroe Hill '44---Treasurer 
Wash ington Club 
President: MRS. F. M . CLEVINGER (Mary Brock) 
4329 Lorcom Lane, Arlington, Virginia 
Our chapter enjoyed our annual spring tea for 
Westhampton students in the city and prospective 
students , March 30th, in the home of Betty Sher-
man Cale. One of her lovely daughters assisted 
her and Frances Burnette, who was in charge of 
refreshments, helped also, and Estelle Kemper 
Butler poured the tea. Dorothy Knibb , who is 
ch~.irman of the Puppet Project , reported on her 
committee's findings and it was decided by voting 
to attempt to have at least one puppet show next 
year. 
The final meeting of the year was held May 25th 
in the beautiful new home of Alice Garnett 
Thomas. We were invited to bring our families 
and friends and to bring our suppers, drinks to 
be provided. Delicious punch and hot coffee were 
made by Mervyn Lee Judd , and hot turnovers 
filled with chicken salad and tuna fish salad pre-
pared by Alice Thomas made our supper on the 
porch a very much enjoyed occasion. 
Frances Burnette and her nominating committee 
consisting of Elizabeth Hutchison, Elizabeth Frazier 
Burs lefli} and Julia Decker Bristow offered the 
following slate : 
Charlotte Moore '40-President 
Joanne Waring '50-Vice-President 
Elizabeth Latimer · 51-Secretary 
Frances Flick '38- Treasurer 
The nominees were wholeheartedly endorsed 
and we're looking forward to another year of happy 
times together. 
CHAPTERS 
Baltimore 
On May 20 the Baltimore chapter met with 
wives and guests for dinner at the Belvedere Hotel. 
The guests included Congressman Vaughan Gary, 
and Robert J. Lally, Assistant Special Agent for 
the F.B.I., Baltimore office, and Joe Nettles, Alum-
ni Secretary. We were especially glad to have 
some of the ladies of the Westhampton alumnae 
visit with us. 
At the conclusion of the dinner, t-he meeting 
was opened by president Marty Logan . Dr. Emmet 
Ried, who is celebrating his 60th year as an alum-
nus, was presented. 
The chapter elected Vernon B. Richardson, '35, 
as president; Channing Wi lson, '25, vice-president; 
Lawrence Edberg , '38, secretary, and Ben West, 
'27, treasurer. 
Mr. Lally gave a talk about crime in the nation 
today. He appealed to the community, church, and 
home to do all they could to aid law enforcement 
agencies. 
Joe Nett les spoke of the A. D . Williams bequest 
and explained how it was to be used. He re-
ported on the activities of the school and ex-
tended an invitation to all to visit the campus in 
June. 
Congressman Gary, 40 years an alumnus, spoke 
to us about his travels to the Pacific. First he 
paid tribute to the F.B.l. as the most efficient 
agency in the country. 
The first part of the trip took him to Juneau, 
Alaska where several of the military insta llations 
were inspected. Then on to the Aleutians to visit 
some more posts. The next stop was Japan. "There 
exists today in Japan a strong anti-communistic 
feeling, " he said, "but the nationalistic sentiment 
is growing every day. In fact it is not limited only 
to Japan but is world wide ." 
The Korean front was next visited. "The Ameri-
can troops are the best equipped of any ever to 
be in the field," Mr. Gary asserted. He added 
the United Nations are in Korea because of "the 
principle of liberty and not for reasons of con-
quest." There are at present 52 nations in Korea. 
Formosa was the the next stop and the troops 
and equipment were inspected. The troops are 
in excellent condition , Mr. Gary reported, but 
lack equipment . Several other islands were visited 
on the way back to Washington. 
Was hington 
Members of the Washington Alumni Chapter 
cast aside their inhibitions and kicked up their 
heels at an old-fashioned square dance to wind 
up the 1951-52 "college " year on a festive note. 
Alumni, wives, and dates-most in informal 
attire-whirled around the floor to the strains of 
first-class mountain music and directions from the 
champion caller of Arlington County. During 
breathing spells, they munched doughnuts and 
drank cider. 
At a brief business meeting, these officers were 
elected for 1952-53: Henry W . Riley , '23, assistant 
treasurer of the Internationl Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development, President; J. Earle Dun-
ford , Jr., '48 editorial staff member of the U. S. 
Chamber of Commerce , vice-president; and Robert 
C. Cotten, Jr., · 42, Washington attorney , secre-
tary-treasurer. 
I Necrology I 
1888-
Dr. Charles M. Hazen died on April 22 at his 
Richmond home after a long illness . First foot-
ball coach at Richmond College, Dr. Hazen at the 
time of his death was one of the oldest alumni 
of old Richmond College where he matriculated in 
1884. He won the degree of B.A. at Richmond 
College in 1888 and the degree of M .A. in 1889. 
In past years, Dr . Hazen had been professor of 
physiology at the Medical College of Virginia and 
was one of the first x-ray physicians in Richmond. 
He had been for 50 years a member and an 
elder in the Bon Air Presbyterian Church. 
1890-
The Rev. John William Reams died at his Rich-
mond home on May 25 at the age of 89. A retired 
Baptist minister , he was educated in the Charlotte 
County schools; at Homestead Academy , Chester-
field County, and at Richmond College. 
Mr. Reams was a pastor in the James River 
Baptist Association for six years; in the Accomac 
Association for 17 years, and in the Blackwater 
Association for 12 years. He had been retired 
since August, 1940. 
His last ministerial service was as supply pas-
tor of Hardware Baptist Church and Moorland 
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Baptist Church, both in Albemarle County . Reams 
was also field secretary of the University of Rich-
mond for three years in the "Million-Dollar Cam-
paign," four years in the "Two-Million-Dollar 
Campaign, " and two years in the "Half-Million-
Dollar Campaign. " 
1894-
Malcolm Elmore Walthall , retired electrical and 
mechanical engineer, died on April 19 at a Rich-
mond hospital. A member of an old Virginia 
family and a native of Richmond, Mr. Walthall 
was a son of the late Howard and Olenia Elmore 
Walthall. 
He was educated at old Richmond College and 
at the General Electric School at Lynn, Mass. He 
was the author of a history of the Walthall family 
and was a member of the Peter Williamson Lodge, 
No . 323, AF&AM, of Scranton, Pa. 
1896-
Tesse H. Binford died on June 10 in a Rich-
mond hospital at the age of 77. Superintendent 
of Richmond school for 12 years, Mr. Binford at-
tended Richmond public schools and was graduated 
from Richmond College. He received his master 's 
degree at the University of Wisconsin and studied 
school administration at Columbia University. 
Mr. Binford became superintendent of the Rich-
mond public school system in May 1933, and 
served until his retirement, Dec. 31, 1945, at the 
age of seventy. . 
His administration was marked by a senes of 
great strides in the city's educational program, at 
]east one of which drew national attention. 
J. Herbert Mercer , veteran sheriff of Richmond, 
died June 23 at the age of 78 at his Richmond 
home. Sheriff for 43 years, Mr. Mercer 's death 
came after an illness of several months. 
A native of Richmond, Mr. Mercer was educated 
at Nolley School, McGuire's University Sc~ool 
and the University of Richmond . He is survived 
by his wife, Mi·s. Lillian Gentry Mercer; a son, 
Stuart Gray Mercer; a brother , Dr. Willie Mercer ; 
and two grandchildren . 
1898-
Robert Beverley Munford, Jr. , died on June 24 
in a Richmond hospital at the age of 73 after_ an 
illness of six weeks. Obituary editor of the Rich-
mond New s Leader for many years, he was educated 
at Mrs. Camm's School for Boys, at Wistar Archer 's 
University School and at Richmond College . He 
took graduate work at the University of Virginia, 
receiving his bachelor of laws degree at the latter 
institution in 1902. 
1900-
The Rev. Allen Pressley Wilson , for many years 
rector of Episcopal churches in Baltimore , died on 
June 24 at the age of 7~ in Santa Ro ~' Fla . H_e 
was once national chaplam of the Spamsh Amen-
can War Veterans and a national office of the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars. 
1903-
Mark Richards Lloyd died at his home at The 
Tuckahoe Ap artments, on Sunday, March 30, after 
a long illness. 
Born at Louisa Courthouse, the son of Senator 
Mark R. Lloyd and Mrs . Ida Ballowe Lloyd, he 
spent his early boyhood days in Manchester, which 
is now South Richmond. 
He was educated at Colonel Gordon McCabe 's 
School and graduated from Richmond College, 
where he studied law. 
Known for his kindness and generosity , he was 
a true Christian gentleman, ever ready to lend a 
helping hand to his fellow man . 
He was a communicant of St. James Church , 
where he was active until failing health forced 
his retirement. 
Mr. Lloyd was a member of the Manchester 
Lodge No . 14 A.F. & A.M. Scottish Rite bodies of 
Richmond, receiving his degree November 19, 1931, 
and Acea Temple Shrine. 
The fun era l was conducted at his home by the 
Reverend Do ctor Churchill J. Gibson, with Com-
mittal Service at the grave in Hollywo od. 
H e is survived by his widow , the former Mi ss 
Elizabeth W ormeley Cardoza, and one brother , 
Wickham T . Lloyd, of Norfolk . 
1905-
J. Aubr ey Saunders died on April 15 in Medical 
College of Virgini a Hospital at the age of 73 as a 
result of an automobile accident. He was a 
form er owner of the Highland Park Sand Company. 
1910-
Sydney J. Lodge died in Hyatt sville, Maryland on 
April 17. H e had been a profes sor at Br iarly Hill 
Military Academy. 
1918-
R. H. Wil son died on Octob er 13, 1950 at 
H onaker, after being an invalid for five years 
with paralysi s. 
1925-
Alvin Jud son Babcock died on Jun e 13 in a 
Richm ond hospita l at the age of 49. An organi zer 
of Babcock-Phillips Corporation , Mr. Babcock 
served as president of that business. H e was born 
in Powhata n County and lived in Chase City prior 
to atte nding the University of Richm ond and estab-
lishing his home in Richmond. 
Mr. Babcock was a member of the Richm ond 
Kiw anis Club and a member of the Country Club 
of Vir ginia , and was form erly on the board of 
the Henri co County Tub ercul osis Associatio n. 
1932-
Carl Gray Gillikin , Jr. , died on March 5 in 
New Yo rk City. 
1940-
Abram P. Stap les died at his Roanoke , Va., home 
on May 5 from a shotgun wo und . Mr. Stap les 
was graduated from the University of Richmond 
law schoo l in 1940. At that time he entered the 
merchant marin e and Army Transport Service. 
He bad just recentl y made his home in Roanoke 
and had resumed law practice. 
1949-
Philip C. "T ippy" Dulin g died on May 3 in an 
auto collision . H e was 28 years old. Mr. Dulin g, 
th e son of Police Captai n Dan W. Dulin g, of 
Ri chmond, was unmarried, was a former Air Force 
pi lot, credit ed with 35 combat mission s over France 
and Germany duri ng World W ar II . He attended 
the University of Richmond for two years after hi s 
separa tion from serv ice in 1945. 
Happy Red 
(Co11ti1111ed from page 5) 
round of the parties and drank in the stori es 
of the good old days when football players 
were in the game for the durat ion, when 
the Chri stmas Eve fire destroyed the admin-
istration building on the old campus, when 
"toe pulling " was a favorite indoor sport , 
and when the ladies- God bless them-were 
regularly enrolled stud ents in Richmond 
College. 
From the g irls who came back for the 
reunions , Friddell drew out a chain of mem-
ories. 
M emor ies of "chiggers in the Spanish 
moss imported for the Junior Prom 
sunbathing on the first spring day . . the 
rush for irons just before a dance . . . the 
watchman locking the gates too soon . . . 
the last streetcar to run on the Westhampton 
line . . the seventh-inning stretch during 
exams . . . rain on May Day . . . blue roads 
in the rain . . . the lamp post to which they 
had to bow as freshmen ." 
The 1942 men, who worked particularly 
hard in lining up their reunion, published a 
booklet listing the careers of the class mem-
bers. The survey revealed that 89 per cent of 
the class members are married . Sixty-eight 
per cent of those who are married have chil-
dren (an average of 1.4 child). Eighty-one 
per cent served in World War II -4 6 per 
cent in the Navy , 32 per cent in the Army, 
and 22 per cent in the Air Force. 
From the Westhampton class of '50 (the 
photographer arrived too late, but he took 
a picture of the deserted banquet hall to 
prove he had been there) to the classes of 
1901 and '02 which met jointly as the guests 
of Dr. J. P . McCabe, the old grads were all 
agreed on one thing: 
"Ours was the best class in the history of 
the University. " 
Members of reunion classes met with other 
returning old grads on Alumni Day, June 7. 
Alumni and alumnae had separate rounds 
of activities on their respective sides of the 
University lake and then got together for a 
joint dinner at which Dr. Samuel W. Steven-
son, professor of English , spoke amusingly 
on the subject: "Husbands Arise: You Have 
Nothing to Lose But Your Chains. " (See 
page 16.) 
(The nation 's pr ess gave considerable play 
to Dr. Stevenson's remarks and some readers , 
not realizing that the good professor was 
speaking tongue-in-che ek, wrote caustic let-
ters to him. "You," they said, in effect, "a re 
no gent.") 
In more serious vein, Pre sident Modlin 
told the sons and daughters of Alma Mater 
that the year had been one of the most nota-
ble in the University's history. He cited the 
$2,7 00,000 bequ est of A. D. Williams , which 
already has been reflected in the establish-
ment of twenty-seven addition al scholarships 
and will be of continu ed value in the opera-
tion and maintenance of the T. C. Williams 
School of Law and the entir e Univ ersity. Other 
noteworthy events of the year included the 
establi shment of two Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps unit s (Army transportation and 
Air Force) , the completion of the $275,000 
Alumni-Stud ent Center Building, authoriza-
tion for the construction of a new $400,000 
law school building on the main campus, and 
the organization of a school of Christian edu-
cation with 407 persons enrolled in classes 
in Norfolk , Roanok e, Richmond, and Balti-
more. 
Gu ests of honor at the dinner were: Dr. 
Herman P. Thoma s, '17, prof essor of eco-
nomics , who has rounded out twenty-five 
years as a member of the University of Rich-
mond faculty. His career was reviewed in a 
eulogy by Dr. Vernon B. Richardson, '35, 
president of the General Society of Alumni. 
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Mrs. Nora Turpin Turner, ' 29, president 
of the Westhampton Alumnae Association , 
presided . 
Earlier in the day, Westhampton old grads 
had listened at the Alumnae Hour to Mrs. 
Elizabeth Burns Gaylor, '32, and Mrs. Jean 
Grant , '42, who spoke on the subjects: "Do 
You Enjoy a Show? ' and "A Biologist in 
Public Health." 
Members of senior classes were guests of 
honor at luncheons on both sides of the lake. 
Three men, each chosen as the outstanding 
graduate in his class, were given medals and 
were elected to the Alumni Council. Lynn 
Calgar Dickerson, II, of Harrisonburg, pres-
ident of the senior class of Richmond Col-
lege; Roy Spencer Cayton of Richmond , 
chairman of the Honor Council in the School 
of Business Administration, and William 
Jerry Roberts of Richmond, vice chancellor 
of the McNeill Law Society and vice-presi-
dent of the Phi Alpha Delta law fraternity , 
were the medal winners. 
The Richmond College medal was pre-
sented by Dr. George W. Sadler , '10, of the 
Baptist Foreign Mission Board ; the Busi-
ness School medal by E. Claiborn e Robins , 
'3 1, president of A.H. Robins Company , and 
the law medal by City Attorney J. Elliott 
Drinard, '27. 
After lunch , the men moved out to Mill -
hiser Field to watch the first annual High 
School invitational track meet which was 
conducted under the expert direction of 
Track Coach Fred Hardy. The meet brought 
to the campus a galaxy of champions from 
Virginia's high and preparatory schools. 
Credit for the success of Alumna e and 
Alumni Day activities was shared by com-
mittees headed by Mrs. Thomas C. Yeaman , 
' 29, and Robert R. Martin, '39. 
An Adventure 
(Co11ti1111ed from page 2) 
What such programs as these can do to 
promote world understanding was summed 
up by one of the trainees in the closing days 
of the program. "We have learn ed about an 
America which is so different from that 
which most Europ eans know . To und erstand 
America- her peoples and institution s-o ne 
must visit this great country. High sky scrap-
ers, television and mechaniz ed people are 
not America. The country has its own beauty, 
wh ether you think of the hills , the great 
plains, the rolling landscape , the winding 
rivers or the endless cottonfi elds in the 
South , all of which we were so und eserving-
ly fortun ate to see. W e got to love it and 
to love the people who live her e and who 
showed us so much hospitality , cordi al in-
terest, good will, friendliness and even more 
than that. While in America we were am-
bassadors of our own country, but when we 
return - whether in the large cities or small 
hamlets - ther e will be those of us who can 
say to our countrymen V:-ho do not know or 
understand America - America is not as you 
say for I was there." 
Drink More Milk for that 
c-c-Picture of Good Health!" 
She's growing up with lots of valuable, nourishing 
milk. Each brimming glassful means more energy, better 
health, better looks. For your good health drink plenty 
of Richmond Dairy MILK, nature's most nearly perfect 
food, EVERYDAY. 
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